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Preface to ”Mechanical Properties of Advanced

Multifunctional Coatings”

Advanced multifunctional coatings have always attracted a lot of attention due to the great and

unpredicted progress in their synthesis, characterization, and properties. They have also been widely

used in different fields, such as aeronautics, transportation, biomedicine, electrical and electronic

equipment, etc. Mechanical properties are key to how advanced multifunctional coatings interact

with external forces and environmental factors. An in-depth understanding of the mechanical

properties of these coatings, however, still requires complex material modeling and characterization

tools. This Special Issue aims to present the latest findings and to promote further research in

the areas of mechanical behaviors of advanced multifunctional coatings, including experimental

characterization and theoretical calculations. Full papers, review articles, and communications are

all welcome.

Potential topics include but are not limited to the following topics:

Advanced multifunctional coatings in mechatronics;

Advanced characterization methods and tools;

Advanced coatings for preparation and applications;

Numerical simulations and computational modeling, including FEM/XFEM, MD, MC, DFT, etc.;

Theoretical studies;

Design and synthesis strategies affecting mechanical behaviors;

Industrial case studies.
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Coatings are found almost anywhere in the modern world. The typical examples are
architectural wall coatings and automotive paints, which serve to both protect substrates
and offer a decorative appearance [1]. In our daily life, we are surrounded by objects with
coatings, such as paper books, the lenses of glasses, computer screens, CPUs inside laptops,
etc. Coating technology, as one type of surface engineering, is related to the friction, wear,
corrosion, abrasion, and fatigue of tools and components. They have a very wide range of
applications in industries including automotive, aerospace, nuclear, military and defense,
power generation, tool and die, metal forming, agriculture, and food processing. According
to the industry market analysis from American Coatings Association, the total value of the
global coatings market was estimated to be approximately USD 112 billion in 2014.

There has always been a lot of interest in advanced multifunctional coatings be-
cause of the tremendous and unexpected progress in their synthesis, characterization, and
properties. A variety of different fields have also used them, such as aeronautics, trans-
portation, biomedicine, equipment for electrical and electronic use, etc. Numerous excellent
reviews and research articles have covered many topics in this area, such as dynamic
coatings [2], thermal barrier coatings for gas-turbine engine applications [3], nanostruc-
tured coatings [4,5], all-nanoparticle thin-film coatings [6], microstructural design of hard
coatings [7], anticorrosive coatings [8], advanced multifunctional coatings for vibration
control of machining [9], etc. Multifunctional coatings’ mechanical properties play a crucial
role in their interaction with external forces and environmental factors. Yet, sophisticated
characterization and modeling tools are required to gain a comprehensive understanding
of the mechanical properties of these coatings.

This Special Issue aims to provide a forum for researchers to share current research
findings and to promote further research into the mechanical behavior of advanced multi-
functional coatings, including experimental modeling and theoretical calculations. This
Special Issue eventually collects 13 original research articles on the most recent works
not limited to the relevant research area of advanced multifunctional coatings, including
interesting mechanical behaviors at surfaces and interfaces.

Thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) are layered materials with low thermal conductivity
and high thermal stability sprayed onto metal substrates to provide thermal protection in
the most demanding high-temperature environment [3,10]. As the most complex coating
system, TBCs mainly consist of a ceramic top coating (TC), a metallic bonding coating (BC),

Coatings 2022, 12, 599. https://doi.org/10.3390/coatings12050599 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/coatings1
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and a metal substrate. The structure, mechanical properties, and failure mechanisms of
TBCs would need to be understood more in order to improve them.

Thermal oxidation stress of TBCs has been successfully investigated with Cr3+ photo-
luminescence piezospectroscopy, but results for data processing lack systematization and
quantitative analysis, especially regarding peak positions. Numerous spectra representing
different uniaxial loadings are obtained by Lu et al. [11] through numerical experiments and
calibration tests. Based on a comparison of fitting results and discussion of the generation
mechanism, the Lorentzian function-rather than the more commonly utilized Psd-Voigt
function—is considered to be the most relevant method for the application of Cr3+ photo-
luminescence piezospectroscopy to TBCs because it has an adequate degree of sensitivity,
stability, and credibility for quantitative stress analysis.

It is one of the major causes of thermal barrier failure that residual stresses are in-
troduced during manufacturing and service processes inside the TBC top coating. It is
essential, therefore, to measure the residual stress in the top coating in a non-destructive
and accurate manner in order to assess the lifetime of the TBC. Researchers have used
terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) to measure internal stresses in nonmetals
by determining or calibrating the material’s optical stress coefficient. In the work by
Wang et al. [12], a THz-TDS-based calibration of the stress optical coefficient is performed
for analyses of stresses in the ceramic layer of TBC. Spectra of TBC specimens are analyzed
via the unimodal, multimodal, and barycenter methods of fitting THz time-domain spectra
to different uniaxial compression loadings obtained with a reflection-type THz-TDS system.
When compared to the two other methods, the barycenter method had a higher level of
accuracy and stability. This work provides a solid foundation to employ THz-TDS for
analyzing the stress inside the top coating of actual TBC structures.

A rock possesses complex structural properties in its medium space, making it one
of the most basic materials for engineering coatings. However, it has still proven difficult
to quantify the microstructure of rock coatings, such as the degree of connectivity and
aggregation. In their first paper, an innovative new complex network theory is proposed by
Gao et al. [13] to understand the 3D structure of pore networks in sandstone, which cannot
be quantified by traditional methods such as Euler number and fractal dimension. Results
from numerical simulations indicate that a scale-free network model is more suitable than
random models for describing the pore network in sandstone. According to this research,
the pore network in sandstone is uniform and its connectivity has the potential to enhance
permeability. Using this method, researchers can examine crack grid distribution in tunnel
coatings as well as learn more about the pore connectivity characteristics of sandstone. In
their second paper from the same group [14], a dual-porosity network model of rock is
proposed based on the Barabasi and Albert (BA) scale-free theory. The porosity degree
distribution, average path length, throat length distribution, and other parameters of
the rock model are used to quantitatively describe the connection between rock pores
and throats. A trend analysis is performed for the permeability of the coating model
using microscopic parameters. The dual-pore network model was shown to be capable of
matching very well the structural distribution characteristics of different types of rocks,
and thus can be used to describe the coating’s structure very effectively. In this way, the
mechanical and physicochemical properties of rock can be analyzed theoretically, providing
support for the rational design of rock coatings.

The fiber-matrix interface is widely recognized as the most important determinant
of composite structural stability. With an appropriate interface, load can be transferred
effectively and crack propagation can be prevented. There has been considerable effort
dedicated to studying how the interface affects mechanical properties of SiC–SiC compos-
ites. Through a combination of experimental measurement and theoretical analysis, Jin
et al. [15] investigate the tensile properties of SiC–SiC composites reinforced by domestic
Hi–Nicalon type SiC fiber at high temperature and illuminate how the interface coating af-
fext the mechanical property variations. The experimental results show that tensile strength
dramatically drops above 1200 C, and fiber-pull-out fracture mode changes to fiber-break.
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Based on the subsequent FEM (finite element method) analysis, the authors claim that the
variation in residual radial stress at the fiber-matrix interface coating is responsible for the
reduction in tensile strength and change of fracture mode. The residual radial stress at the
fiber-matrix interface coating changes from tensile to compressive once the temperature
exceeds the preparation temperature for the composites, increasing the interface strength
as the temperature increases.

A novel method called groove HCECB (hot casting plus explosion compression bond-
ing) is developed by Sun et al. [16] and applied to weld 6061 aluminum alloy with Q235a
steel. The experimental results demonstrate that the aluminum-steel composite plate can
be directly combined by the HCECB method with no defects (such as melting layer, holes,
and cracks) observed in the interface. The detailed SEM (scanning electron microscope)
and EDX (Energy Dispersive X-Ray) analysis reveal that with tight bonding, and almost no
melt, the composite plate has an interface consisting of flatness and microwave. According
to the tensile and shear test results, the shear strength is greater than 80 MPa, which is the
required bond strength for aluminum-steel composite plates.

In the experimental work by Li et al. [17], Cr-DLC (Cr-containing hydrogenated amor-
phous diamond-like carbon) films are synthesized by pulsed-dc (direct current) magnetron
sputter with a PEM (plasma emission monitor) system using a large-size industrial Cr
target. They examine how the Cr atom plasma emission intensity is related to the element
concentration, the cross-sectional morphology, the deposition rate, the microstructure,
mechanical properties, and tribological properties of Cr-DLC films. Various methods are
employed to characterize and analyze the mechanical and tribological behaviors, including
nanoindentation, scratch test instruments, and ball-on-disk reciprocating friction/wear
testers. Based on the results of the experiment, the PEM system has been successfully
applied to magnetron sputtering in order to deposit Cr-DLC with a more stable process.

During the last twenty years, micropitting has been particularly problematic on gear
surfaces. As a surface fatigue phenomenon, it occurs in rolling and sliding contact that are
operating in boundary lubrication (BL) or elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) regimes.
Generally, asperities on the surface are usually the source of micropitting, which starts
to form in the dedendum of the driver and driven. However, Zhao et al. [18] find that
for some gears with interference fit connections of their conical surface, micropitting on
the pinion occurs in the addendum. Through a 3D–TCA method (GATES: Gear Analysis
for Transmission Error and Stress) based on ISO/TR 15144-1:2014, this study attempts to
predict the occurrence of micropitting and try to understand the key influential factors to
affect micropitting location. Combined with FEM modeling, they demonstrate that instead
of profile shift coefficient, the start of tip relief, and lead slope deviation, the difference of
profile slope deviation between pinion and wheel may affect the micropitting location.

Nanoindentation is a widely used experimental tool to investigate mechanical re-
sponses of small volumes of materials at a micro-length scale [19]. Zhang et al. [20] apply
the nanoindentation technique combined with AFM (atomic force microscope) measure-
ment to investigate the surface morphology, average grain sizes, load-penetration depth
curves, and hardness of the three SiO2 thin films with different thicknesses (500, 1000 and
2000 nm-thick). A detailed analysis of the dependence of the hardness of the SiO2 thin
films on thickness is presented. It is found that the average intrinsic hardnesses of the 500,
1000, and 2000 nm-thick SiO2 thin films are 11.9, 10.7, and 10.4 GPa, respectively. As the
film thickness and grain size increase, the average intrinsic hardness of SiO2 thin films
decreases, in a similar manner to the Hall-Petch relationship.

Anti-reflective (AR) coatings are made up of multiple layers of metal oxides that
reduce and eliminate reflection from the front and rear surfaces of ophthalmic lenses. This
allows more light to pass through the lens, improving the vision of the wearer as well as
decreasing the glare we see in photos. Using nanoindentation hardness as a measure of
practical scratch resistance for mechanically tunable anti-reflective hard coatings, Price
et al. [21] present a fundamental understanding of the relationship. It has been shown that
FEM is an effective technique for analyzing the hardness of multilayer films.
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Piirsoo et al. [22] carry out nanoindentation tests on the atomic layer deposited amor-
phous Al2O3-Ta2O5 double- and triple-layered films with thickness of 70 nm. It is found
that the sequence of the oxides from surface to substrate along with the layer thickness in-
fluenced the hardness. However, the elastic modulus of amorphous Al2O3-Ta2O5 nanolam-
inates does not depend on the layer structure and fell between 145 and 155 GPa for all
the laminates.

Computational modeling such as CFD (continuum level) and MD/MC simulations
(atomistic level) can be complementary to experimental investigations. In their work,
a simulation model within the framework of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is
presented by Cui et al. [23] to reveal the behavior of resin filling in the process of UV-NIL
(ultraviolet nanoimprint lithography) in the moth-eye nanostructure. This model takes
the boundary slip effect into account. The model allows researchers to investigate how
various process parameters may influence resin filling behavior, such as resin viscosity,
inlet velocity, and resin thickness. Comparison with the experimental results indicate good
consistency between the simulation and the experimental results, corresponding to the
ability to use the simulation model to examine the resin filling behavior of the moth-eye
nanostructure in the UV-NIL process.

Xu et al. [24] perform computational simulations combined with grand canonical
Monte Carlo (GCMC) and molecular dynamics (MD) to study the adsorption/desorption
isotherms of argon thin films confined between commensurate/incommensurate contacts
in boundary lubrication. By employing the so-called mid-density scheme to the hysteresis
loops, the equilibrium structures associated with nc and nc + 1 layers can be obtained.
Here, the critical layer number, nc, corresponds to the monolayer thickness at which the
confinement-induced liquid-like to solid-like nucleation occurs. By comparing equilibrium
structures predicted by GCMC/MD simulations and those predicted by LVMD (liquid-
vapor molecular dynamics) simulations, one can determine the correct values of chemical
potentials. Simulations using GCMC/MD can be used to construct equilibrium structures
at varying thicknesses that may be suitable as an initial stage for studies using advanced
sampling methods.

Funding: There is no funding support.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: Thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) are an indispensable part of the blades used in aeroengines.
Under a high-temperature service environment, the thermal oxidation stress at the interface is
the main cause of thermal barrier failure. Cr3+ photoluminescence piezospectroscopy has been
successfully used to analyze the thermal oxidation stress of TBCs, but systematic and quantitative
analysis results for use in data processing are still lacking, especially with respect to the identification
of peak positions. The processing methods used to fit spectral data were studied in this work to
accurately characterize TBC thermal oxidation stress using Cr3+ photoluminescence spectroscopy.
Both physical and numerical experiments were carried out, where Cr3+ photoluminescence spectra
were detected from alumina ceramic samples under step-by-step uniaxial loading, and the simulated
spectra were numerically deduced from the measured spectral data. Then, the peak shifts were
obtained by fitting all spectral data by using Lorentzian, Gaussian and Psd-Voigt functions. By
comparing the fitting results and then discussing the generation mechanism, the Lorentzian function—
not the Psd-Voigt function that is most widely utilized—was regarded as the most applicable method
for the application of Cr3+ photoluminescence piezospectroscopy to TBCs because of its sufficient
sensitivity, stability and confidence for quantitative stress analysis.

Keywords: thermal barrier coatings; thermal oxidation stress; Cr3+ photoluminescence piezospec-
troscopy; data processing method; fitting function; Lorentzian functions; spectromechanics

1. Introduction

Thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) have been developed to effectively protect gas tur-
bines and aeroengines by covering the surface of blade substrates with ceramic materi-
als [1–3]. However, during high-temperature service, thermally grown oxide (TGO) will
grow at the interface between the ceramic layer and bonding layer [4–7], which causes the
generation and evolution of thermal oxidation stress, leading to interfacial and internal
cracks and spalling and even the failure of TBCs [8–12]. Therefore, theoretical modeling,
numerical simulation and experimental measurement are all indispensable means of an-
alyzing the state, magnitude, distribution and evolution of the stress induced by TGO,
which are essential for scientific research and engineering investigations of TBCs. As an
optical measurement method, photoluminescence piezospectroscopy can be applied to
investigate a mechanical system non-destructively [13].

α-Al2O3 is the main component of TGO; it is formed from the chemical reaction
between Al in the bonding layer and oxygen penetrating through the TBC layer during
high-temperature service. Because traces of Cr3+ inside the bonding layer are doped into
α-Al2O3 during its growth, the noncontact Cr3+ photoluminescence piezospectroscopy
technique is regarded as an effective means of measuring thermal oxidation stress in
TGO [14–17]. In 1993, Ma and Clarke found a quantitative relationship between the stress
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and the peak position of the Cr3+ photoluminescence spectra of some monocrystalline
and polycrystalline materials, constructing the theoretical foundation of fluorescence
piezospectroscopy in ceramics [18]. By using a fluorescence piezospectroscopy method, the
stress of TGO in TBCs produced by electron beam physical vapor deposition (EB-PVD) was
determined by Christensen et al. [19], in 1996. In 2001, Nychka et al. [20] further studied the
evolution of thermal cycling stress in TGO. Schlichting et al. [21] discovered the relationship
between the stress and thickness of the ceramic layer by measuring the average stress
in TGO. In 2019, Shen et al. [22] measured the compressive stress of TGO under thermal
shock cycles and found that the evolution of the TGO microstructure, cracks, residual stress
and element depletion appeared to be relevant to the durability and degradation of TBCs.
In 2020, Jiang et al. [23] verified that the residual stress evolution of TGO for air plasma
spraying TBCs can be effectively used to indicate interfacial delamination.

The identification of the peak position is one of the key procedures used with Cr3+

photoluminescence spectroscopy to characterize the internal stress of TGO. In most pub-
lished works, the pseudo-Voigt (Psd-Voigt) function has been most widely applied to fit
Cr3+ photoluminescence spectra, and the stress in TGO was generally at a magnitude of
hundreds of MPa and even GPa. For example, the Psd-Voigt function was used to fit Cr3+

fluorescence spectra for stress analyses by Clarke et al. [24] and revealed that the compres-
sive stress in the TGO was approximately 3 to 4 GPa during oxidation. Seculk et al. [25]
used a Lorentzian–Gaussian (viz. Psd-Voigt) curve to fit the peaks of the Cr3+ luminescence
spectra, and the measured stress ranged from 1 GPa in tension to 5 GPa in compression.
The evolution of thermal oxidation stress in TGO was studied by Manero et al. [26] using
the Psd-Voigt fitting function, and the stress detected ranged from approximately 2 to 4
GPa throughout the loading history, with a standard deviation of approximately 78 MPa
under the same loading conditions. Jiang et al. [23] employed a Lorentzian curve algorithm
to fit the spectrum obtained from TGO and determined the peak position, and the average
stress gradually increased from 1.76 GPa until a peak value of approximately 3.45 GPa was
reached. Shen et al. [22] discovered that the compressive stress of TGO with a LZC/YSZ
top coating reached the highest value of 2.56 GPa at 1000 thermal cycles, but the data pro-
cessing method was not mentioned. In addition, the interfacial crack propagation behavior
induced by thermal oxidation stress is very complicated because of the undulating TGO
morphology [27], and the microcracks always nucleate at local undulations, which continu-
ously causes a slight relief in the stress in the TGO [28]. Therefore, only high-resolution
stress characterization can sufficiently explain the dynamic evolution mechanism of TBC
delamination, which has been effectively presented by the latest numerical model [29].
However, among all the published works, the residual stress measured in TGO varied by at
least tens of MPa, which ineluctably made accurately determining the evolution tendency
difficult because of the low resolution of the stress measurement [22,23].

Because blades must be in long-term and stable service in extremely hot and humid en-
vironments, it is necessary to develop physical-chemical-mechanical models to quantitively
describe the thermal oxidation stress in TBCs and nondestructive methods to reliably eval-
uate the structural safety of the TBCs, with both measures requiring accurate in situ stress
characterization with precision in the order of ten MPa. However, as mentioned above, the
resolution and confidence of the stress characterization based on Cr3+ photoluminescence
piezospectroscopy have generally been in the order of hundreds of MPa.

Cr3+ photoluminescence piezospectroscopy is not the only spectromechanical method.
Other techniques, such as cathodoluminescence spectroscopy [30,31], Eu3+ photolumi-
nescence piezospectroscopy [11,32], and micro-Raman spectroscopy [33–38], have been
broadly applied to the stress/strain analyses of different materials and structures. Fit-
ting functions, such as Lorentzian, Gaussian, and Psd-Voigt functions, have been used to
identify the positions and intensities of the characteristic peaks in the spectra detected
from samples with external or internal stress. However, there is still a lack of specific
studies on the effectiveness and applicability of data processing methods for spectrome-
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chanical investigations, especially the high-resolution stress analysis of TBCs using Cr3+

photoluminescence piezospectroscopy.
In this work, several fitting functions and methods were compared by applying them

to identify the peak positions of Cr3+ photoluminescence spectra. The fitted spectra were
obtained through both numerical experiments and calibration tests under uniaxial loading.
Subsequently, the increments of the peak positions corresponding to different stresses were
characterized by different data processing methods, including Lorentzian, Gaussian, and
Psd-Voigt functions. Then, the piezo-spectroscopic coefficients were linearly fitted based
on the correlation between the peak shift and uniaxial stress. The sensitivity and reliability
of the different fitting functions were verified and compared through experimental results
to obtain the best one for Cr3+ photoluminescence piezospectroscopy.

2. Materials and Experiments

The main component of TGO is α-Al2O3, which is formed from the chemical reaction
during high-temperature service, and its thickness is lower than 10 μm. Therefore, it is
difficult to extract TGO from TBCs separately. However, Cr3+ photoluminescence can be
obtained from the traces of Cr3+ doped in polycrystalline alumina ceramics, which have
been applied to the calibration of piezo-spectroscopic coefficients by Ma et al. [18]. An
alumina ceramic specimen was produced and used to obtain Cr3+ fluorescence spectra
under a uniaxial step stress state in this paper. This specimen was prepared by high-
temperature sintering and then cut into several 4 × 4 × 10 mm3 samples.

As shown in Figure 1a, the experimental system of the calibration test mainly consisted
of three devices, including a self-built micro-Raman/PL system using a 500 mm spectro-
scope (Shamrock 500i, Andor, Belfast, UK), a uniaxial loading device (Microtest 5000, Deben,
Suffolk, UK) with a load capacity of 5000 N and an electric 2D-stage (RC201ZA100 × 100,
Beijing Ruicheng, Beijing, China). In the spectroscopic system, a 532 nm laser was used to
induce Cr3+ photoluminescence in the alumina ceramic samples. The spectral resolution
was approximately 0.01 nm, and an 1800 L/mm grating was used. A 20× objective lens
(378-810-3, Mitutoyo, Kawasaki, Japan) was chosen to achieve a sampling spot with a
diameter of ~10 μm. Before the calibration test, an alumina ceramic sample was fixed on
the loading device through a compressive preload of 200 N. Then, the sample was loaded
step-by-step by compressive forces to 3000 N with a step length of 200 N (according to 12.5
MPa per step for this sample). At each loading step, luminescence spectra were recorded
from 20 different sampling spots on the top surface of the sample. Figure 1b shows a typical
Cr3+ fluorescence spectrum with 2 characteristic peaks, namely, R1 and R2.

Figure 1. (a) The experimental system of the calibration test; (b) a typical Cr3+ fluorescence spectrum.

To analyze the applicability of each processing method for accurately identifying
the wavenumber increment of the Cr3+ luminescence peak caused by stress, numerical
experiments were carried out based on actually measured spectra (shown in Figure 1b)
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from an unloaded specimen. The procedure used for the numerical experiments is shown
in Figure 2. First, a smooth fitting curve (shown in Figure 3a) that had an extreme goodness-
of-fit (GOF) over 0.9995 was obtained through multipeak Lorentzian function fitting via
the OriginPro 2016 software (OriginLab, Northampton, MA, USA). The GOF in this work
was based on the substitution sum of squares of the residuals between the fitted curve
and the actual spectrum data. The noise distribution of the actual spectrum relative to the
fitting curve is given in Figure 3b. The random distribution follows a normal distribution,
whose center is −0.0002 and FWHM (full width at half maximum) is 0.0942. The data
density of the fitted curve was increased to 30-fold that of the experimental data obtained
by interpolation.

Figure 2. Procedure used for the numerical experiments.

Figure 3. (a) Smooth curve obtained by multipeak fitting; (b) noise distribution; (c) simulated
spectrum with introduced noise.

After that, some overall shifts in the wavenumbers were introduced into the density-
increased curve by adding certain increments to the horizontal ordinate data, which was
aimed to simulate the effect of stress on the spectral curve. Both the wavenumber-stress
coefficients of R1 and R2 were regarded as −1.45 cm−1/GPa, and the increments were set
to a fixed step length of 0.007 cm−1 at the beginning, which corresponded to 5 MPa. Then,
the incremental step was increased step-by-step.

Finally, the data density of each wavenumber-shifted curve was reduced to a degree
consistent with the actually measured spectrum, and random errors at the same level as
the error of the actually measured spectrum were introduced using a normal distribution
(shown in Figure 3b), achieving the spectral data of the numerical experiments, as shown
in Figure 3c.

3. Models and Methods

3.1. The Theoretical Model of Cr3+ Photoluminescence Piezospectroscopy

The basis for using piezo-spectroscopic methods for the measurement of stress in
crystalline materials is that an applied stress strains the lattice and alters the energy of
transitions between electronic or vibrational states [39,40]. Cr3+ ions exist in α-Al2O3
corundum in trace impurity form. Cr3+ ions can be used to substitute for some Al3+

ions, occupying the center of normal octahedral ion sites, since they are similar in ionic
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radius. When α-Al2O3 corundum is subjected to pressure, there is an obvious wavenumber
increment of Cr3+ fluorescence characteristic peak with suitable excitation.

The relationship between an observed shift in a fluorescence line and the state of stress
was first described phenomenologically by Grabner [41], who proposed that the change in
frequency, Δν, of the fluorescence line can be expressed by the tensorial equation

Δν = Πijσij
∗ =

⎡
⎣ Π11 Π12 Π13

Π21 Π22 Π23
Π31 Π32 Π33

⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ σ11

∗ σ12
∗ σ13

∗
σ21

∗ σ22
∗ σ21

∗
σ31

∗ σ32
∗ σ33

∗

⎤
⎦ (1)

where Πij denotes the component of the wavenumber-stress coefficient tensor, σij* is the
stress component, and the subscripts i and j represent the crystallographic directions. The
Πij matrix can be simplified by considering the point symmetry of Cr3+ ions [39]:

Πij =

⎡
⎣ Π11 0 0

0 Π22 0
0 0 Π33

⎤
⎦ (2)

Equation (1) reduces to

Δν = Π11σ11
∗ + Π22σ22

∗ + Π33σ33
∗ (3)

The main composition of the TGO is polycrystalline α-Al2O3, which satisfies the
assumption of macroscopic isotropy. There are enough grains with random crystal orien-
tations in the collecting area during laser excitation in the PL measurement. The spatial
orientation of the piezo-spectroscopic relationship can be expressed by the Euler angle
transformation matrix, and then, the effect of off-diagonal elements Πij (i �= j) and σij

* (i �= j)
vanishes when integrating over the whole space. Therefore, Equation (3) reduces to:

Δν =
1
3
(Π11 + Π22 + Π33)(σ11 + σ22 + σ33) (4)

Furthermore, when uniaxial stress, σU, is applied, the frequency shift, Δν, can be
expressed as follows:

Δν = ΠUσU (5)

where ΠU is the piezo-spectroscopic coefficient under the uniaxial stress state.

3.2. Data Processing Methods

Previous studies have shown that the fluorescence peaks at 14,402 and 14,432 cm−1

(shown in Figure 1b) are highly sensitive to stress [42–49]. Lorentzian, Gaussian and
Psd-Voigt functions were mostly used to fit the characteristic peaks or bands in the experi-
mental molecular and atomic spectral data, including those obtained by Cr3+ photolumi-
nescence [24–26]. In this work, all the luminescence spectra of both actual and numerical
experiments were fitted by using Lorentzian, Gaussian and Psd-Voigt functions. The
spectral fitting was carried out based on Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm via the software
OriginPro 2016.

The line shape accords with the Lorentzian function for the homogeneous broadening
of the spectrum caused by spontaneous emission and collision. The expression of the
Lorentzian function is as follows:

y = y0 +
2A
π

× w

4(x − xc)
2 + w2

(6)

where y0 is the relative base value of the peak, A is the area of this peak, w is its FWHM,
and xc is the peak position.
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The line shape accords with the Gaussian function for the inhomogeneous broadening
of spectrum caused by the velocity distribution of irradiance particles (viz. Doppler effect).
The expression of the Gaussian function is as follows:

y = y0 +
Ae

−4 ln 2
w2 (x−xc)

2

w
√

π
4 ln 2

(7)

where y0, A, w and xc have the same meaning as they do in Equation (6).
The abovementioned homogeneous broadening caused by collision and inhomoge-

neous broadening caused by the Doppler effect are the main two types of broadening,
but spectral lines are always characterized by a variety of broadening mechanisms in gen-
eral. When considering these above two kinds of broadening mechanisms simultaneously,
the Psd-Voigt function, which is the linear superposition of a Lorentzian function and a
Gaussian function, can be obtained. The expression is as follows:

y = y0 + A

[
mu

2
π
× wL

4(x − xc)
2 + w2

L

+ (1 − mu)

√
4 ln 2√
πwG

e
− 4 ln 2

w2
G

(x−xc)
2
]

(8)

where wL is the FWHM of the Lorentzian curve, wG is the FWHM of the Gaussian curve, xc
is the peak position, and mu is the weight of the Lorentzian function.

4. Results and Discussion

The fitting curves of a typical Cr3+ photoluminescence spectrum obtained using Psd-
Voigt, Gaussian and Lorentzian functions are shown in Figure 4a–c, respectively. The GOFs
of different functions for both the measured and simulated spectra are listed in Table 1.
Fitting using the Psd-Voigt function can obtain a visually better fitting effect (shown in
Figure 4) and a larger value of the GOF (listed in Table 1) than the other two functions. In
contrast, the fitting result obtained using the Gaussian function shows the largest shape
difference and the lowest GOF.

Figure 4. Typical Cr3+ photoluminescence spectra fit using (a) Psd-Voigt, (b) Gaussian and
(c) Lorentzian functions.

Table 1. GOF values of different functions used to fit Cr3+ fluorescence spectra.

Fitting Function Psd-Voigt Gaussian Lorentzian

GOF
Simulated data 0.9994 0.9808 0.9986

Measured data 0.9991 0.9804 0.9986

4.1. Results of the Numerical Experiments

All the simulated spectra were fitted by using Psd-Voigt, Gaussian and Lorentzian
functions and the simulated spectral data corresponding to specific stress values were
exactly the same. In addition, the wavenumber increments, viz., the shifts of the R1 and
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R2 peaks, were obtained as shown in Figures 5–7. Based on the fitting results, piezo-
spectroscopic coefficients ΠU were obtained and are listed in Table 2.

Figure 5. The relation between the peak shift and stress fitted by the Psd-Voigt function: (a) peak R1;
(b) peak R2.

Figure 6. The relation between the peak shift and stress fitted by the Gaussian function: (a) peak R1;
(b) peak R2.

Figure 7. The relation between the peak shift and stress fitted by the Lorentzian function: (a) peak
R1; (b) peak R2.
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Table 2. Piezo-spectroscopic coefficients ΠU in numerical experiments based on the results obtained
by using different fitting functions.

ΠU R1 (cm−1/GPa) R2 R2 (cm−1/GPa) R2

Preset value −1.45 - −1.45 -
Psd-Voigt −1.85 ± 0.16 0.8964 −1.42 ± 0.17 0.8118
Gaussian −1.45 ± 4.68 × 10−6 1 −1.46 ± 7.45 × 10−5 1

Lorentzian −1.45 ± 5.99 × 10−6 1 −1.46 ± 7.71 × 10−6 1

Figure 5 gives the results of fitting peak shifts under different uniaxial loadings (equal
step length and then increasing step length) by using the Psd-Voigt function. On the whole,
the peak shift, whether R1 or R2, maintained a linear relationship with the compressive
stress, and the slope of this linear relationship is called the piezo-spectroscopic coefficient,
denoted as ΠU. However, such a linear relationship did not exist at the small loading step
(corresponding to a ~5 MPa stress pre-step), as shown in the upper right subfigures of
Figure 5a,b, where the peak shifts changed with a seemingly random increment. This means
that the Psd-Voigt function was not sensitive enough to small stress when fitting the Cr3+

photoluminescence spectrum. Moreover, the peak shift began to change monotonically in
Figure 5 under the condition of larger loading steps, but the data still obviously fluctuated,
and the results were not correct. Specifically, the linear correlation coefficients (R2) between
the peak shift and stress were only 0.8964 for R1 and 0.8118 for R2. In addition, ΠU is
−1.85 ± 0.16 cm−1/GPa for R1 and −1.42 ± 0.17 cm−1/GPa for R2, both of which are quite
different from the preset value of −1.45 cm−1/GPa.

Figure 6 gives the fitting results obtained by using the Gaussian function, which shows
that the shifts of both the R1 peak and R2 peak decreased linearly (R2 = 1) with increasing
uniaxial stress. ΠU was −1.45 ± (4.68 × 10−6) cm−1/GPa for R1 and −1.46 ± (7.45 ×
10−5) cm−1/GPa for R2, each of which was nearly equal to the preset value −1.45 cm−1/GPa.
A similar phenomenon occurred when using Lorentzian functions. The peak shift, whether
R1 or R2, maintained a faultlessly linear relationship with the compressive stress. ΠU was
−1.45 ± (5.99 × 10−6) cm−1/GPa for R1 and −1.46 ± (7.71 × 10−6) cm−1/GPa for R2.

4.2. Results of the Calibration Experiments

All the experimental spectra were fitted by using Psd-Voigt, Gaussian and Lorentzian
functions. The wavenumber increments were obtained, as shown in Figures 8–10. Based
on the fitting results, the piezo-spectroscopic coefficients ΠU were obtained and are listed
in Table 3. By comparing these results using the three fitting functions, it can be seen that
the peak shifts obtained by the Psd-Voigt function had the largest fluctuation; that is, they
had the poorest stability. Specifically, the peak shifts of the different sampling spots under
the same loading changed over large ranges, with averages of 0.21 cm−1 for the R1 peak
and 0.13 cm−1 for the R2 peak. The peak shifts changed with external loadings in the linear
relationship of low linear correlation coefficients, approximately 0.97 for the R1 peak and
0.97 for the R2 peak.
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Figure 8. The relation between the peak shift and stress fitted by the Psd-Voigt function: (a) peak R1;
(b) peak R2.

Figure 9. The relation between the peak shift and stress fitted by the Gaussian function: (a) peak R1;
(b) peak R2.

Figure 10. The relation between the peak shift and stress fitted by the Lorentzian function: (a) peak
R1; (b) peak R2.

Table 3. Piezo-spectroscopic coefficients ΠU in numerical experiments based on the results obtained
by using different fitting functions.

ΠU R1 (cm−1/GPa) R2 R2 (cm−1/GPa) R2

Ma, 1993 [18] −2.54 - −2.53 -
Psd-Voigt −2.91 ± 0.16 0.9684 −2.70 ± 0.13 0.9732
Gaussian −2.71 ± 0.05 0.9969 −2.50 ± 0.04 0.9966

Lorentzian −2.71 ± 0.04 0.9970 −2.50 ± 0.05 0.9961
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In contrast, the peak shifts fitted by both Gaussian (shown in Figure 9) and Lorentzian
(shown in Figure 10) functions decreased linearly with increasing uniaxial stress for both
R1 and R2. The piezo-spectroscopic coefficient ΠU obtained by the Gaussian function was
almost equal to that obtained by the Lorentzian function, −2.71 cm−1/GPa for R1 and
−2.50 cm−1/GPa for R2. Notably, there were few differences between the ΠU results of
this work and those in a published work [18], where ΠU was −2.54 cm−1/GPa for R1 and
−2.53 cm−1/GPa for R2.

4.3. Discussion

The fitting results above show that, even though it had a visually better fitting effect
and higher GOF, the Psd-Voigt function is not suitable for the stress analysis of Cr3+

photoluminescence piezospectroscopy, owing to its low sensitivity to small stress changes,
and low stability and confidence of peak shifts. Particularly, it did not obviously identify a
stress change with a range of 40 MPa, as shown in the upper right subfigures of Figure 5.
In contrast, both Gaussian and Lorentzian functions accurately identified the peak shift
caused by small stresses and stably described the linear relationship between stress and
peak shift. By comparison, the Lorentzian function always achieved a higher GOF, as
well as a better visual similarity, than the Gaussian function. Hence, by comparing and
contrasting the fitting effect, the Lorentzian function is proven to be most applicable to fit
Cr3+ photoluminescence spectra for experimental stress analysis.

The applicability of any fitting function to spectral analysis is determined by the
generation mechanism of the spectrum. Generally, a characteristic peak corresponding
to a single vibration/excitation mode in the Raman/fluorescence spectrum of a crystal,
especially that of a monocrystalline material, always presents as a perfect Lorentzian shape,
such as the Raman G peak of graphene [50], the first-order Raman peak of monocrystalline
silicon [36] and the fluorescence peak of ruby crystals. For polycrystalline materials or
eutectic substances with some hybrid structures or multioverlay vibration/excitation
modes, the characteristic peaks in their Raman or fluorescence spectra show a Gaussian
shape. In the majority of cases, most Raman or fluorescence peaks reflect both Lorentzian
and Gaussian characteristics, which are, in fact, the convolution of the two; that is, Voigt
shapes. However, it is difficult to realize curve fitting using a true Voigt function for the
discrete sequence of spectral data. As an alternative, the Psd-Voigt function is widely
used. A Psd-Voigt function is the linear combination of a Lorentzian function and Gaussian
function with a certain weight ratio.

The fitting of Raman or fluorescence spectra using a Psd-Voigt function usually obtains
a relatively optimal GOF. However, the unilateral pursuit of such a fitting process is to
achieve a GOF that is as high as possible by adjusting the Lorentzian–Gaussian weight
ratio, which has no physical meaning. Hence, the weight ratios obtained from fitting the
spectra of the same sample with different loadings or different positions are uncertain,
inconsistent and irregular. Due to the loss of a unified standard for mutual comparison, it
is difficult to reflect the small wavenumber changes caused by stress in the fitting results,
which makes the Psd-Voigt function insensitive and inaccurate for use in stress analysis.

In fact, the Psd-Voigt function was the most widely utilized function in published
works on the application of Cr3+ photoluminescence piezospectroscopy [24,26]. In the
existing works, the measured thermal oxidation stress was always in the magnitude of
hundreds of MPa or even thousands of MPa, showing that the Psd-Voigt function is not
sensitive to the stress in the magnitude of tens of MPa. However, with the improvement
of engineering requirements for advanced thermal barrier coating technology, accurate
calibration of the piezo-spectroscopic coefficient and creditable characterization of resid-
ual/processing stress require that the stress resolution of piezo-spectroscopic analysis reach
a magnitude of 10 MPa.

The Lorentzian function is more applicable to fit Cr3+ photoluminescence piezo spectra.
A typical TBC structure is composed of a nickel alloy blade as the substrate, a bonding layer
(NiCoCrAlY) and a TBC layer on the surface. During its service under high temperature
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(at least 1400 K), thermal oxidation stress is generated and evolves with the growth of
TGO [51–53]. With the growth of the TGO, trace amounts of Cr3+ ions are introduced into
α-Al2O3. When the position of the Al3+ ion at the center of the octahedral α-Al2O3 cell is
replaced by a Cr3+ ion [54], two emission peaks near 693 nm are generated from the energy
transition of 2E-4A2g under laser irradiation. These two peaks are defined as R1 and R2

at wavenumbers of approximately 14,403 cm−1 (694.30 nm) and 14,433 cm−1 (692.86 nm),
respectively. Although the α-Al2O3 in the TGO is usually polycrystalline, the line type
of the Cr3+ fluorescence characteristic peak was more similar to the Lorentzian line type
because of the single mechanism of fluorescence generation, which is confirmed by the
fitting phenomena shown in Figure 4 and the results listed in Table 1.

In addition, multipeak fitting and the barycenter method were also applied for the
identification of peak shifts in some published works [55]. The linear superposition of mul-
tiple single-peak functions makes the fitted curve closely fit the measured data, achieving
an extremely high GOF of more than 0.999. However, the fitting parameters of the mul-
tipeak functions have neither physical significance nor enough stability. Under the same
parameter settings, the fitting results at different times are different. They are sensitive to
the number of preselected peaks, as shown in Figure 11. The barycenter method takes the
barycentric wavenumber of a specific spectral band as its peak position, which is suitable
for spectral bands with poor symmetry, such as Eu3+ fluorescence peaks [32]. Neither of
the above methods are suitable for the data processing of Cr3+ fluorescence spectra.

Figure 11. Fitting results of identifying peak positions by the multipeak fitting method: (a) results
of R1; (b) results of R2.

The bullet point list of our key findings above is as follows:

• The fitting results show that the Psd-Voigt function is not sensitive enough to small
stress when fitting the Cr3+ photoluminescence spectrum, even though its GOF is
relatively high. Both Gaussian and Lorentzian functions can accurately identify the
peak shifts corresponding to different stresses.

• The unilateral pursuit of Psd-Voigt function fitting process is to achieve a GOF that is
as high as possible by adjusting the Lorentzian–Gaussian weight ratio, which has no
physical meaning. Due to the loss of a unified standard for mutual comparison, the
Psd-Voigt function is insensitive and inaccurate for stress analysis.

• The applicability of any fitting function to spectral analysis is determined by the gener-
ation mechanism of the spectrum. The line type of the Cr3+ fluorescence characteristic
peak was more similar to the Lorentzian line type because of the single mechanism of
fluorescence generation, which is confirmed by the fitting phenomena and the results.

• Comparatively speaking, Lorentzian fitting is proven to be the most applicable
method.
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5. Conclusions

Methods used to process Cr3+ photoluminescence spectroscopic data were studied to
analyze the application of stress on the thermally grown oxide layers of TBCs. Numerical
experiments and calibration tests were carried out to obtain numerous spectra correspond-
ing to different uniaxial loadings. The results showed that the Psd-Voigt fitting obtained
the highest goodness-of-fit, but it had low sensitivity for small stress changes, as well as
low stability and confidence of peak shifts, which indicated that it was far from suitable
for analyzing stress by Cr3+ photoluminescence piezospectroscopy, even though it is very
widely utilized in published works. Lorentzian fitting was proven to be the most applicable
method, as shown by comparing its fitting results with those of other functions and then
discussing the generation mechanism of Cr3+ photoluminescence piezospectroscopy.
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Abstract: The residual stress introduced inside the thermal barrier coating (TBC) top coating during
manufacturing and service processes is one of the main causes of thermal barrier failure. Therefore, a
nondestructive and accurate measurement of the residual stress in top coating is essential for the
evaluation of TBC life. The terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) technique, which is
based on the calibration or measurement of the stress optical coefficients of the measured materials,
is applicable to the measuring of internal stress of nonmetal materials. In this work, to characterize
the internal stress in TBC, the stress optic coefficient of the TBC top coating was measured by
reflection-type THz-TDS. First, the mechanics model for the internal stress measurement in a TBC
top coating was derived based on the photoelastic theory. Then, the THz time-domain spectra
of TBC specimens under different loadings were measured in situ by a reflection-type THz-TDS
system. Finally, the unimodal fitting, multimodal fitting and barycenter methods were used to carry
out the data processing of the THz time-domain spectral-characteristic peaks. By comparing the
processed results, the results using the barycenter method were regarded as the calibrated stress
optical coefficient of the TBC due to the method’s sufficient accuracy and stability.

Keywords: thermal barrier coating; terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS); stress optic
coefficient; barycenter method

1. Introduction

The gas turbine is one of the core pieces of power equipment closely related to the
development of the energy and marine industries. The gas temperature in the front of the
turbine blade is one of the indicators of the technical level of the gas turbine, which can
reach more than 1600 ◦C. A thermal barrier coating (TBC) is one of the effective means to
raise the gas temperature of a gas turbine due to its low cost and excellent comprehensive
performance [1–4]. A TBC is a thermal protective multilayer coating structure formed by
spraying materials with low thermal conductivity and high thermal stability onto metal
substrates, and mainly includes top coating (TC), bonding coating (BC) and metal substrate.
In addition, thermal growth oxide (TGO) may be generated when TBC works at high
temperatures. A TBC has a typical multilayer heterostructure; hence, process stress and
service stress are inevitably introduced into the coatings during the manufacturing process
and by the service environment. For instance, internal stress is generated inside the top
coating during the entire service life, owing to the microstructural evolution and thermal
mismatch [5–7]. Interfacial stress is introduced with the growth of TGO. These internal and
interfacial stresses may cause cracks and spalls along the interfaces and/or throughout
the layers of the TBC, leading to the structural failure of the whole TBC system, and thus
seriously threatening the service safety of the gas turbine [8–12]. Therefore, for the service
safety of the gas turbine, it is important to characterize the residual stress in TBC using a
nondestructive and accurate method.

Coatings 2021, 11, 1265. https://doi.org/10.3390/coatings11101265 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/coatings21
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For the nondestructive measurement of stress in the TBC top coating, many experi-
mental techniques have been developed, such as X-ray diffraction (XRD), micro-Raman
spectroscopy (μRS) and photoluminescence spectroscopy (PL). The XRD technique [13–16]
characterizes the stress using the lattice deformation it causes, which has a high measure-
ment accuracy. The μRS technique [17–19] measures stress with a high resolution through
the detection of the frequency shift of the characteristic peak of the Raman spectrum line
caused by crystal lattice deformation. However, XRD and μRS techniques are limited to
surface stress measurements and by low measurement efficiency. Based on the photolumi-
nescence piezo-spectroscopy effect, the PL technique [20–22] measures the stress at a certain
depth of the TBC top coating instead of that in the whole TC layer of TBC. In addition,
the resolution and confidence of the existing PL technique to characterize the internal
stress of the TBC top coating are approximately several hundred MPa. Hence, existing
nondestructive measurement technologies cannot meet the experimental requirements of
high precision, high efficiency and full-field stress measurements.

Terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) has recently emerged as a novel
nondestructive testing method with the advantages of convenience, noncontact, and high
precision. Most opaque nonmetallic materials, including the top coating materials of the
TBC [23–25], have birefringence properties when penetrated by terahertz (THz) waves,
which make it possible to quantify the internal stress based on the principle of photoelas-
ticity [26–29]. Based on a reflection-type THz-TDS system, Chen et al. found that THz
waves could penetrate the TBC top coating and reflect back at both the air/TC interface
and the TC/BC interface [30]. The transmission-type THz-TDS system was used to mea-
sure the transmittance of TBC by Watanabe et al., who found that the coating had a good
transmittance of 20% to 80% in the frequency range of less than 0.5 THz [31]. This result
indicated that THz-TDS could be used for the measurement of the TBC structure. Based on
a transmission-type THz-TDS system, the stress optic coefficient of sintered yttria partially
stabilized zirconia (YTZP) ceramic bulk in a tensional state was measured by Schemmel
et al. [32]. In this experiment, the phenomenon of stress-induced birefringence in a ceramic
under tension was observed, which proved the feasibility of the quantitative measurement
of internal stress in a ceramic coating using THz-TDS. Schemmel et al. also extended the
THz-TDS study on the TBC to a self-built reflection-type THz-TDS system, which also
found the stress-induced birefringence phenomenon in TBC under tension-loading [33].

In fact, a transmission-type THz-TDS system is hardly applicable for the analysis of
stress in an actual TBC structure because the metal substrate of TBC is opaque to the THz
‘light’. Hence, a reflection-type THz-TDS system is essential for the stress measurement of
an actual TBC.

The kernel problem is the stress optical coefficient of the measured material. The TC
layer in TBC is generally a specific ceramic material, such as rare metal-doped zirconia,
which is porous, brittle and prepared by means of atmospheric plasma spraying (APS)
or electron beam-physical vapor deposition (EB-PVD). The mechanical properties of the
TC layer, including its stress optical coefficient, vary greatly due to different stress states
(tension or compression), preparation methods and production batches. In particular, in
most cases, the stress state of the TBC top coating is compressive stress. The stress optical
coefficient under tension in most of existing works was not helpful enough in the actual
analysis of the TC layer under compressive stress.

In the present work, the stress optical coefficient of sintered 8 wt.% yttrium oxide
partially stabilized zirconia under compression was measured based on a reflection-type
THz-TDS system and a uniaxial loading device. Based on the unimodal fitting, the mul-
timodal fitting and the barycenter methods, the stress optical coefficient of the TBC top
coating was calibrated by fitting the slope between the refractive index and the stress of
the TBC top coating, which is the significant parameter in THz stress analysis. The mea-
surement of the stress optical coefficient provides the basis for the internal stress analysis
of the TBC top coating of a gas turbine using THz-TDS.
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2. Materials and Experiments

The specimens used in this work were prepared as follows. Sintered 8 wt.% yttrium
oxide partially stabilized zirconia (8YSZ) powder was put into a mold and pressed into the
ceramic embryo body. The 8YSZ powder was supplied by Tianjin Detianzhu Amorphous
Nano Technology Ltd. (Tianjin, China). Then, the embryo body was sintered at 1500 ◦C
to form a dense 8YSZ ceramic block. After that, the TBC specimens with high surface
flatness were obtained by high-precision wire cutting and fine grinding. Eventually, one
side of each specimen was coated with a 1 μm aluminum film using the radio frequency
magnetron sputtering system (YCL-50A, Yujie Vacuum Equipment Ltd., Shenyang, China).
The uniform thickness of the aluminum film was ensured by rotating the TBC specimen.
The power of the equipment was 60 W, the working pressure was 2 Pa, and the deposition
time was 2 h. The final dimensions of each specimen are 15 mm × 10 mm × 1 mm. In
addition, the specimen has the same composition and preparation process as the actual
TBC top coating.

The experimental installation, as shown in Figure 1, consisted of a reflection-type
THz-TDS system and a uniaxial loading machine. In detail, the THz-TDS system was an
all-fiberized terahertz time-domain spectrometer (TP15K-F, produced by Tianjin Tiertime
Ltd., Tianjin, China). Two all-fiberized THz antennas were chosen to generate and detect
the THz waves. The femtosecond laser had a 100-fs pulse width, a 1550 nm wavelength,
and a 100 MHz repetition rate. The frequency range of available THz pulses in the system
was 0.2 to 3.5 THz. The THz wave was focused onto the specimen using a convex lens,
and the spot diameter on the specimen was approximately 5 mm. The incidence angle of
the THz wave was 45◦. In addition, a self-built uniaxial loading machine was used for the
experiments.

Figure 1. Diagram of the experimental installation for the measurement of the stress optical coefficient.

Before the test, the TBC specimen was fixed on the loading machine using a compres-
sive preload of 30 N and adjusted to ensure that the axis of the specimen along the length
direction was perpendicular to the contact surface of the loading block. Then, the specimen
was compressively loaded step-by-step to 800 N with a step length of 50 N. The reflective
THz time-domain spectra were obtained by averaging 100 in situ collections under each
loading step. The THz time-domain spectra of TBC specimens under different loadings
collected in this work are shown in Figure 2, where S denotes surface reflection, R1 denotes
the first interface reflection, and R2 denotes the second interface reflection.
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Figure 2. Diagram of the reflective terahertz time-domain spectroscopy.

3. Models and Methods

3.1. Model of Stress Measurement

The THz wave of the ceramic material in a TBC has a sensitive stress-induced bire-
fringence effect [32]. Assuming that the stress in the TBC top coating conforms to the
in-plane stress state, the birefringence phenomenon will occur when the beam penetrates
vertically into the material. The beam transmitting into the TC layer is decomposed into
two plane-polarized beams perpendicular to each other along the principal stress direction,
and the two beams of polarized light propagate at different speeds in the ceramic material.
The relationship between the principal stress of the TC layer, σ1, σ2, and the refractive
index in the direction of the principal stress, n1, n2, can be expressed as follows:

{
n1 − n = c1σ1 + c2σ2
n2 − n = c1σ2 + c2σ1

(1)

where n denotes the refractive index of the unloaded material, n1 and n2 denote the
absolute refractive index of the ceramic material in the directions of σ1 and σ2, and c1 and
c2 denote the stress optical coefficients in the directions of σ1 and σ2. By subtracting the
two expressions in Equation (1), it can be stated that:

n1 − n2 = C(σ1 − σ2) (2)

where C denotes the stress optical coefficient of the material and C = c1 − c2. If a uniaxial
load is applied such that the transverse stress σ2 is approximately zero, Equation (1) can be
expressed as:

Δn1 = c1 × Δσ1 (3)

The stress optical coefficient c1 of the material can be obtained by calculating the
refractive index change of the specimen under different loadings, which can be used
to measure the internal stress of the TBC top coating. Hence, the measurement of the
stress optical coefficient of the TBC material is the basis of the stress analysis in the TBC
top coating.
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3.2. Model of Refractive Index Measurement

THz waves can penetrate the ceramic, but not the metal, and are reflected back at both
the air/TC interface and the TC/BC interface (viz. the 8YSZ/Al interface). The propagation
path of the THz wave inside the ceramic TC is schematically shown in Figure 3, where Δt
denotes the time delay of THz wave, c denotes the speed of light in a vacuum and d denotes
the thickness of the specimen. In a reflection-type THz-TDS system, the relationship
between the specimen refractive index nTC and time delay Δt can be expressed as [34].

nTC =
c × Δt

2d
(4)

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the reflective terahertz propagation path inside a specimen.

3.3. Data Processing Methods

In this work, the positions of characteristic peaks were extracted from the THz time-
domain spectra using three data processing methods: a unimodal fitting method, a mul-
timodal fitting method and a barycenter method. The Lorentz function was used for
unimodal fitting because the characteristic peaks of the THz spectra were narrow and sharp
enough. The Lorentz function is expressed as follows:

y = y0 +
2A
π

× w

4(x − xc)
2 + w2

(5)

where y0 denotes the reference value of the characteristic peak, A denotes the peak area, w
denotes the half-height width, and xc denotes the peak position.

The Lorentz multimodal fitting method extracted the positions of the characteristic
peaks through the linear superposition of multiple Lorentz functions. Fitting curves with a
high goodness of fit (GOF) to the original data were obtained by using multimodal fitting.
The spectral GOF obtained using multimodal fitting was relatively high (up to 0.9999); that
is, the fitting curves almost perfectly matched the experimental curves.

In addition, the barycenter method was also applied to process the measured spectra
in the present work. The peak position corresponding to the half-peak-area of the char-
acteristic peak (the barycentric peak) was used in the barycenter method to describe the
spectral deviation. The THz time-domain spectrum is given in Figure 4a, which shows that
the whole characteristic peak can be divided into two regions, the left region and the right
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region, by a vertical line. When the integral of the left region was equal to that of the right
region, as shown in Figure 4b, the position of the vertical line dividing the two regions was
regarded as the barycentric peak.

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the barycenter method. (a) the selected THz time-domain spectrum;
(b) the position of the barycentric peak.

4. Results and Discussions

In this work, 15 groups of time-domain spectra under different stress steps were
obtained using a reflection-type THz-TDS system and processed by using unimodal fitting,
multimodal fitting and barycenter methods, respectively. The refractive indices under
different uniaxial loadings were obtained, as shown in Figure 5. Based on the processed
results, the stress optical coefficients c1 were obtained and are listed in Table 1.

Figure 5. The relation between the refractive index and stress under using different processing methods: (a) unimodal
fitting method; (b) multimodal fitting method; (c) barycenter method.
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Table 1. Processing results for measurement experiments.

Method Stress Optical Coefficient c1 (GPa) Linear Goodness of Fit

Unimodal fitting method 0.2844 ± 0.0132 0.9728
Multimodal fitting method 0.3131 ± 0.0166 0.9648

Barycenter method 0.3180 ± 0.0091 0.9894

In Figure 5, it can be seen that there is always a linear relationship between the
refractive index of the TBC specimen and the internal stress within the online elastic range.
This indicates the existence of stress-induced birefringence in the TBC specimen, which
verifies the feasibility of measuring the internal stress of the TBC top coating using the
THz-TDS technique. In addition, the stress optical coefficient can be obtained by using the
above three fitting methods.

By comparing the results of these three methods, the stress optical coefficient obtained
from the multimodal fitting was found to be similar to that of the barycenter method, but
that of the unimodal fitting was significantly lower than the other two, since the Lorentz
curve is left–right symmetric and the characteristic peak in the THz time-domain spectrum
is scarcely symmetric. As shown in Figure 6, the unimodal fitting curve was different from
the original curve in shape, leading to a low peak GOF (0.9922). The width of the left side of
the characteristic peak was wider than that of the right side, which lead the peak position
of the fitting curve to deviate to the left during unimodal fitting. In Figure 6, the peak
position of the original curve was approximately 54.528 ps and that of the unimodal fitting
curve was 54.4945 ps. The average time-shift of the peak position of the characteristic peak
under each loading step was 0.0815 ps, and the deviation calculated from the unimodal
fitting was 0.0335 ps. The calculation error of the peak position (the ratio of the deviation
of the peak position to the average time-shift) was 41.1%. In addition, the unimodal fitting
results of the THz spectrum of TBC specimens under different loadings were processed
by the above method and the average calculation error of the unimodal fitting method
was 28.2%. Hence, the Lorentz unimodal fitting method was not suitable due to the poor
symmetry of the data detected by THz-TDS.

Figure 6. Result of unimodal fitting for terahertz time-domain spectroscopy.

For the multimodal fitting method, the number of sub-peaks and their positions had a
great influence on the fitting results. In this work, multimodal fitting was performed for
the THz time-domain spectrum based on different numbers of sub-peaks. As shown in
Figure 7a, when the number of sub-peaks was five, the fitting curve was basically consistent
with the original curve, but not in detail. The peak GOF was 0.9997, the deviation of the
peak position was 0.0020 ps, and the calculation error was 2.4%. The peak position accuracy
of the multimodal fitting method was higher than that of the unimodal fitting method.
In Figure 7b, when the number of sub-peaks was 10, the fitting curve coincided with the
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height of the original curve, and the peak GOF was 0.9999. The deviation of the peak
position was 0.0003 ps, and the calculation error was 0.4%. Therefore, with the increase in
the number of sub-peaks, the fitting peak increasingly overlapped with the characteristic
peak, and the accuracy of fitting the peak position was continuously improved. However,
as shown in Table 1, the linear GOF of the multimodal fitting method was 0.9661, which
was the lowest among the three methods. This is because the multimodal fitting method
unilaterally pursues high-peak GOF and ignores partial spectral information, resulting in a
reduction in calibration accuracy. In addition, it is difficult to determine the number and
position of the sub-peaks that constitute the characteristic peaks, leading to a low success
rate of multimodal fitting. Therefore, the multimodal fitting method is greatly affected by
human factors, and the fitting results are less stable.

Figure 7. Result of multimodal fitting for terahertz time-domain spectroscopy with the comparison
with original curve: (a) the number of sub-peaks is 5; (b) the number of sub-peaks is 10.

Spectral analysis using a Psd-Voigt function or multimodal fitting always obtains
a relatively optimal GOF. However, the unilateral pursuit of such a fitting process is to
achieve a GOF that is as high as possible by adjusting the number or weight ratio of sub-
peaks, which has no physical meaning. Due to the lack of a unified standard for mutual
comparison, it is difficult to reflect the small wavenumber changes caused by stress in the
fitting results, which makes the multimodal fitting method insensitive and inaccurate for
use in stress analysis.

The kernel of the barycenter method is to use the barycentric peak instead of the
characteristic peak for data processing. In the experiment, environmental factors had
a great impact on the THz time-domain spectral signals due to the long collection time
(100 ps), which led to a low signal-to-noise ratio. In the barycenter method, the integral
operation of the peak area for calculating the barycentric peak can accumulate and eliminate
random noise, further identifying the position of the spectral position. In addition, the
barycenter method is more suitable for the data processing of spectra with poor symmetry,
because the area integral operation can avoid the interference of spectral asymmetry in
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data processing. As shown in Figure 5c and Table 1, the stress optical coefficient c1 obtained
by the barycenter method was close to that of the multimodal fitting method, and the time
delay shows a linear decrease with compressive stress, which verifies the feasibility of the
barycenter method. In addition, the linear GOF of the barycenter method is the highest
among the three methods, indicating that it is more suitable for processing the THz spectra.

Based on a reflection-type THz-TDS system and the barycenter method, the stress op-
tical coefficient c1 of the TBC specimen is 0.3180 ± 0.0091/GPa. As shown in Figure 5c, the
refractive index of the TBC specimen under different compressive loadings has an excellent
linear relationship with the stress, which proves the accuracy of the stress optical coefficient.
In addition, the calibrated stress optical coefficient in this work is numerically different
from that detected by Schemmel et al. under tension loading (0.1362 ± 0.0155/GPa) [32],
which is caused by the differences in preparation methods and stress states of the TBC
specimens. The TC layer in a TBC is generally a porous and brittle ceramic material. Differ-
ent stress states (tension or compression), preparation methods and production batches
have great influence on the mechanical properties of the TC layer, including its stress
optical coefficient. Compared to the results of Schemmel et al., the measured stress optical
coefficient in this work was the that of the TBC specimen under compression loadings,
instead of tension loadings. In addition, the raw materials and processing methods of
the TBC specimen used in this work were different from those adopted by Schemmel
et al. Thus, the stress optical coefficient was numerically different from that measured by
Schemmel et al. In most cases, the stress state of the TBC top coating is compressive stress.
Hence, for the internal stress analysis of the TBC top coating, it is necessary to measure the
stress optical coefficient of the TBC top coating under compression.

5. Conclusions

In this work, the stress optical coefficient of the TBC specimen was calibrated for the
stress analyses in the ceramic layer of TBC based on THz-TDS. The THz time-domain
spectra of TBC specimens under different uniaxial compression loadings were obtained
by using a reflection-type THz-TDS system and were processed by the unimodal fitting,
multimodal fitting and barycenter methods, respectively. By comparing the results of these
three methods, the barycenter method showed higher accuracy and stability than the other
two methods. The stress optical coefficient c1 of the ceramic specimen obtained in this
work, 0.3180 ± 0.0091/GPa, is quite different from those detected under tensile stress. This
result lays a foundation for using THz-TDS to analyze the internal stress of the top coating
of actual TBC structures.
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Abstract: The pore structure is an important factor of tunnel coating failure, cracking and water
leakage. Some investigations on the statistical law of pores and pore networks have been conducted,
but little quantitative analysis is observed on topology structure of the pore network, and even the
pore structure of sandstone is complex and cross-scale distributed. Therefore, it is of theoretical
and engineering significance to quantitatively characterize the connectivity of the pore network
in sandstone. This study proposes a new complex network theory to analyze the three-dimensional
nature of pore network structure in sandstone. The topological network structure, such as clustering
degree, average path length and the module, which cannot be analyzed by traditional coordination
number and fractal dimension methods, is analyzed. Numerical simulation results show that
a scale-free network model is more suitable for describing the sandstone pore network than random
models. The pore network of sandstone has good uniformity. The connectivity of sandstone pore
networks has great potential for permeability enhancement. Therefore, this new method provides
a way to deeply understand the pore connectivity characteristics of sandstone and to explore the
distribution of crack grids in the arch of tunnel coatings.

Keywords: complex network theory; sandstone; network topology; seepage; distribution of degree

1. Introduction

An important problem in tunnels is how to effectively reduce the coating leakage, so the
connectivity of rock pore structure and the waterproof materials in the coating are the key issues [1–3].
The structure of the rock pore network is the result of the interaction among its physical and chemical
properties, and external stress environments. Rock has large numbers of pores, whose shapes and
connected structures are complex [4–6]. How to comprehensively and quantitatively characterize
the three-dimensional pore structure and explore the topological characteristics of effective seepage
networks is of important theoretical significance and engineering application value [7]. This can help
us to reveal the seepage mechanism and effectively reduce the leakage in tunnels [8–11].

In recent years, a lot of studies have been conducted on the statistical characteristics and evolution
model of rock pore structure [12–16]. Blunt and Raeini [4,17] developed a generalized network extraction
method for three-dimensional digital core to reduce the uncertainties of modeling. Using a focused ion
beam scanning electron microscope (FIB-SEM), Shaina et al. [18] obtained a microscale shale digital core
and compared it with the conventional scanning electron microscopy. The porosity, organic content and
pore connectivity were studied. Hajizadeh [19] took the CT(computerized tomography) scan image
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data of sandstone as a sample of a statistical method. They coupled the continuous two-dimensional
multi-point statistical simulation with the multi-scale data extraction program, and proposed a random
reconstruction technique for porous media. As the traditional Darcy law is no longer suitable for
dense rock, Civan et al. [20] used the modified Darcy law to describe the gas migration in dense
shale. The apparent permeability is a function of intrinsic permeability and porosity. Zhang et al. [21]
considered the basic concept of a pore network model and proposed a modeling method based on pore
volume and throat searching. They combined the pore network model with the percolation theory to
calculate the permeability of different models. Ju et al. [22] used fractal control function to describe
the complex morphology of rock pore structure, and proposed a fractal reconstruction model of rock
pore structure with an improved simulated annealing algorithm. From the pore number per unit
volume, porosity, average pore size, pore volume, minimum maximum pore radius and minimum
average pore radius, Gong et al. [23] analyzed the pore radius and average pore shape factor of the
eight pore structure parameters of sandstone pore structure characteristics. Usually, nuclear magnetic
resonance and CT images are used to extract the three-dimensional structure of rock pores, and the
quantitative results describe the pore structure of rocks by specific surface area, surface roughness
and fractal dimension. However, the selection of seepage path and pore community structure cannot
be quantified.

As the main component of spraying materials for tunnel coating materials, the pore structure
characteristics of sandstone play a key role in the deformation and permeability of tunnel coatings.
In this study, the topological characteristics and correlation properties of pore networks are analyzed
by a new method—complex network theory. Three new network parameters of sandstone with
different porosity are analyzed: (1) degree distribution; (2) modularity; (3) degree of pore aggregation.
This proposed method can quantitatively analyze the structure parameters which cannot be quantified
by traditional connectivity analysis and fractal dimension analysis. This provides a new way to further
understand the mechanism of the pore network structure characteristics to the macroscopic permeability.
A new method for sorting the importance of sandstone pores, called “eigenvector centrality”, is given
and provides a basis for revealing the microscopic mechanism of porous rock seepage.

2. Basic Information of Sandstone Pore Network

2.1. Sandstone Network Extraction

This study uses the experimental data of a sandstone core which were obtained by Professor
Blunt of Imperial College London. Micro CT produced by the German Phoenix company was used to
analyze the image, which is equipped with a 1 m focus system with a view of 512 × 512 pixels with a 0.2
m 16-bit detector. The tomographic images were generated by X-ray radiation, and then transferred
into binary images according to the porosity of each sample. Four sandstone samples with porosities
of 14.1%, 16.9%, 17.1% and 24.6% are used in our study. The sandstone networks are extracted from
the 3D digital core. The network scale is 3 mm by 3 mm by 3 mm, which was chosen from the cubes
inside the four samples.

More than 4000 nodes were extracted from each core. In order to analyze the effective seepage
network, the following two corrections are made in this study. Firstly, isolated pores, which are not
connected with the main network, are ignored. This is because the isolated pores do not influence
the seepage process. They were removed during the pore network construction of sandstone. Then,
ring-shaped throats are deleted. The three-dimensional sandstone pore networks of the four digital
cores are obtained based on the above calculations and shown in Figure 1 [24].
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Figure 1. Sandstone three-dimensional pore network (bounding box volume: 3 mm by 3 mm by 3 mm.
The pore network is extracted by the skeleton algorithm in the digital rock reconstructed from the X-ray
CT scanner): (a) 14.1%; (b) 16.9%; (c) 17.1%; (d) 24.6%.

2.2. Basic Parameters of Sandstone Networks in Complex Network Theory

The rock pore structure is commonly described in quantitative analysis by porosity, pore diameter,
pore throat radius, specific surface area, Euler number and coordination number [25–27]. However,
the network topological properties are yet to be found. This study uses complex network theory to
study the quantitative characterization of the sandstone pore structure. The basic information of the
pore network structure of sandstone is firstly analyzed. The analysis results are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Basic parameters of sandstone networks.

Porosity
φ

Node
Number

N

Edge
Number

M

Average
Degree
〈k〉

Network
Diameter

D

Average Path
Length

L

Network
Density
ρ

14.1% 1717 2824 3.289 25 10.151 0.002
16.9% 8301 14,381 3.465 46 16.469 0
17.1% 8542 12,432 2.962 50 19.428 0
24.6% 1945 4697 4.83 22 8.466 0.002

This table shows that the pore network properties of sandstone are mainly related to network size
(nodal number) rather than sandstone porosity. When the scale of the network increases, the diameter of
the network and the average path length grow correspondingly. In complex network theory, the degree
k of node i is used to express the connectivity of the node. It is defined as the number of other nodes
connected with this node. The average degree of all nodes in the network is called the average degree
of the network (denoted as 〈k〉). Because the contribution of each pair of edges is 2, the average degree
of the network is:
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〈k〉 = 1
N

N∑
i=1

ki =
2M
N

(1)

where M represents the number of edges of the network; N represents the number of nodes of
the network.

The network diameter D and the average path length L are also used to measure the network
transmission efficiency. The maximum value of the shortest path length d between any two nodes in
the network is called the network diameter:

D = max
i, j

(dij) (2)

The distance between any two nodes in a network is defined as the number of edges of the shortest
path between the two nodes. The average path length L is defined as the average distance between all
nodes in a network:

L =
2

N(N − 1)

N−1∑
i=1

N∑
j=i+1

dij (3)

Further, network density is used to describe the degree of denseness between nodes in a network.
It is defined as the ratio of the actual number of edges to the upper limit of the number of edges in the
network:

ρ =
2M

N(N − 1)
(4)

According to Table 1, the network diameter and average path length of the sandstone pore network
are large, but the network density is small. So, the network structure connectivity of the sandstone
pore network is much smaller than that of the global coupling network (any two nodes are connected).

3. Sandstone Network Structure Analysis in Complex Network Theory

In order to further analyze the microstructure characteristics of the sandstone pore network,
the degree distributions of nodes in the network are analyzed. Figure 2 is the degree distribution
of three-dimensional pore networks of the four sandstone cores. The degree distributions of the
sandstone pore network are single-peaked curves, but the sandstone pore networks have different
characteristic values which are variable with porosity. When the porosities are 14.1%, 16.9% and 17.1%,
the nodes have a moderate proportion which has a degree of 2. When the porosity is 24.6%, the highest
proportion of nodes is the nodes whose degree is 4. When the degree exceeds these values, the number
of nodes decreases abruptly.

According to the density of the number of edges among nodes, a network can be divided into
different groups called communities. For the community structure identification in the network,
different algorithms have been put forward, such as the hierarchical clustering method and shortest
path betweenness method. The shortest path betweenness method can not only give the results of
community structure division, but also give the evaluation of this division. This is called modularity.

A symmetric matrix E = (eij) is defined, in which the element eij represents the proportion of
the edges of the i community and the j community in all edges of the network. The sum of the
elements on the diagonal is TrE =

∑
i

ei j, which represents the proportion of the edges between the

nodes in a community within all edges. The sum of the elements in each row is ai =
∑
j

ei j, indicating

the proportion of the edges connected to the nodes in the i community in all edges. On this basis,
the definition of modularity is given:
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Q =
∑

i

(eij − a2
i ) (5)

Figure 2. Degree distribution of sandstone three-dimensional pore network.

Modularity measures the difference between the proportion of the inner edge of the community
and the proportion among communities. When the proportion of the inner edge of the community is
equal to that of the edge among the community, there is Q = 0, which means that there is no obvious
difference of the proportion between the inside and outside edges of the community, and there is no
obvious community. On the contrary, if Q→ 1 , the proportion of the inner side of the community is
much higher, indicating that the division of the community is very obvious. Usually, when Q ≥ 0.3,
there is an obvious community structure.

The modularity of each network is calculated and shown in Figure 3. When the porosity of the
sandstone is 17.1%, its pore network module is approximately equal to 0.919 and the pore size of
different sandstone pore networks is close to 1. This shows that the sandstone pore network has a good
community structure. The nodes are grouped according to different societies, and the results are shown
in Figure 4, where the same community nodes are of the same color and size.

Figure 3. Sandstone pore network modularity.
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 4. Association structure of sandstone pore network: (a) 14.1%; (b) 16.9%; (c) 17.1%; (d) 24.6%.

As shown in Figure 5, when the porosity is 14.1% and 24.6%, the number of nodes in the pore
network is less, and the number of nodes in each community is less than 200, which is about 1/10 of
the total number of nodes. When the porosity is 16.9% and 17.1%, with the increase in network size,
the number of nodes in a single community increases obviously. In the four samples, when the porosity
is 16.9% and modularity class is 110, the maximum number of nodes in the network community
is about 375, less than 1/20 of the total number of nodes. These show that sandstone pore network
distribution is uniform, and there is no phenomenon that some communities play a leading role in the
whole sandstone network.
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 5. Distribution of node numbers in network community of sandstone: (a) 14.1%; (b) 16.9%;
(c) 17.1%; (d) 24.6%.

For the further measurement of the sandstone pore network transmission mechanism of the
recovery enhancement, Liu [15] has carried out quantitative analysis for the pore structure by fractal
dimension. However, the discussion about the microscopic connectivity characteristic of the sandstone
pore network is sparce. This study chooses the clustering coefficient related to transmission efficiency
to analyze the sandstone pore network. The clustering coefficient is the coefficient that indicates the
degree of node aggregation in a graph. In the network of reality, the higher the clustering coefficient,
the more nodes tend to be closely connected. In the network, if the node i is connected to the node i + 1
and the node i+ 1 is connected to the node i+ 2, the node i+ 2 may be connected to i. This phenomenon
reflects the connection density between nodes. In an undirected network, the clustering coefficients
can be expressed as:

C =
n

C2
k

=
2n

k(k− 1)
(6)

where n represents the number of edges that are connected among all adjacent nodes of the node i.
The clustering coefficient distribution of the sandstone pore network is shown in Figure 6. This figure
shows that the clustering coefficients of different sandstone pore networks are mainly distributed
between 0 and 0.5. The nodes with the clustering coefficient of 0 have the largest proportion, and the
number of nodes decreases as the clustering coefficient increases. It shows that the sandstone pore
network has less connectivity than the global coupling network whose clustering coefficient is 1.
According to Figure 2, the main reason is that the main pore connected to the sandstone pore is the
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peripheral pore node. In general, as the distance increases, the probability of connection between two
nodes becomes weaker.

(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 6. Clustering coefficient distribution of sandstone three-dimensional pore network: (a) 14.1%;
(b) 16.9%; (c) 17.1%; (d) 24.6%.

The degree of aggregation of the entire network can be represented by the average value of
the clustering coefficients of all nodes, as shown in Figure 7. The networks with higher average
clustering coefficients have smaller average distances in different nodes. The average clustering
coefficient is the largest when the porosity is 24.60% in the sampling sandstone and, as shown in
Table 1, the average path length is the minimum. That is, the network has the best connectivity among
the four sandstone samples.

Figure 7. Average clustering coefficient of sandstone pore network.
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For the data in Figure 7, a simple one-way ANOVA is performed, as shown in Table 2. We can see
that F is less than F crit and P is greater than 0.05, so the porosity and average clustering coefficient
have statistical significance.

Table 2. One-way ANOVA.

Differences between
the Sources

SS df MS F p-Value F Crit

between groups 0.006105 1 0.006105 3.798787 0.09919 5.987378
within the same group 0.009643 6 0.001607 - - -

sum 0.015748 7 - - - -

In order to analyze the importance of individual nodes in sandstone pore networks, the eigenvector
centrality is used to compute the network nodes. Make xi the index value of node i, and Aij the adjacency
matrix of the network. For node i, the centrality index is proportional to the exponential sum of all
nodes connected to it. That is:

xi =
1
λ j∈Mi

xj =
1
λ

N

j=1
Ai, jxj (7)

where Mi is the set of nodes connected to node i. λ is constant.
The centrality of the eigenvector is shown in Figure 8. The abscissa in the figure is the node Id.

When the porosity of sandstone is between 14.1% and 24.6%, the eigenvector centrality of most nodes
is less than 0.4. Only a small number of nodes have high centrality.

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 8. Eigenvector centrality distribution of sandstone network nodes: (a) 14.1%; (b) 16.9%; (c) 17.1%;
(d) 24.6%.
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To facilitate intuitive understanding, the Fruchterman–Reingold algorithm is used to distribute
the pore nodes in Figure 1 uniformly on a circular surface. The node centrality is sorted in Figure 9,
where the node size represents the node centrality, and the number represents the node Id.

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 9. Centrality sorting of sandstone pore nodes: (a) 14.1%; (b) 16.9%; (c) 17.1%; (d) 24.6%.

4. Conclusions

In this study, complex network theory was applied to investigate the network characteristics of
the pore structure, which cannot be quantitatively analyzed by traditional methods such as Euler
number and fractal dimension. Three network structure parameters, including degree distribution,
clustering coefficient and modularity, were taken into account. A new eigenvector centrality method
was used to sort the importance of the nodes in the percolation network. Based on these studies,
following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) The results show that a scale-free model is more suitable for the degree distribution of the
sandstone seepage network. Without considering pore volume and pore throat volume weight,
the overall permeability of the network may be determined by a small number of pores with large
degree (number of connections with other pores).

(2) The modular degree Q of the pore network of different porosity sandstone tends to 1, which means
that the pore network of sandstone has an obvious modularized structure. According to the
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network topology, the sandstone network can be divided into several relatively independent
communities. The associations within the community are closely connected, and have strong
permeability, while the connection between communities is less, which inhibits the overall
permeability of sandstone.

(3) The aggregation coefficients of different sandstone pore networks are mainly distributed between
0 and 0.5. The connectivity of the sandstone pore network is far less than that of fully coupled
networks with all nodes connected. That is, the sandstone has a strong antireflection potential.
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Abstract: As one of the most basic materials of engineering coatings, rock has complex structural
characteristics in its medium space. However, it is still difficult to quantitatively characterize the
microstructure of rock coatings, such as connectivity and aggregation degree. For this paper, based on
a CT-scan model of rock coating, we extracted the network topology of a rock coating sample
and verified that its microstructure parameter distribution accords with Barabasi and Albert (BA)
scale-free theory. Based on this result, relying on the BA scale-free theory, a dual-porosity network
model of rock coating was constructed. We extracted the network structure of the model to verify
it, and analyzed the distribution of the microstructure parameters of the model, such as degree
distribution, average path length and throat length distribution. At the same time, we analyzed the
evolution trend of the permeability of the coating model with the microscopic parameters. Then we
discuss the influence of the change of structural parameters on the microstructure of the coating
model, and compared with the mainstream rock models at the present stage, the rationality and
accuracy of the models are analyzed. This provides a new method for studying the mechanical and
permeability properties of engineering coating materials.

Keywords: structure of engineering coatings; pore network model; complex network theory;
geometric distribution

1. Introduction

Engineering coating refers to the deposition or combination of functional materials on the surface
of basic solid materials. The properties and effectiveness of engineering coatings are higher than that
of basic solid materials. As coatings, rock materials are widely used in engineering. For example,
in order to prevent the deformation or collapse of surroundings, the supporting lining is built with
rock and other materials around the tunnel body. In many cases, the structural characteristics are the
key factors affecting the mechanical and physicochemical properties of coatings [1,2]. Therefore, it is of
great significance to analyze the structural characteristics of natural rocks to improve the mechanical
properties of rock coatings [3]. As the mainstream research method of rock microstructure, the pore
network model has been widely used. The structure of rock coating can be regarded as a pore network
model, and the microstructure of rock is characterized by a pore structure connected by throats.
However, rock formation is dense and the pore shape is complex, so it is still difficult to accurately
characterize the rock structure and describe the pore connection mode in the pore network models [4].
In recent decades, a great deal of research has been carried out on the microstructure and physical
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properties of rock mass [5–9], and different kinds of rock numerical models have been established.
However, due to the complexity of pore distribution in macrostructure (i.e., geometric structure of
network) and micro-structure (i.e., the connection between single pore and other pores), it is still
challenging to accurately describe the microstructure of rock coatings.

A key difficulty is that the throats connecting pores are often irregular and unevenly distributed,
and the structural characteristics are not uniformly distributed. At present, the characterization of the
rock structure mainly adopts the Bieuler number, or macroaverage perspective, which is based on the
regular network. Experimental results show that rock pore structure is highly complex, and regular
network models and current mainstream real-rock topology models still have great difficulties in
characterizing pore connectivity and other topological structures [10–12].

With the advent of the small world model [13] and scale-free model [14], the theoretical framework
of modern complex networks was initially formed. In the past 10 years, as a new interdisciplinary field,
complex network theory has penetrated into many disciplines from life sciences to physics [15,16].
In previous studies, we found that the porosity degree distribution in the pore structure network
of rocks shows the trend of power-law distribution, where the degree of a pore is the number of
the pore connected with other pores. That is, with the increase of the number of connected other
pores, the number of the pore tends to decrease in power-law ratio. And in the pore network
structure of rock, those pores which connect with more other pores play a more important role [17].
Therefore, the scale-free network, that is, the connection network with power-law characteristics of
pore degree distribution, can reasonably describe the topological structure of a rock coating network.

The following are several pore network research models that are used to characterize the geometric
structure and microscopic characteristics of rocks. The purpose of the model and the research results
are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Research models used to characterize the microscopic characteristics of rocks.

Author Years Purpose of Model Research Result

Blunt et al. [11]. 2002 Research on microscopic effective transport
properties based on coordination number rules

A network model that uses additional
coordination numbers and is simulated as

having irregular connectivity is established.

Hou et al. [18]. 2006 Establish a microstructure model considering
pore throat radius and shape factor

Figured out that the pore throat radius and
shape factor were the main factors affecting

polymer retention.

Wang et al. [19]. 2007 Explore the influence of reservoir pore
structure parameters on water saturation

A network model which can reflect the pore
structure of a reservoir is established.

Yao and Tao [20] 2007 Build 3D cubic network model
A mathematical model for solving capillary

pressure and relative permeability
is established.

Ghous [21] 2008 Explore the influence of pore structure
characteristics on rock resistivity

The effects of the structural characteristics of
macropores and micropores on rock

resistivity at different scales are obtained.

Wang et al. [22]. 2013 Establish a multiscale pore network model
Based on the three-dimensional regular
network model, a carbonate multiscale

network model is constructed.

Based on the porous media [23] and the rock mass digital model [24,25], the Barabasi and Albert (BA)
scale-free connection method is used to establish a dual-porosity network model of rock. The porosity
degree distribution, average path length, throat length distribution and other parameters of the rock
model are used to quantitatively describe the connection of rock pores and throats. The evolution trend
of the permeability of the coating model with the microscopic parameters was analyzed. This provides
a theoretical basis for the analysis of mechanical properties and physicochemical properties of rock,
offering technical support for the more reasonable development and utilization of rock coatings.

2. Characteristics of Rock Pore Network Structure

In this section, we first introduce the research method of rock coating pore network and the
mainstream pore network model at the present stage. We made four kinds of rock samples with
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different porosity and analyzed the microscopic parameters [17]. It is verified that the microstructure
of the coated rock accords with the BA scale-free connection mode, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Verification of pore structure of rock coating.

In recent years, as an emerging interdisciplinary field, complex network theory has gradually
penetrated into biology, sociology and many other disciplines [26]. Regular network, ER (Erdős–Rényi)
random network and WS (Watts-Strogatz) small world network are three classic models describing the
structure of random networks. The structure of rock can be regarded as a pore network model, and its
microstructure is the pores connected by the throats. As shown in Figure 2.

 

Figure 2. Pore network structure of rock coating.

Regular network, as shown in Figure 3a, the network degree k (the number of edges connected
to the node) is the same value, and the regular network has the smallest average path length in all
networks with the same number of nodes (the average of all nodes short distance) L = 1, P(k) represents
the probability of the node. In ER random network, as shown in Figure 3b, the connection probability
of two nodes is P, regardless of whether they have a common neighbor node. The degree of most
nodes is k, the degree distribution conforms to the Poisson distribution, and the average path length is
relatively high.
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 3. Different network model structures. (a) Regular network; (b) Erdős–Rényi random graph;
(c) Watts-Strogatz small world network; (d) Barabasi-Albert scale-free network.

As a transition from a regular network to a random network, Figure 3c shows the degree
distribution of the WS small world network. Most nodes are not connected, but different nodes can be
reached by fewer edges.

Empirical research shows that other real networks such as the mobile internet and cellular
metabolic networks are irregular networks, and the connectivity distribution function takes the form
of a power rate [27]. In order to explain the generation mechanism of the power-law distribution,
Barabasi and Albert proposed a scale-free network model, namely the BA scale-free model [14]. As a
model for describing heterogeneous networks, the degree distribution function of the BA scale-free
network is:

P(k) =
2m(m + 1)

k(k + 1)(k + 2)
∝ 2m2k−3 (1)

where m is the number of new nodes connected to existing nodes during network expansion, namely:

P(k) ≈ k−γ (2)

Among them, γ is power exponent, and there is no obvious characteristic value (Figure 3d), but it
is extremely robust to random node failures. As long as the few nodes with the largest degree in the
network are consciously removed, it will have a huge impact on the connectivity of the entire network.

In the previous research [17], we used the pressing method to produce artificial sandstone with
porosities of 12%, 19%, 26% and 33% through different ratios of 50–300 mesh natural sandstone powder
and epoxy resin. An X-ray synchrotron radiation imaging experimental device with an effective pixel
resolution of 12–14 μm is used to scan and generate a tomographic image stack. Then, the pore network
model is established by using the ossification algorithm to take the pore as the node and the throat as
the edge to extract the pore structure information. As shown in Figure 4. At the same time, in order
to study the microstructure of different structural rocks, we analyze the characteristics of the rock
network with different porosity.
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 4. Three-dimensional sandstone pore network. (a) porosity = 12%; (b) porosity = 19%;
(c) porosity = 26%; (d) porosity = 33%.

The distribution function P(k) is used to represent the distribution of network node degrees.
P(k) represents the probability that the randomly selected node degree is k. In the rock coating network
model, the degree of a pore is the number of the pore connected with other pores. The experimental
results show that the pore network of different degrees satisfies the power-law distribution, as shown
in Figure 5. Therefore, the rock network conforms to the BA scale-free network, that is, there are
a small number of scale-free network height nodes called the “hub” of the network. In a sense,
these joints may play a leading role in the deformation and failure process of rock under load and
stress distribution [28,29].

Figure 5. Distribution curve of degree k of sandstone structure.
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3. Construction of Three-Dimensional Rock Pore Network Model Based on BA Scale-Free
Connection

The construction of the pore network model retains the properties of the real macropore network
model and the micropore network model as much as possible, and the geometric topology of the pore
network model is an important evaluation criterion to ensure the accuracy of the model. Wang proposed
a theoretical method to integrate and construct a dual-porosity network model [30]. First, determine the
spatial domain Ω of the large-pore network reconstruction, that is, determine the geometric size of the
dual-porosity network model. Based on a real-rock model size, it is assumed that the number of pores
is Np, the network volume is V = lwh and l = w = h. The number of macropores in the established
pore network is Np

′, the network volume is V′ = LWH and L = W = H. Therefore, the size factor is:

ξ = L/l = W/w = H/h (3)

Then we can obtain:
Np
′ = ξ3Np (4)

We introduce the BA scale-free connection method in the complex network theory to generate and
connect the nodes in the pore domain. BA scale-free network meets the following two characteristics:

• Growth: Starting from a network with m0 nodes, each time a new node is introduced and
connected to m existing nodes, where m ≤ m0.

• Optimal connection: The probability
∏

i of a new node j connected to an existing node i, the degree
ki of node i, and the degree kj of node j satisfy the following relationship:

∏
i

=
ki∑
j

kj
(5)

After t steps, the algorithm will generate a network with N = t + m0 nodes and mt edges, that
is, the program will generate a pore network model with N pores and mt throats. Changing the
parameters of m0 and m in the BA scale-free network will change the structure of the pore network
model accordingly.

At the same time, the average path length of the BA scale-free network structure, that is, the average
length of the throats, has the following relationship:

L =
1

1
2 N(N + 1)

∑
i≥ j

di j (6)

where d represents the shortest path length between any two nodes (the minimum number of edges
connecting any two nodes), and N is the total number of network pores.

During the process from m0 to Np
′, the generated pore cannot coincide or overlap with the existing

pore. That is, when a new pore k with a radius of rk is generated, it should satisfy that it will not cover
the generated pore j( j = 1, 2, ..., k− 1), that is:

rk + rj < djk (7)

where djk is the Euclidean distance between pores k and j. It is only necessary to determine the radius
of the new pore and the pore radius which has been generated in the adjacent small area around it.

According to the distribution of the pore radius of the real-rock model, we determined the value
range of the large pore radius in the dual-porosity model. And randomly generate large pores with a
radius within the value range at the pore center coordinate point of the large pore space domain.
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So far, the macropore network model based on the BA scale-free network has been established.
The filling of the micropore network refers to the generation of micropores and microthroat unit bodies
based on the BA scale-free network connection method in the generated macropore network skeleton
space. It mainly includes the steps of determining the spatial domain of the micropore network,
generating equivalent micropores, and constructing throats between micropores.

The micropore network cannot overlap with the macropore network during the filling process,
so the space domain filled by the micropore network is the skeleton space of the macropore network.
Assuming that the overall space of the pore network model is Ω, the pore space of the constructed
macropore network is Ω1, and the space domain of the micropore network model to be constructed is
Ω2.Then the micropore space domain can be expressed as:

Ω2 = Ω −Ω1 (8)

Analogous to Equation (4), we can get the number of micropores to be constructed in the micropore
network:

Npm
′ = ξ3Npm (9)

Among them, Npm is the number of micropores in the real-rock digital model.
Similarly, we use the BA scale-free connection method (Equation (5)) to generate the microporous

network model. The connection method of the micro throat is similar to that of the large throat. At the
same time, before a new micropore is generated, it must be ensured that it will not cover the micropores
that have been generated. The judgment condition is the same as Equation (7).

However, at this time, the newly generated macropore network and the micropore network are
not connected, so it is necessary to add a connecting throat between the macropore and the micropore
to integrate the dual-porosity network. Wang [30] proposed a connection construction method that
integrates a two-scale network model. At the center of the original micropore network, place the
pore body with the smallest radius in the macropore network, and calculate the coordination number
between the surface of this pore and the surrounding micropore throat. By increasing the radius of
the pore body, the coordination number of a series of pore surface and the surrounding micropore
throat can be obtained, and then the coordination number distribution map between the macropore
and the micropore can be obtained. According to the coordination number distribution map between
the macropores and the micropores, the connecting throats between the macropores and the adjacent
micropores are added.

Through the above steps, the established macroporous network based on the BA scale-free
connection mode can be integrated with the microporous network, and then a dual-porosity network
model based on the BA scale-free network connection mode is constructed.

4. Results and Analysis

We use the Carbonatite digital model proposed by the Martin Blunt team of Imperial College
London [31]. At the same time, based on the size of the real-rock model, combined with Equations (3),
(4), (8) and (9), the scale factor ξ is selected. We determined the number of pores in the macropore
network model (Np

′) and the number of pores in the micropore network model (Npm
′). Combining the

BA scale-free connection principle and the above equations, we constructed a dual-porosity rock
coating network model. As shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Two-scale network model based on BA scale-free network connection.

To verify the correctness of the model, we extracted the digital structure characteristics of the
pore network of the real-rock digital model, and analyzed the degree distribution of the pore network
model, as shown in Figure 7.

 

Figure 7. Distribution characteristics of the carbonate sample.

It can be seen from Figure 7 that the distribution characteristic of the real-rock pore network
degree accords with the property of power ratio distribution. The characteristic of its distribution
function accords with the Equations (1) and (2), that is, the BA scale-free network connection is the
main connection mode of the rock pore network.

Similarly, we analyzed the structural characteristics of the dual-porosity rock coating network
model based on the BA scale-free network, and analyzed its degree distribution characteristics.
Using the size factor method proposed by Wang [30], the model degree distribution value is multiplied
by the size factor obtained above, and the revised model degree distribution trend is obtained.
The revised model degree distribution characteristics and real-rock degree distribution characteristics
are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Comparison of the revised model and real-rock degree distribution characteristics.

It can be seen from Figure 8 that the degree distribution characteristics of the dual-porosity
network model proposed in this paper are in good agreement with those of the real-rock sample.
In order to further verify the correctness of the model proposed in this paper, we selected four different
rock samples. By extracting the network structure and parameter analysis of them, we have obtained
the degree distribution characteristics. At the same time, by changing the specific parameters m0 and
m in the BA scale-free network (Equation (5)), we established four different dual-porosity network
models and analyzed the structural characteristics of the network models. The degree distribution
characteristics of the four different network models and the rock samples are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Comparison of distribution of four different rocks with different models.
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From Figure 9, we can see that although the fitting curve of the model changes with the change of
m0 and m, it is still in good agreement with the degree distribution characteristics of the rock samples.
That is, the model proposed in this paper can well describe the structural characteristics of the rock
coating pore network.

Meanwhile, we explored the effects of different degree distributions on network permeability.
We analyzed the degree distribution of four different rocks and calculated the network permeability of
these four rocks, as shown in Figures 10 and 11.

 
Figure 10. Degree distribution of four different rocks.

Figure 11. Network permeability of different samples.
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From Figures 10 and 11 we can see that the permeability of the rock network model is closely
related to its degree distribution. With the increase of the number of pores with small degree in the
rock network model, the overall permeability decreases. If the degree of a pore is small, the number
of throats connected by this pore is small, and the number of pores connecting other pores is also
small. In the process of rock seepage, with the increase of the number of pores with weak connectivity,
the seepage intensity decreases and the permeability also decreases.

Then, we analyzed the influence of m0 and m on the rock structure. First of all, we analyzed the
influence of structural parameters on the degree distribution of the network model. Since macropores
play a leading role in the process of load and stress distribution of rock, in order to simplify the
calculation, we constructed a two-dimensional large pore network model equivalent to the real-rock
size. After that, we changed the value of m0 and m, analyzed the degree distribution of each model,
and compared it with the degree distribution of rock samples. The degree distributions of the models
under different m0, m and the degree distribution of the rock sample are shown in Figure 12.

 

Figure 12. The characteristics of degree distributions under different m0 and m.

From Figure 12, it can be seen that the degree distributions under different m0 and m strictly obey
the power-law distribution, and are in good agreement with the distribution characteristics of the
rock sample degree. When m and other microstructure parameters remain unchanged, the number
of the pores with the degree between two and seven increases with the increase of m0. When other
parameters remain unchanged, with the increase of m0, the number of pores with degrees one and two
increases sharply. And the number of pores with a higher degree value does not change much with the
change of m0 and m.

The average path length of the rock coating model, that is, the average length of the throat
connecting the rock pores in the pore network, plays an important role in analyzing the stress
distribution and failure characteristics of the model. When other parameters such as rock porosity,
size and structure remain unchanged, based on Equation (6). We analyzed the evolution of the average
path length of the model under different values of m0 and m, as shown in Figure 13.

From Figure 13, we can conclude that the average path length of the model increases with the
increase of m0 and m, when other parameters are identical. And m has a greater impact on the average
path length. With the increase of the average path length, there are more throats in the network.
This will lead to the uneven stress distribution of rock under loading, which is more likely to cause the
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failure of rock coating. Therefore, we speculate that from the perspective of the average path length,
the increase of m0 and m is not conducive to the stress process of the rock coating.

 
Figure 13. Evolution of the average path length under different values of m0 and m.

In order to further explore the influence of the value of m0 and m on the coating, we explored
the distribution of rock throat length. We selected the above-mentioned Carbonatite digital model
proposed by Martin Blunt’s team [31] based on CT tomography, extracted the network structure and
analyzed its throat distribution, as shown in Figure 14.

 
Figure 14. The throat length distribution characteristics of carbonate samples.

From Figure 14, we can conclude that the distribution of rock throat length roughly presents a
Gaussian distribution. The length of the throats is mostly concentrated in the range of (0.00005–0.00015),
and the number of throats with larger length is much smaller than that of those with smaller length.
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Similarly, we changed the values of m0 and m, and analyzed the throat length distribution of each
model, as shown in Figure 15. The network parameters such as the size and the number of pores of
each model are the same as those of the rock samples.

Figure 15. The distribution characteristics of throat length under different values of m0 and m.

Figure 15 shows the effect of m0 and m on the throat length distribution of the rock coating.
The throat length distribution characteristics of the four models are consistent with the distribution of
the rock sample. When the value of m0 is 10, the throat length is mainly concentrated in the range of
250–550, and there are throats of larger length (greater than 700). With the increase of m0, the length
of the throats is mainly distributed in the range of 75–450. That is, as m0 increases, the throat length
generally shows a decreasing trend. At m = 4, the length of throats is small (75–350), as m increases,
the concentrated interval of throats length also increases. That is, with the increase of m, the overall
throat length shows an increasing distribution trend.

Then, we analyzed the degree distribution of different rock network methods in the current
mainstream models. The ER random network, WS small world network and conventional regular rock
connection models were selected.

Where the degree distribution of the ER random graph satisfies [32]:

P(k) =
(

N − 1
K

)
Pk(1− P)N−1−k ≈ 〈k〉

k

k!
e−〈k〉 (10)

where P (k) is the probability that the degree of a pore is k, and N is the total number of pores in the
network. The construction algorithm of WS small world model is as follows [13]:
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(1) Start modeling with a ring of regular networks: The network contains N nodes, and each node
connects to the K nodes closest to it. Where N >> K >> ln(N) >> 1.

(2) Randomize reconnection: reconnect each edge in the network randomly with probability p, that is,
one endpoint of the edge remains unchanged, while the other endpoint is taken as a randomly
selected node in the network. It stipulates that there can be at most one edge between any two
different nodes, and each node cannot have an edge connected to itself.

And the total number of nodes in different networks is consistent with the number of pores in the
rock samples. We compared the degree distribution of different models with that of the rock sample,
as shown in Figure 16.

 
Figure 16. Comparison of different models with real-rock distribution characteristics (note: the degree
distribution of regular model is the points of degree = 2, 3, 4, and 6).

From Figure 16, we can conclude that the current conventional pore network model is not in
good agreement with the structural characteristics of the rock sample compared with the BA scale-free
connection model, where the degree distribution characteristics of the real-rock sample is power-law
distribution, and the rock coating model proposed in this paper is also power-law distribution.
However, the degree distribution characteristics of the ER random network and WS small world
network models are Gaussian distribution, and the regular rock connection model is point distribution,
which do not match the degree distribution characteristics of the real-rock sample.

Therefore, the pore network model based on a BA scale-free connection can describe rock
structure more accurately. It provides theoretical basis and technical support for the analysis of
rock mechanical properties and physicochemical properties, and more reasonable development and
utilization of rock coatings. At the same time, because we study the microstructure of rock coatings,
the analysis of the entire coating requires a large number of samples, which may have cost-effective
limitations. Although the model is not compared with the permeability results in the published
study, the microstructure has been compared with the actual rock samples, which is Figures 8 and 9.
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In addition, this study uses the method of compiling the numerical model of a pore network to simulate
the actual coated rock, so there is no error analysis, which may cause numerical limitations. Since we
only consider the characteristics of rock microstructure, in the next study, we will explore the influence
of microparameters (such as degree distribution, average path length, throat length, etc.) on the
mechanical and physicochemical properties of the overall coating.

5. Conclusions

The rock pore structure is an important factor of coating failure. In order to analyze the
microstructure of rock coating more accurately, a dual-porosity rock structure model was established
in this paper. The pore connection structure was constructed by a BA scale-free method, and the
rock coating model was compared with different types of real-rock samples to verify the correctness.
We discussed the influence of structural parameters on the structure and permeability of the network
model. The main conclusions are as follows:

• BA scale-free method can accurately and truly describe the pore structure of coated rocks.
The dual-pore network model proposed in this paper can well match the structural distribution
characteristics of different types of rocks, so as to reasonably describe the structure of the coating.

• With the increase of the number of pores with a small degree in a rock network model, the overall
permeability decreases. And the number of the pores with the degree between two and seven
increases with the increase of m0. With the increase of m0, the number of pores with degree one
and two increases sharply, while the number of pores with higher degree value does not change
much with the change of m0 and m. Besides, with the increase of m0 and m, the average path
length of the rock shows an increasing trend. And with the increase of m0, the overall throat
length shows a decreasing trend, while the effect of m is opposite.

• Compared with the mainstream pore network model, the BA scale-free connection method can
describe rock structure more accurately. This provides a new method for studying mechanical
and permeability properties of engineering coating materials.
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Abstract: Here we show that when the temperature exceeded 1200 ◦C, the tensile strength drops
sharply with change of fracture mode from fiber pull-out to fiber-break. Theoretical analysis indicates
that the reduction of tensile strength and change of fracture mode is due to the variation of residual
radial stress on the fiber–matrix interface coating. When the temperature exceeds the preparation
temperature of the composites, the residual radial stress on the fiber–matrix interface coating
changes from tensile to compressive, leading to the increase of the interface strength with increasing
temperature. The fracture behavior of SiC–SiC composites changes from ductile to brittle when the
strength of fiber–matrix interface coating exceeds the critical value. Theoretical analysis predicts that
the high temperature tensile strength can increase with a decrease in fiber–matrix interface thickness,
which is verified by experiments.

Keywords: ceramic matrix composite; high temperature strength; SiC fiber; fiber–matrix interface
coatings; residual stress

1. Introduction

Continuous SiC fiber-reinforced SiC matrix composite (SiC–SiC) is known as a high-temperature
resistant material, with excellent properties such as high specific strength, high specific stiffness,
high temperature resistance, long-term oxidation resistance and erosion resistance. Therefore, SiC–SiC
composite has a wide application prospect in the thermal protection system of aerospace vehicles and
hot-end components of aircraft engines [1–3]. In addition, SiC–SiC composite with near stoichiometric
(3rd generation) SiC fibers has high irradiation resistance, which is one of the most promising materials
for structural application in nuclear fusion reactor and nuclear fission power system [4–6].

In the view of fracture mechanics of composites, fiber–matrix interface is the most important
factor that determines the structural stability of a composite. Recently, intensive efforts have been
devoted to study the influences of interface on mechanical properties of SiC–SiC composites. Wang et al.
studied the tensile creep properties of 2D-SiC–SiC composites in vacuum at high temperature [7].
The results show that the interface strength is relatively strong and the matrix cracking is inhibited
at 1300 and 1350 ◦C. The roles of fiber on the creep behaviors of composites are determined by
the fiber–matrix interface. Buet et al. systematically analyzed the fiber–matrix interface of SiC–SiC
reinforced by stoichiometric SiC fibers. Their experiments demonstrate that the interface shear stress
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depends on the texture of the carbon interface. Highly anisotropic pyrocarbon interfaces increase the
interfacial shear stress [8]. They also found that Tyranno SA3 fiber has a granular and rough surface
which leads to an increase of the interface shear strength. The Tyranno SA3-based composites with
stronger interface exhibit a brittle behavior [9]. Fellah et al. investigated the influence of the carbon
interface on the mechanical behavior of SiC–SiC [10]. The results show that the fiber–matrix debonding
behavior depends strongly on the nature of the carbon on the SiC fiber surface, which is different
according to the SiC fiber. Hsu et al. measured the interface tensile strength of SiC/Si directly for the
first time by taking advantage of the FIB method [11].

It is well acknowledged that appropriate interface can effectively transfer load and inhibit crack
propagation. Ding et al. studied the influence of PIP–SiC interface on the mechanical properties of SiC–SiC
composites at high temperature [12]. The results show that the PIP–SiC interface can improve the toughness
of the composite by deflecting most cracks in matrix. Wang et al. developed SiC–SiC composites with
a PyC–SiC multilayer interface [13]. The results reveal that when the composites are oxidized at the
temperature higher than 900 ◦C, the composites exhibit self-healing characteristics. Shimoda et al.
developed non-brittle fractures in SiC–SiC composites without a fiber–matrix interface [14]. They found
that sandwiched layers with a porous matrix in a laminate can achieve crack deflection and exhibit
ductile fracture behavior. Therefore, in order to provide a deep insight on the stability of SiC–SiC
composite, it is important to investigate the effect of interface coating on the mechanical properties.

Domestic Hi–Nicalon type SiC fiber is a new material and there are few studies on the its composite.
In this study, we investigate the tensile properties of SiC–SiC composites at high temperature reinforced
by domestic Hi–Nicalon type SiC fiber and illuminate effect of interface coating on the mechanical
property variations by combining theoretical analysis and experiments.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Preparation of SiC–SiC Composites

Two-dimensional preform was woven using domestic Hi–Nicalon type SiC fibers. The SiC fibers
were provided by Xiamen University (Xiamen, China). The fiber diameter is 14 μm, density is 2.79 g/cm,
tensile strength is 2.7 GPa, and the modulus is 270 GPa. The typical chemical composition of the fiber
is listed in Table 1. The properties of the domestic Hi–Nicalon type SiC fiber are close to those of
Hi–Nicalon fiber [15,16]. Pyrolytic carbon (PyC) layers with a thickness of about 580 nm were coated
on the surface of the preforms by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method. SiC–SiC composites
were prepared by precursor infiltration and pyrolysis (PIP) process. The preforms were impregnated
with liquid state Polycarbosilane (PCS) by a vacuum infiltration method and pyrolyzed at 850 ◦C in
an inert Argon atmosphere. The impregnation and pyrolysis process were repeated 10 times until
weight increase was less than 1%. The final porosity of the composites is 6%–9%.

Table 1. Typical chemical composition of domestic Hi–Nicalon type SiC fibers.

Si Content Wt % C Content Wt % O Content Wt % C/Si Mole Ratio

61.5 37.9 0.6 1.44

2.2. Tensile Test of SiC–SiC Composites at High Temperature in Air

The samples used in the high temperature tensile test are shown in Figure 1. At the clamping
ends, two reinforcing pieces were stuck to both sides of the specimen in case of clamping failure during
the experiment. Tensile tests were performed in the Instron 1332 equipment. A four-zone controlled
high-temperature furnace was used. The temperature distribution on the gauge was well controlled
within ±5 ◦C. The loading rate of tensile test was 2 mm/min. The heating rate was 30 ◦C /min and the
holding time was 20 min. Five specimens were tested for each state and the strength was obtained by
averaging the values over these five results.
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Figure 1. Sketch of the tensile test specimen.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Tensile Strength of SiC–SiC Composites at High Temperature in Air

The tensile strength of SiC–SiC composite was tested in situ at room temperature (RT), 800,
1200, 1300 and 1500 ◦C, respectively. The stress–strain curves at different temperatures are shown
in Figure 2a. Each stress–strain curve is taken from the results with closet values to the average of
all the five specimens at each temperature. The variations of tensile strength with temperature are
summarized in Figure 2b. It can be seen from the results that the stress–strain curve barely changes
at 800 ◦C. However, when the temperature further increases to 1200, 1300 and 1500 ◦C, the tensile
strength decreases significantly by 48%, 58% and 66%, respectively. The tensile modulus slightly
decreases with temperature from RT to 1300 ◦C. There is an obvious drop of tensile modulus at 1500 ◦C.
The tensile modulus of composite is mainly determined by the modulus of fibers according to the
composite material mechanics. When the temperature exceeds the preparation temperature of domestic
Hi–Nicalon type SiC fibers (~1350 ◦C), the fiber modulus begins to degrade, leading to the obvious
drop of SiC–SiC tensile modulus at 1500 ◦C.

Figure 2. (a) Tensile stress–strain curves and (b) variations of tensile strength of SiC–SiC at different
temperatures in air.

The microstructures at the fracture of SiC–SiC composites were characterized by Camscan Apollo
300 scanning electron microscope (CamScan, Cambridge, UK). The fractures of SiC–SiC composite
at 800 ◦C exhibit ductile characteristics as shown in Figure 3. A large number of pulled out fibers
with length of several millimeters can be seen at the fracture. When the temperature reaches 1200 ◦C,
the length of pulling out fiber decreases to about tens of microns. When the temperature further
increases to 1300 ◦C, the length of pulling out fibers further decreases and the regions of pulling out
fibers become smaller. Most of the fibers are not pulled out, but break along with the matrix. When the
temperature reaches 1500 ◦C, the fractures show typical brittle characteristics. The fracture surface of
the composites is very plane and no pullout fibers can be seen. Cracks are not arrested at the interface,
but penetrate the fiber bundles at 1500 ◦C.
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Figure 3. Tensile fracture morphology of SiC–SiC composites at high temperature in air.

3.2. Tensile Strength of SiC Fiber at High Temperature

In order to investigate the decline of tensile strength of SiC–SiC composites at high temperature,
the tensile strength of monofilament SiC fiber at 1300 ◦C in air was tested in situ on the fiber ultra-high
temperature performance testing system in Aerospace Research Institute of Materials & Processing
Technology (Beijing, China). The gauge length was 40 mm. Monofilament SiC fiber was heated to
1300 ◦C with a heating rate of 40 ◦C/min and annealed for 5 min. The loading rate of tensile testing
was 4 μm/s. The results are shown in Table 2. It can be seen that SiC fibers still retain high strength
at 1300 ◦C and the strength retention rate is 78.9%, which is close to that of Hi–Nicalon fibers [17].
It indicates that the degradation of fiber is not the key factor that causes the sharp reduction of tensile
strength of SiC–SiC composites at high temperature.

Table 2. Tensile strength of the SiC fiber at high temperature.

Room Temperature 1300 ◦C in Air
Strength Retention Rate (%)

Strength (GPa) Cv Value (%) Strength (GPa) Cv Value (%)

2.8 11.9 2.21 23.6 78.9

3.3. Influence of Fiber–Matrix Interface Coating on Tensile Properties of SiC–SiC Composites

The interface is known to play an important role in mechanical properties of materials [8,10,18,19].
According to the theory of fracture mechanics, the existence of fiber in the composite inhibits the
crack propagation and improves the toughness of the material. In this study, it is assumed that both
SiC fiber and SiC matrix is linear elasticity, and the relationship between interface shear stress and
shear displacement is also linear. The contribution of fibers to the fracture toughness of composites is
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expressed as ΔK. Based on the fracture mechanics theory, the relationship between ΔK and interface
strength τb is shown in formula (1) [20]

ΔK =
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where, d is the diameter of the fiber, Em and Ef are the Young’s modulus of the matrix and fiber, Am and
Af are the equivalent cross section areas of the matrix and fiber: A f= πd2, Am= d2 − πd2, σb

f is the

tensile strength of the fiber, τb is the interface strength, η = 2
√

2(1 − v2
m)/(Em

√
π), where vm is the

Poisson’s ratio of the matrix [21], δb is the critical interface shear displacement [22], KIC and is the
fracture toughness of the matrix. α = EmAm/(E f A f ). τC

b Is the critical interface strength of fiber
pull-out/break transformation, as shown in formula (2):
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+

1
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The parameters involved in the formula above are shown in Table 3. We investigated the mechanical
properties of SiC fiber and SiC matrix by nano-indentation tests. The results reveal that the modulus of
SiC matrix is close to that of SiC fiber. For this reason, in this study, we assume that the SiC matrix has
the same mechanical properties as SiC fiber for simplicity.

Table 3. Physical parameters used in fracture toughness calculation [21,22].

d Ef Em vm σf δb
μm GPa GPa - GPa μm

14 270 270 0.15 3 2

By substituting the data in Table 3 into Formulas (1) and (2), the relation of fracture toughness
enhancement ΔK as a function of fiber–matrix interface strength can be obtained, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Fracture toughness enhancement of SiC–SiC as a function of fiber–matrix interface strength.
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It can be seen from Figure 4 that when the failure mode is fiber pull-out, the toughening effect of
the fiber increases with an increase in interface strength. Once the interface strength exceeds the critical
value of fiber pull-out/break transition, the fracture toughness of SiC–SiC will drop suddenly. With the
fiber-break failure mode, the fracture toughness of SiC–SiC decreases gradually with an increase in
interface strength. For this reason, it is necessary to avoid the fiber-break failure mode for SiC–SiC
composites. If SiC–SiC composites break in the fiber pull-out failure mode, further enhancement of
the interface strength will improve the toughness of the material. Conversely, if SiC–SiC composites
break in the fiber-break failure mode, the reduction of interface strength will improve the toughness of
the material.

In SiC–SiC composites, the thermal expansion coefficient of the PyC interface coating is different
from those of SiC fiber and SiC matrix. Therefore, the variation of temperature during PIP process
will cause residual stress in the composites. Based on the characteristics of SiC–SiC composites,
a two-dimensional finite element model of SiC–SiC unit cell is established, as shown in Figure 5.
The model is composed of SiC fiber, PyC interface coating and SiC matrix. The fiber volume fraction
is 40%. The material parameters used in the calculation are shown in Table 4. It is assumed that
SiC fiber and SiC matrix are isotropic materials. The PyC interface coating is set to be transversal
isotropy. The Young’s modulus, sheer modulus, Poisson’s ratio and coefficient of thermal expansion
of PyC are determined according to the reference [23]. The Young’s modulus of fiber is determined
by our test. The Poisson’s ratio of fiber is determined according to the reference [21]. The coefficient
of thermal expansion of SiC fiber is determined by our test. We assume that the SiC matrix have
the same mechanical properties as the SiC fiber. The densification process of PIP SiC matrix during
heating above preparation temperature (850 ◦C) is not considered in this calculation. The thickness
of the interface coating is 850 nm. The elements used are four-node bilinear plane stress elements
(CPS4R), and the calculation is performed by Abaqus software. The simulation is divided into three
analysis steps: 1. Set the initial analysis step. The initial temperature is set to 850 ◦C (SiC–SiC composite
preparation temperature in this study). 2. Simulate the cooling process of SiC–SiC composites to room
temperature (temperature field decreases from 850 to 25 ◦C). 3. Simulate the heating process tensile
test of SiC–SiC composite to different temperatures and calculate the residual stress.

Figure 5. Sketch of SiC–SiC FEM model.

Table 4. Mechanical parameters used in the finite element calculation of residual stress [21,23].

Material

Young’s Modulus
Poisson’s Ratio

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion
(GPa) (10−6 ◦C−1)

Ezz ERR VRθ VRz αzz αRR

SiC fiber 270 270 0.15 0.15 3.5 3.5
PyC interface 30 12 0.12 0.4 2 28

SiC matrix 270 270 0.15 0.15 3.5 3.5
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During the tensile process, crack initiations in SiC–SiC composites mainly appear in the matrix
and gradually propagate to the fiber–matrix interface coating. Experiments revealed that the failure
mode of SiC–SiC composites is controlled by the interface strength [10]. If the fiber–matrix interface
coating is weak enough, the crack will deflect into the interface and propagate along fiber axis direction.
If the interface coating is too strong, the crack will not deflect, but directly propagate through the
fibers. According to the Mohr–Coulomb criterion, shear strength is negatively correlated with the
compressive stress perpendicular to the shear plane [24]. Therefore, the residual radial stress at the
interface, σRR, has an important effect on the interface strength. The distribution of residual radial
stress in SiC–SiC composites is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Distribution of residual radial stress,σRR of SiC–SiC at different temperature.

It can be seen clearly that the residual radial stress decreases with temperature. When the
temperature exceeds 850 ◦C, the residual radial stress transforms from tensile to compressive,
which prevents the crack propagation into the interface coatings. Therefore, at low temperature,
the interface of SiC–SiC composite is relatively weak. Cracks tend to be deflected at the interface
coatings, leading to fiber pull-out failure mode. With increase of temperature, the residual radial
stress at the interface coatings decreases, which transforms from tensile to compressive. The interface
becomes stronger at high temperature. Cracks can hardly be deflected and penetrate the fiber directly,
leading to fiber-break failure mode and sudden reduction of tensile strength of SiC–SiC composite
(as shown in Figure 7). Thus, one can attribute the transition from ductile to brittle at high temperature
to the increase of interface strength.

The variations of residual hoop stress, σθθ, with increasing temperature are shown in Figure 8.
It can be seen from the results that below the preparation temperature, the residual hoop stress in
the fiber and interface coatings is tensile. On the contrary, the residual hoop stress in the matrix is
compressive. The residual hoop stress decreases with temperature. When the temperature exceeds
preparation temperature, the residual hoop stress in the fiber and interface coatings converts to
compressive and the residual hoop stress in the matrix converts to tensile. Above 850 ◦C, the residual
hoop stress increases with temperature. According to the theory of fracture mechanics, compressive
hoop stress in the interface coatings will restrain cracks extension. Therefore, the compressive hoop
stress at high temperature will further enhance the interface and lead to tensile strength decline of
the composites.
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Figure 7. Schematic illustration of influence of interface strength on fracture mode of SiC–SiC.

Figure 8. Distribution of residual hoop stress, σθθ, of SiC–SiC at different temperature.

It is worthy to mention that when the temperature exceeds the preparation temperature (850 ◦C),
the matrix will shrink due to PCS pyrolysis. This process will cause weight loss and crack initiations in
the matrix, leading to acceleration of SiC–SiC strength reduction [10]. The chemical interactions between
composite and air can also affect the mechanical properties of SiC–SiC at high temperature [11,12].
SiC matrix would form a glass phase at high temperature, which wraps the fiber and enhance the
interface bonding [25]. The interface strength changes from weak to strong with increasing temperature
by all factors discussed above and the composite changes from ductile fracture behavior to brittle
fracture behavior.

We investigated the effect of interface coating thickness on the residual radial stress of SiC–SiC
composites at 1300 ◦C. It can be seen from Figure 9 that at this temperature, the residual radial
stress at the interface coating is compressive and decreases with an increase in interface thickness.
The SiC–SiC composite breaks in fiber-break failure mode at 1300 ◦C. Therefore, reducing the thickness
of the interface can reduce the interface strength and improve the fracture toughness of the SiC–SiC
composites according to Figure 4.

To verify our theory, SiC–SiC composites with different interface thicknesses are prepared.
The microstructures of SiC–SiC composites with average interface thickness of 100, 360, 580, and 640 nm
are shown in Figure 10a. The tensile strength of SiC–SiC composites with different interface thicknesses
at 1300 ◦C in air are shown in Figure 10b. It can be seen from the results that the tensile strength of
SiC–SiC composite increases with decreasing interface thickness, in good agreement with the theoretical
analysis above. It is necessary to mention that if there is no PyC interface coating, the SiC fiber and SiC
matrix will sinter together at high preparation temperature. There will be strong interactions between
fiber–matrix and the mechanical strength of the SiC-SiC composite is very low.
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Figure 9. Distribution of residual stress,σRR at 1300 ◦C with different interface thickness.

Figure 10. (a) SEM images of SiC–SiC composites with different interface thickness; (b) tensile strength
of SiC–SiC composites with different interface thicknesses at 1300 ◦C in air.

4. Conclusions

• The tensile properties of SiC–SiC composites reinforced by domestic Hi–Nicalon type SiC fibers at
800, 1200, 1300, and 1500 ◦C were studied. The results show that when the temperature exceeded
1200 ◦C, the tensile strength of SiC–SiC composites decreased sharply and the composite failure
mode converted from fiber-pull-out to fiber-break.

• Theoretical calculations showed that the toughening effect of fibers increases with interface
strength when the composite failure mode is fiber-pull-out. Once the interface strength exceeds
the critical value, the composite failure mode converts to fiber-break and the fracture toughness of
SiC–SiC drops sharply. The finite element method simulations show that when the temperature
exceeds the material preparation temperature, the residual radial stress at the interface increases
and changes from tensile to compressive, causing transition of the failure mode and sudden
reduction of tensile strength.

• Theoretical and experimental results showed that reducing the thickness of PyC interface coating
improved the tensile strength of SiC–SiC composites at high temperatures.
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Abstract: In order to solve the shortcomings of the traditional explosion welding method for direct
magnesia-aluminum alloy and steel welding, a processing method of groove hot casting plus explosion
compression bonding (HCECB) was put forward, and the related theory of hot-melt metal plus
explosion bonding was also proposed. Taking 6061 aluminum and Q235a steel as examples, the hot
casting plus explosion compression test was carried out by the prefabrication of a dovetail groove on
Q235a steel plate and the microstructure and mechanical properties of the interface were analyzed.
The results showed that the 6061 aluminum/Q235a steel can be directly combined by the HCECB
method. The interface is mainly irregularly microwave-shaped and straight-shaped with no defects,
such as melting layer, holes and cracks, found. The hardness of the upper interface of the dovetail
groove is larger than that far away from the welding interface, while the hardness of the lower
interface is the same as that far away from the interface. The tensile and shear test results show that
the shear strength is greater than 80 MPa, which meets the requirements of aluminum-steel composite
plate bonding strength.

Keywords: hot casting metals; explosive compression bonding; dovetail groove; metallographic
analysis; mechanics analysis

1. Introduction

Aluminum and steel laminated composite materials are widely used in various industrial fields
because of their respective advantages, e.g., aluminum has excellent oxidation resistance, corrosion
resistance and electrical and thermal conductivity, while steel has the advantages of high strength,
hardness and wear resistance [1,2]. Explosive welding uses the energy of explosives to drive the
high-speed collision of aluminum steel plate to realize metallurgical bonding. It is the main method to
produce aluminum and steel composite materials [3,4]. Elango et al. studied the effect of variable load
ratio (explosive mass/fin mass) on the properties, temperature and pressure of the explosive welded
interface of aluminum steel [5]. In fact, it is difficult to realize the direct welding between aluminum
alloy and steel due to the different physical and chemical properties between aluminum and steel.
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Additionally, the interface between aluminum and steel easily to forms Fe3Al, Fe2Al5, FeAl2 and other
brittle intermetallic compounds [6–9]. In recent years, the composite methods of aluminum and steel
mainly include brazing, laser welding, argon arc welding, cold metal transfer welding, friction stir
welding [10–20], etc. Singh P et al. made a comparative evaluation on the welding methods of the
dissimilar metal joints between aluminum and stainless-steel [21].

In order to obtain more ideal welding results, researchers have widely used the method of adding
a cushion between aluminum and steel interface. Hokamoto et al. [22] used thin stainless-steel plates
as transition plates to reduce the brittleness of intermetallic compounds. Aceves et al. [23] studied the
advantages and disadvantages of Ta, Cu, Ti and other metals as intermediate layers in the explosive
welding of aluminum steel. The explosive welding between aluminum alloy and steel can be realized
by using intermediate transition layer. However, its operation is complicated, and the introduction of
an intermediate layer may reduce the application prospects of aluminum steel composite. Li et al. [24]
studied the direct explosion of aluminum and stainless-steel with dovetail grooves. This is a very good
method to make use of groove structure meshing, aluminum and stainless-steel to achieve the purpose
of the explosive compound, but it may cause groove structure deformation.

In this paper, a new groove hot casting plus explosion compression bonding (HCECB) method is
introduced, which provides a new idea for welding 6061 aluminum alloy with Q235a steel. The HCECB
theory is based on the combination of hot-melt bonding and high impact explosive bonding, which is
more conducive to the strong bonding between metals under thermal impact. For the whole HCECB
process, first of all, the aluminum alloy solution was poured onto the surface of the etched dovetail
groove, and then explosive compression was performed. The use of dovetail grooves can prolong the
service life of aluminum stainless-steel composites. Then the hot-melt plate was squeezed into the
dovetail groove by the HCECB method, which can protect the dovetail groove from deformation and
realize the compact combination of aluminum and steel.

2. Experimental

2.1. The Experimental Process

The flyer plate and the base plate were made from aluminum (6061) and steel (Q235a), respectively.
The chemical compositions of the two materials are shown in Tables 1 and 2. The experimental
process is divided into two parts. In the experimental process, the dovetail grooves were firstly made
on the surface of Q235a, and the interface of the grooves was cleaned. Then, 6061 aluminum was
melted in a high temperature furnace. Part of the liquid aluminum flowed into the tank, the initial
combination of 6061 and Q235a was achieved under the action of the heat of the high-temperature
liquid and the mechanical action of the tank type. Then, the first step was to pour the molten aluminum
onto the stainless-steel surface with dovetail groove, to achieve the preliminary hot-melt composites.
The second step was to make the hot-melt flyer-plate further squeeze into the dovetail groove with the
HCECB method, in order to achieve the strong association between the impact of thermal-mechanical
metal. Finally, the explosive compression method is used to push the base plate and the cover plate to
squeeze together, compacting and combining, forming a close bonding force at the interface of the two
metal plates, to achieve the strong bonding between the metals under the heat-force impact.

Table 1. Chemical composition of 6061-Al (wt %).

Element Cu Mn Mg Zn Cr Ti Si Fe Al

Content 0.15–0.4 ≤0.15 0.8–1.2 ≤0.25 0.04–0.35 ≤0.15 0.4–0.8 ≤0.7 Bal.

Table 2. Chemical composition of Q235a (wt %).

Element C Mn Si S P Fe

Content 0.14–0.22 0.30–0.65 ≤0.30 ≤0.05 ≤0.045 Bal.
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2.2. Experimental Parameters

2.2.1. Hot-Melt Composite Plate

Dovetail grooves with an upper bottom surface of 2 mm, a lower bottom surface of 3 mm and a
height of 1 mm were cut out on the upper surface of the substrate, 1 mm from the spacing on the upper
and bottom surface of the swallowtail groove. The heating furnace was used in the experiment and the
maximum temperature can reach up to 1000 ◦C. In this experiment, the maximum melting temperature
was 850 ◦C and it was kept for 1 h. The aluminum alloy was melted, and then poured on the surface
of the stainless-steel dovetail groove to make the aluminum liquid fully flow into the stainless-steel
dovetail groove, and then cooled naturally to form the 6061Al-Q235a steel hot-melt composite plate.

In this step, the thermal bonding refers to the mutual bonding of molten aluminum and
stainless-steel. The liquid metal Al alloy is poured into the stainless-steel dovetail tank. Heat transfers
on the surface of the stainless-steel. Heat energy is continuously transmitted to the stainless-steel. The Al
alloy and stainless-steel achieve a hot fusion combination, due to the intensification of thermal motion
inside the molecules. Thermal stress will be generated due to the transfer of heat energy from liquid
aluminum to the stainless-steel plate. The temperature on the surface of the stainless-steel dovetail
groove is higher than that on the inside. Thermal stress generally makes the junction surface shrink,
which is not good for the composite of aluminum and stainless-steel. However, it is beneficial to the
combination of aluminum and stainless-steel for the special dovetail groove structure. The generation
of thermal stress will cause the aluminum in the dovetail groove to be squeezed up and down and store
thermal stress. Aluminum and stainless-steel were preliminarily combined under the thermal action of
the high temperature of the aluminum liquid and the mechanical action of the dovetail groove.

2.2.2. Explosive Compression Composite Plate

In order to make the interface between Al alloy and stainless-steel closer, the explosive compression
is further carried out to achieve the strong bonding between aluminum and stainless-steel under
the heat-force impact. After fusion and treatment, the size of the hot-melt composite plate is
165 × 125 × 24 mm3, and the thickness of aluminum is about 25 mm. Honeycomb explosives were
used in the experiment, as shown in Figure 1. The selected explosive was emulsion explosive with a
density of about 0.8 g/cm3 and the explosive velocity was about 2600 m/s. We observe the conservation
of energy in the welding process, and economized the use of explosives [25]. The charge thickness was
10 mm. The uniformity of charge thickness and density was ensured effectively.

The top of the explosive was covered with a colloidal water bag to increase the constraint and
improve the utilization rate of the explosive in order to reduce the explosive energy flying upward
(Figure 2). The parameters of the explosion compression are shown in Table 3. In order to investigate
the microstructure of the joining interface, the test block of dimensions was cut from the welded plate
parallel to the detonation direction. The cross-section of the block was polished using emery papers
and diamond slurries. The microscopic examination of the composites was carried out using an optical
microscope. In addition, higher-resolution examination and elemental analysis were investigated using
a high-resolution field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM) (MAIA3 LMH, Hefei, China).
Vickers microhardness test was performed using an HVS-1000A type microhardness testing machine
(Hefei, China) with a load of 9.807 N and the loading time was 10 s.

Explosive compression bonding is used to achieve the strong bonding between 6061 aluminum
and Q235a stainless-steel under heat-force impact, in order to make the interface between aluminum
alloy and stainless-steel closer. Large stress is stored in dovetail grooves due to the impact of explosive
energy, which causes the aluminum plate to produce plastic deformation, or even flow deformation.
A tight bond was formed due to the Al alloy plate being further adiabatically compressed to the
dovetail channel. At the same time, the inclined plane of the dovetail groove prevents the stretching
wave from pulling the interface apart, realizing further recombination [24,26].
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Figure 1. Honeycomb aluminum structure explosive.

 

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of explosive compression structure device.

Table 3. Parameters of explosion compression bonding of 6061-Q235a.

Parameters
Density of

Explosive/g·cm−3 Charge Mass/g
Layout

Thickness/mm
Charge at Unit

Area/g·cm−2 Mass Ratio

Parameter
values 0.9 275 10 0.9 0.55

3. Experimental Results and Analysis

3.1. Welding Interface Structure Analysis

The interface of the 6061-Q235a composite plate was closely combined by observing the section
along the direction of detonation after the explosion compression, and the dovetail groove has a clear
structure without any damage marks, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The physical cross-section of the hot-melt explosive composite plate.

The tensile shear experiment of the 6061 Al-Q235a composite plate was done subjected
to the standard of GB/T 6386-2008 [27]. The obtained samples were taken, and the size was
10 mm × 1 mm × 45 mm. The mechanical properties and microstructure of the welding interface
were tested by the MC010 touch screen digital microhardness tester (Hefei, China) and Carl Zeiss Axio
Imager metallographic microscope (Hefei, China) with SEM and EDS analysis, respectively.

3.2. Observation of Interface Metallographic Structure

After polishing the 10 mm × 10 mm × 24 mm sample of the composite plate, the metallographic
structure of the interface between aluminum and dovetail groove was observed by a metallographic
microscope, as shown in Figure 4. The position of the interface between 6061 and Q235a groove steel
obtained by the metallographic microscope is shown in Figure 4a. The metallographic structures of
the upper, lower and lateral sides of 6061 Al alloy and Q235a groove steel are shown as Figure 4b–d,
respectively. The metallographic photograph shows that the interface of the composite plate is
combined in a straight and microwave manner. The wavelength of the interface is about 70–100 μm.
The quality of explosive compression is good because the interface of explosive composite plate is
closely combined, and there is basically no melt.

  

  

Figure 4. The different metallographic observation structure of groove hot casting plus explosion
compression bonding (HCECB) composite plates: (a) Metallographic observation location map;
(b) Bottom and side of dovetail groove; (c) the upper surface; (d) side and Bottom of dovetail groove.
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3.3. Interface Structure Analysis

The microstructure of the 6061-Q235a HCECB composite plate was observed by SEM and EDS,
and the chemical elements of the interface were analyzed. Figure 5 shows the SEM morphology and
EDS delamination image of the 6061-Q235a hot-melt explosive composite plate interface. It can be seen
from Figure 5 that the bonding interface is close, with mainly mechanical bonding, and no obvious
melting zone is found, stainless-steel is on the left, and aluminum is on the right. It was found that
the iron element penetrates into the Al alloy near the welding interface, and no obvious aluminum
element penetrates into stainless-steel, this may be because the hardness of stainless-steel is greater
than that of aluminum.

  

  

Figure 5. Elemental mapping results of the Al-6061/Q235a joining interface (a) SEM image of the joining
interface; (b) elemental mappings of the joining interface; (c) the elemental distribution of Fe; (d) the
elemental distribution of Al.

Fan et al. [28] also found that the Al/Fe diffusion interface was mainly caused by the rapid
migration of Fe atoms in the disordered Al matrix in the Al bimetallic tube made by the magnetic pulse
composite method. Figure 6 shows the SEM morphology and the line energy spectrum of the main
elements at the interface of the 6061-Q235a hot-melt explosive composite plate. The location of the line
sweep is shown in the first figure in Figure 5. It can be seen that there is a mutual diffusion between
atoms at the interface junction, with aluminum and iron accounting for about half of each, which shows
that the 6061 and Q235a interface is well combined, resulting in the mutual penetration of elements.
At the same time, the diffusion of iron to aluminum was also found, but aluminum did not show any
obvious diffusion to iron. From the SEM results, the interface of the 6061-Q235a hot-melt explosive
composite plate, the surface energy spectrum and the line energy spectrum of the main elements, it can
be seen that the interface of the composite plate is dense and the bonding quality is good.
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Figure 6. Linear energy spectra of the main elements of the welding interface in two different areas
(a) area of L1; (b) area of L2.

3.4. Microhardness Analysis

The microhardness was measured after the 10 mm × 10 mm × 24 mm sample of the composite
plate was polished. The microhardness of metal on both sides of the composite plate interface of
the vertical sample interface was measured by the MC010 touch screen digital microhardness tester.
The microhardness near the interface of the bottom and top of the dovetail groove was measured.
The test position spacing was 0.2 mm, 0.200 kgf, 15 s. The hardness test position and test results of the
composite board are shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 7. The microhardness characteristics and corresponding results of two different areas at the
joining interface: (a) Test position of microhardness (the upper of dovetail groove); (b) Test position of
microhardness (the bottom of dovetail groove); (c) test results of microhardness (the upper of dovetail
groove); (d) test results of microhardness (the bottom of dovetail groove).
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Figure 8. The sample diagrams and results of the shear force test. (a) The sketch diagram of shear force
test sample (b,c) The samples of Al-6061/Q235a composite plate for the shear force test; (d) shear force
curve of the composite plate.

As can be seen from Figure 7, the bonding strength of the composite surface under the dovetail
groove is smaller than that of the upper surface. At this interface, the Vickers hardness of aluminum
(hv57-69) is greater than the minimum value of Vickers hardness of aluminum 6061 (hv44-95),
the microhardness of Q235a near the interface is about 177HV. The microhardness of 6061 and Q235a
near the composite interface of the upper and bottom surface of dovetail groove had increased.
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The microhardness at the interface is 85HV, the microhardness of stainless-steel on the side of
stainless-steel 0.2 mm away from the interface reaches 194HV, which is close to the maximum value.
When the distance from the interface is about 1.0 mm, the microhardness of the upper and lower surface
reaches the maximum. This is because, as seen in the binary diagram of iron and aluminum, Al has a
certain solubility in Fe, while Fe is almost insoluble in A1. A1 diffuses into Fe, producing many kinds of
intermetallic compound, such as Fe3Al, FeAl, FeAl2, FeAl5 and FeAl3. The microhardness of composite
plates increases because of these intermetallic compounds. Near the Al side, because Fe is almost
insoluble in A1, the microhardness is less affected. On the whole, the microhardness of the composite
interface and its vicinity conforms to the microhardness requirements of the composite materials.

3.5. Tension Shear Test

The interface bonding strength is one of the most important indexes to evaluate the quality of
explosive welding. Shear strength is used to measure the mechanical properties of the explosive
composite plate, referring to the GB/T 6386-2008 test method [27] for mechanical and technological
properties of composite steel plates. The sample diagram and physical images for the tensile shear
test are shown in Figure 8a–c, the length and width are 90 and 20 mm, respectively. The experimental
results are shown in Figure 8d. The maximum shear force is about 81 Mpa, which meets the enterprise’s
requirement that the combined strength of aluminum-steel composite plate is greater than 60 Mpa.
The interface between the aluminum and dovetail channel explosive composite plate did not separate
during the shear test, the fracture is located on one side of the aluminum layer.

4. Conclusions

The HCECB method is put forward to produce 6061 Al alloy-Q235a composite plates. The results
of the SEM and EDX analyses show that the element diffusion appeared at the welding interface
of 6061-Q235a, which was complex and dense with good bonding quality. The microhardness of
the composite interface and its vicinity is in line with the microhardness requirements of composite
materials. The interface of the composite plate is combined in the form of flatness and microwave,
with close bonding, and almost no melt. The shear test results of the composite plate show that
the shear force is greater than 80 MPa, which meets the requirements of the combined strength of
Al-steel composite plate. Therefore, the welding composite plate showed better mechanical properties,
which would be enough to meet the commercial requirement. In summary, the related selected metal
materials and the size of the metal plates can be unlimited, and the groove of the base plate has
diversity, which can meet the needs of different business situations.
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Abstract: A pulsed-dc (direct current) magnetron sputtering with a plasma emission monitor (PEM)
system was applied to synthesize Cr-containing hydrogenated amorphous diamond-like carbon
(Cr-DLC) films using a large-size industrial Cr target. The plasma emission intensity of a Cr atom at
358 nm wavelength was characterized by optical emission spectrometer (OES). C2H2 gas flow rate was
precisely adjusted to obtain a stable plasma emission intensity. The relationships between Cr atom
plasma emission intensity and the element concentration, cross-sectional morphology, deposition rate,
microstructure, mechanical properties, and tribological properties of Cr-DLC films were investigated.
Scanning electron microscope and Raman spectra were employed to analyze the chemical composition
and microstructure, respectively. The mechanical and tribological behaviors were characterized
and analyzed by using the nano-indentation, scratch test instrument, and ball-on-disk reciprocating
friction/wear tester. The results indicate that the PEM system was successfully used in magnetron
sputtering for a more stable Cr-DLC deposition process.

Keywords: diamond-like carbon (DLC); plasma emission intensity; magnetron sputtering; tribological
performance

1. Introduction

Metal-containing hydrogenated amorphous diamond-like carbon films (Me-DLC) have raised
much attention for decades because of their promising performance, such as high nano-hardness,
chemical inertness, excellent tribological properties, and thermal stability [1–4]. By the doping of
metals, a two-dimensional array of nanoclusters within the DLC matrix or an atomic-scale composite
can be formed, and these nanostructures are responsible for the desirable mechanical and thermal
properties [5–7]. Generally, Me-DLC films are synthesized by hybrid magnetron sputtering using a
metal target with a hydrocarbon gas [8,9]. However, an inherent feature in this conventional hybrid
deposition process, combining magnetron and plasma assisted chemical vapor deposition, is high
instability due to the complex relation between the fluxes of reactive gas and sputtered metal from the
target. During the deposition process, it inevitably suffers from the “hysteresis effect”, immediate rapid
transition from metal to poisoned state [10,11]. Such behavior originates from the formation of carbide
on the target surface, leading to a significant decrease in the sputtering yield or a non-reproducible
quality of films. Therefore, precise control of the ‘poisoned’ state of the metal target surface is vital for
the deposition of high quality Me-DLC films.

Plasma emission monitoring (PEM) system, based on the gas flow control technique, has received
extensive concern as an important method of stabilizing the deposition process in the “transition” state
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because of its high accuracy and stability [12,13]. Wu et al. showed that various CrNX films were
obtained under a stable deposition mode by adjusting the N2 gas flow rate and exhibiting different Cr
atom plasma emission intensities [14]. Ohno et al. stated that stable depositions for TiO2 films were
achieved in the transition region with the PEM system [15]. Hirohata et al. reported the sputtering
of ZnAl in O2 atmosphere with the PEM system and showed that ZnO films deposition rates were
about 15 times higher than those by conventional magnetron sputter [16]. In a similar way, Yang et al.
investigated the properties of Ti-containing and W-containing hydrogenated DLC films deposited via
high power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS), by controlling the C2H2 flow rate and different
Ti2+ plasma emission intensities under the PEM system [17,18]. They found that the hysteresis curve
depicted almost completely overlapping curves with some fluctuations in the amount of C2H2, which
implied that the PEM controlled HiPIMS process was easy, accurate, and stable, especially in reactive
poisoning deposition. As can be clearly seen from these publications, in comparison to conventional
hybrid magnetron sputtering, the PEM system exhibits excellent capabilities for improving film
deposition rate and stabilizing the deposition process. On the other hand, however, the sputtered
targets in most of these works are small in size. For example, 200 mm-diameter Fe and Zr targets were
chosen in the publications [12,13], respectively. Only a few of them concern the deposition of films
using a large-sized target under the PEM system. Compared with the small sized targets, the large sized
targets are more suitable for industrial production. Due to the larger sputtered area, the target poisoning
and abnormal discharge (arcing) phenomenon for large sized targets were more serious, which resulted
in an unstable process or a nonreproducible quality of thin films for industrial application.

In this work, a pulsed-dc magnetron sputtering with PEM system was applied to fabricate
Cr-DLC films using a large-size industrial Cr target, and C2H2 as feeding gas. The synthesis and
characteristics were examined to evaluate the feasibility of a PEM system. To this end, the stability of
Cr-DLC film deposition process with the PEM system was compared to that of conventional hybrid
magnetron sputtering. The effect of Cr atom plasma emission intensity on the element concentration,
cross-sectional morphology, deposition rate, microstructure, mechanical properties, and tribological
properties of Cr-DLC films were explored. Our results demonstrate that the PEM system is an effective
method for stabilizing the deposition process of the Cr-DLC films at different Cr atom plasma emission
intensities, and the Cr-DLC film deposition rate is as high as 92.7 nm/min.

2. Experiment Details

2.1. Deposition

As shown in Figure 1, the experiments were conducted with an unbalanced magnetron sputtering
system. A closed-loop plasma emission monitor system (PEM, Nava Fabrica FlotronTM, Vilnius,
Lithuania) was utilized to precisely control the C2H2 gas flow rate. The plasma emission intensity of
the Cr atom at 358 nm (see Figure 2) was characterized by a collimator of optical emission spectrometer
(OES, Fabrica Flotron TM, Vilnius, Lithuania), which was placed 50 mm away from the target. During
the deposition process, a pulsed DC power (MSP-20D, Pulse Tech, Nanjing, China) was used to power
the Cr target, while a DC power (MSP-50D, Pulse Tech, Nanjing, China) was applied to the substrate.
In this work, the set values of 100% and 0% were defined as the pure metallic deposition and fully
poisoning deposition, respectively. The set values between 0% and 100% represent the percentage of
the reduced Cr atom plasma emission intensity.
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Figure 1. Schematics of deposition apparatus for Cr-containing hydrogenated amorphous diamond-like
carbon (Cr-DLC) films.

Figure 2. Typical optical emission spectrometer (OES) spectra during sputtering Cr target powered by
pulsed-dc (direct current) magnetron sputtering.

There were two kinds of samples mounted in the vacuum chamber: high speed steel (HSS)
samples (φ 30 mm) and silicon wafer (5 × 5 mm2). The vacuum chamber was mounted vertically
with rectangular Cr (99.99% purity) target (131 × 580 mm2). The base vacuum of the chamber was
less than 5 × 10−3 Pa. After being ultrasonically pre-cleaned, all samples were further cleaned for
20 min in an Ar plasma environment (120 sccm, 2 Pa, −900 V bias voltage) in the chamber to remove
surface contaminants. Then, the deposition of the layered interlayer containing Cr (150 nm) and CrN
(500 nm) were deposited at a bias of −75 V in sequence at an Ar gas deposition pressure of 0.5 Pa in
a pulsed DC mode to power the target to 5 A with a frequency of 40 kHz and a duty ratio of 80%.
The CrN films were deposited under the PEM system, and the set value was fixed at 60%. The Cr/CrN
interlayers were pre-deposited in order to improve the adhesion of the Cr-DLC films to the substrates.
The deposition parameters for the Cr-DLC films are listed in detail in Table 1. During the deposition
process, the substrate holder is stationary, and no additional heading was applied. For all deposition
conditions, the substrate temperature was below 75 ◦C.
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Table 1. The deposition parameters of Cr-DLC films.

Parameter Value

Target-Substrate Distance (mm) 85
Ar Gas Pressure (Pa) 0.5

Bias Voltage (V) −75
Set Value (%) 2/5/10/15/20

Pulse Frequency (kHz) 40
Duty Ratio (%) 80

Pulse Current (A) 5
Average power (kW) 1.44/1.42/1.38/1.36/1.33 (stable deposition state)

Deposition Time (min) 50

2.2. Characterization

A scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM, XL30 S-FEG, Philips, Amsterdam, Netherlands) with
energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS, Philips, Amsterdam, Netherlands) was used to obtain the
chemical composition and cross-sectional morphology. Raman spectra were analyzed by using an
excitation wavelength of 523 nm and an argon ion laser, to characterize the chemical substructures
of Cr-DLC films. The nano-hardness and modulus were investigated by a nano-indentation tester
(Nano-Indentor G200, Agilent, SC, USA) with a load precision of 50 nN in continuous stiffness
method, and an indentation of 300 nm was selected to avoid the substrate effect. A scratch test
instrument (MFT-R4000, Huahui, Lanzhou, China) was employed to study the adhesion strength.
The load was gradually increased from 0 to 50 N with 5 mm/min at a loading speed of 100 N/min.
The friction coefficients and wear rates were evaluated by a ball-on-disk reciprocating friction/wear
tester (MFT-R4000, Huahui, Lanzhou, China) at a relative humidity of approximately 22% RH and
temperature of 23 ◦C. GCr15 bearing steel balls 5mm in diameter were used against the films at 15 N
(F) and a sliding speed of 240 mm/min (V). The track length (D) and the duration time (T) were 5 mm
and 60 min, respectively. After the wear experiments, the profiles of the tracks were measured by
a surface profiler (MFT-R4000, Huahui, Lanzhou, China), and the cross-sectional areas of the wear
tracks (A) were measured on each wear track at three points. The wear rates of the Cr-DLC films were
calculated as follows: (A × D)/(F × V × T).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Stability Comparison: Constant Flow Control Mode vs. PEM System

A typical set value-time relationship for Cr-DLC depositing under constant flow control mode
(53 sccm) is plotted in Figure 3a. The set value of Cr is about 12.4% in the initial stage. With the increase
in time, the set value of Cr dramatically decreases, and then gradually approaches about 6% at 1100 s.
For times greater than 1100 s, the set value of Cr kept a relatively stable value. The set value of Cr at
1100 s is nearly two times lower than that at the beginning. These phenomena can be attributed to the
formation of carbide on the target surface, which reduces the number of sputtered particles from the
Cr targets, thereby leading to the “target poisoning” effect [19,20]. Therefore, it is obvious that the
constant flow control mode does not have the capacity for offering a stable deposition process. Here,
PEM system offers a precise control and stable operation of the deposition process in Figure 3b. As the
deposition of Cr-DLC films starts, the set value of Cr decreases quickly to the set value and then stays
stable. By automatically decreasing the C2H2 gas flow rate from 61 to 53 sccm, the set value remains a
stable state throughout the following deposition process. This dynamic process can be understood as
follows: sputtering of the carbide on the Cr target is increased by an automatic decrease of the C2H2

flow rate in the PEM system. Subsequently, a stable Cr emission intensity can be maintained, which
results in the Cr target surface being stabilized in the “transition” state, rather than ‘poisoned’ state.
The target voltages and pressures during the deposition process under the PEM system at different
set values are shown in Figure 4a,b, respectively. Like the set value of Cr above, the target voltage
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and the deposition pressure both remain stable and no obvious drift occurred to either side during
the deposition process, except for a very short period of adjustment at the beginning. Meanwhile,
as the pulse current is kept constant (5A), the average power has the same variation tendency to the
target voltage, and the average powers at the stable deposition state are 1.44 kW at 2%, 1.42 kW at
5%, 1.38 kW at 10%, 1.36 kW at 15%, and 1.33 kW at 20%. These results further indicate that the PEM
system is an effective method for stabilizing the deposition process of the Cr-DLC films.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Experimental time-dependent emission intensity of Cr atom and C2H2 flow rate under
(a) constant flow control mode and (b) plasma emission monitoring (PEM) system at a set value of
10%. The 0 s is the time of setting the C2H2 gas flow rate for constant flow control and set value for the
PEM system.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Experimental time-dependent (a) target voltages and (b) deposition pressures under the PEM
system at different set values.

3.2. Effect of Set Values on the Composition and Deposition Rate

Table 2 lists the chemical composition of the Cr-DLC films deposited at different set values. Due to
the fact that the hydrogen could not be detected by EDS, the relative atomic composition ratio was
considered a sum of chromium, carbon, and oxygen. The relative content of C decreased from 97.59
to 82.34 at.% as the set value increased from 2% to 20%, which was likely due to the lower amount
of C2H2 gas that was introduced. The Cr relative content increased from 1.96 to 17.21 at.%, with a
decreased degree of target poisoning. In addition, there was a small amount of oxygen in the films,
which may be caused by the contamination from the residual vacuum.
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Table 2. Composition of Cr-DLC films.

Set Value
Element Composition (at.%)

C Cr O

2% 97.59 1.96 0.45
5% 93.88 5.78 0.34

10% 89.87 9.26 0.87
15% 86.11 13.61 0.28
20% 82.34 17.21 0.45

The cross-sectional morphologies of Cr-DLC films deposited at different set values are illustrated
in Figure 5. It can be seen that the films all exhibit a typical dense morphology. According to the images
in Figure 5, it was observed that the film thicknesses at the set values of 2%, 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%
were 4.6, 3.8, 3.6, 3.3 and 3.1 μm, respectively. The deposition rates for Cr-DLC films were obtained by
dividing the thickness with the deposition time, and further exhibited in Figure 6. The film deposition
rate exhibits a negative relationship with the set value. When the set value was 2%, the Cr-DLC film
deposition rate was as high as 92.7 nm/min. Although the deposition rate decreased to 62.9 μm/h at a
set value of 20%, the deposition of these Cr-DLC films under the PEM system presented a higher film
deposition rate than that of conventional hybrid magnetron sputter deposition processes [9,21–24].

Figure 5. Cross-sectional morphologies of Cr-DLC films deposited at set values of: (a) 2%, (b) 5%,
(c) 10%, (d) 15%, and (e) 20%. The start of the Cr-DLC films was marked by a yellow line in each figure.
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Figure 6. Deposition rates of Cr-DLC films as a function of the set value.

3.3. Effect of Set Values on the Microstructure

Raman spectra is one of the popular and effective nondestructive tools used to differentiate and
acquire the bonding nature of DLC films. Figure 7 displays the Raman spectra between 1000 and
1800 cm−1 for Cr-DLC films. In general, the Raman spectra can be fitted by two Gaussian distributions:
one centered at about 1350 cm−1, corresponding to the D peak of the disordered structure; and the
another one centered at about 1580 cm−1, related to the G peak of the graphite structure [25–27].
The integrated intensity ratio of the D and G band, ID/IG, can be correlated with the C–C sp3/sp2 bonding
ratio [28]. Empirically, it is widely accepted that a larger ID/IG ratio and higher G peak position means
a lower C–C sp3 content for non-hydrogenated DLC films [29,30]. The G peak positions slightly shift to
a higher Raman frequency with an increasing set value. In Figure 8, the ID/IG ratio increases from 1.94
to 2.76 when the set value increases from 2% to 20%, respectively. Nevertheless, for hydrogenated
DLC films, this ratio influenced both C–C and C–H sp3 bonding. Combined with the previous reports
for the hydrogenated Cr-DLC [23,31,32], it was estimated that the sp3/sp2 ratio was approximately 0.4
for Cr-DLC films at the low set value, and this ratio decreases with the increase in set value. Such
variations in the sp3/sp2 ratio with set value can be explained by the fact that a lower amount of C2H2

gas is introduced at a higher set value. As a result, more Cr and less hydrogen are incorporated into the
Cr-DLC films. On the other hand, the overall Raman intensity of sp2 bonds decrease with the increase
of the set value, which means that the proportion of the DLC phase decreases.

 
Figure 7. Raman spectra of the Cr-DLC films deposited at different set values.
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Figure 8. ID/IG ratios of Cr-DLC films deposited at different set values.

3.4. Effect of Set Values on Mechanical Properties

The hardness and elastic modulus of the Cr-DLC films deposited at different set values are
depicted in Figure 9. The hardness and elastic modulus increased monotonously from 5.72 to 8.02 GPa
and from 80.19 to 139.63 GPa, respectively. According to the above Raman results, the proportion of
the DLC phase tends to decrease when the set value increases, resulting in a decrease of hardness.
However, with the increasing set value, more Cr atoms are incorporated into the Cr-DLC films, and hard
chromium carbide nano-particles are formed and embedded in the DLC matrix, which significantly
contributes to an increase in hardness and elastic modulus [8]. Based on the above analysis, we can
conclude that hard chromium carbide phase was formed to offset the effect of the decrease of DLC
phase that contributed to decreasing hardness and elastic modulus when set value increased from 2%
to 20%. Overall, the hardness of the Cr-DLC films were quite low. Previous reports described similar
phenomena for Cr-containing hydrogenated amorphous DLC films [33–35]. This is considered to be
related to the higher hydrogen content in films. Excess hydrogen is bonded to carbon and leads to
more C–H bonding in the Cr-DLC films and reduces the amount of C–C bonds forming the amorphous
network, which reduces the strength of the amorphous phase. Furthermore, the lower deposition
temperature of 75 ◦C is also another vital reason behind the relatively low hardness for Cr-DLC films.

 
Figure 9. Hardness and Elastic modulus of the Cr-DLC films deposited at different set values.
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Obtaining the high adhesion strength is one of the major technological challenges for the DLC
films, and it plays an important role in the wear and corrosion resistance of the films. Figure 10
shows the critical loads (LC2) of the Cr-DLC films deposited at different set values, and their critical
loads are 15, 22, 18, 15 and 12N, respectively. The LC2 is associated with the start of chipping failure
extending from the arc tensile cracks, indicating adhesive failure between the coating and the substrate.
The results indicate that the adhesion initially increased and then decreased when set value >5%.
Generally speaking, the adhesion strength of films mainly depends on the film internal stress. In the
initial stage, increasing set value meant more Cr content in the Cr-DLC film, resulting in a decrease in
the proportion of DLC phase (confirmed by Raman spectra, see Figure 8), which was beneficial to the
release of internal stress [36,37]. Therefore, the films possess a relatively lower internal stress when the
set value increases up to 5%, which may improve the adhesion strength. Moreover, Choi et al. pointed
out that metal doping reduced the directionality of bond, which led to a decrease in internal stress
caused by bond angle distortion in the amorphous carbon network [38]. However, plenty of carbide
phases will be generated with further increases of the set value. The Cr–C bond length is longer than
the C–C bond length, causing an increase in internal stress [39,40]. As a result, the adhesion strength
decreased as set value increased from 5% to 20%.

 
Figure 10. Adhesion of the Cr-DLC films deposited at different set values.

3.5. Effect of Set Values on Tribological Performance

Figure 11 depicts the friction coefficients evolution of the Cr-DLC films deposited at different set
values, with the sliding time and corresponding surface profiles of the tracks after test. A smooth and
indistinct track was observed for the films deposited at the set value of 2%, while the Cr-DLC films
deposited at the set value > 5% presented deeper and broader wear tracks. Figure 12 shows the wear
surfaces on the Cr-DLC films deposited at the set value of 2% and 20%. The wear track of the films
deposited at a set value of 2% are larger than those deposited at a set value of 20%, which implied that
the higher set value (meaning higher Cr content) deteriorated tribological performance of Cr-DLC films.
Figure 13 shows the average friction coefficients, calculated after about 10 min of the sliding time, and
the wear rates. The average friction coefficient and wear rate exhibited a relatively low value of 0.14
and 1.21 × 10−9 mm3/Nm at the set value of 2%, respectively. With the increase of set value, the average
friction coefficient and wear rate both presented an increased tendency. The average friction coefficient
and wear rate with set values of 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20% were 0.17 and 1.94 ×10−9 mm3/Nm, 0.18 and
2.16 × 10−9 mm3/Nm, 0.21 and 2.88 × 10−9 mm3/Nm, and 0.22 and 5.76 × 10−9 mm3/Nm, respectively.
For the films deposited at low set values (low Cr content), the films displayed the characteristics of an
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amorphous carbon structure, which led to the lower friction coefficient and wear rate. Nevertheless,
higher Cr content led to the formation of a hard chromium carbide phase, and the amorphous Cr-DLC
film was gradually transformed into carbide-rich film [41–43]. Thus, sliding between hard materials
induced high shear strength, which in turn yielded high friction coefficients. These processes can yield
abrasive wear, causing the deterioration of the tribological properties. On the other hand, the friction
coefficients and wear properties were dominated by Cr metal at higher Cr content. During the sliding
process, Cr metal interacted with the oxygen in the atmosphere, resulting in the formation of metal
oxide [44,45], which increased the friction coefficient and the wear rate.

Figure 11. (a) Friction coefficient of the Cr-DLC films deposited at different set values and
(b) corresponding surface profiles of the wear tracks after test.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 12. Wear tracks micrographs obtained by optical microscope of the Cr-DLC films deposited at
set values of 2% (a) and 20% (b).
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Figure 13. The average friction coefficient and wear rate of the Cr-DLC films deposited at different
set values.

4. Conclusions

In summary, Cr-DLC films were synthesized by pulsed-dc magnetron sputter with a PEM system
using a large-size industrial Cr target. The relationships between the Cr atom plasma emission intensity
(set value), target voltage, pressure, and time suggest that the PEM system is an effective method for
stabilizing the deposition process in the “transition” state. Compositional analysis showed that the Cr
content increased from 1.96 to 17.21 at.%, and the set value increased from 2% to 20%. The Cr-DLC
film deposition rate was as high as 92.7 nm/min at the set value of 2%, which is obviously higher than
that for conventional hybrid magnetron sputtering. The adhesion strength increased initially and then
reached its maximum values of 22 N at the set value of 5%. Raman results demonstrated that increasing
set values promotes the graphitizing of Cr-DLC films. The hardness was enhanced with the increase of
set value. In addition, it was observed that both the friction coefficient and wear rate increased with set
value, and the lowest friction coefficient and wear rate were 0.14 and 1.2 × 10−9 mm3/Nm, respectively.
Overall, the hardness values reported in this work were quite small; more experiments and deeper
analysis are needed to reveal the mechanism behind it. On the other hand, there is a growing demand
for over-sized targets (Length > 800 mm) in industrial applications. Due to the larger sputtered area, a
single collimator is not enough to monitor the plasma emission intensity for the entire area. We are now
designing multi-collimators and corresponding installation locations. More work is being conducted
in this direction, and the results will be reported in due course.
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Abstract: Micropitting is a surface fatigue phenomenon that occurs in Hertzian type of rolling and
sliding contact that operates in elastohydrodynamic or boundary lubrication regimes and can progress
both in terms of depth and extent. If micropitting continues to propagate, it may result in reducing
gear tooth accuracy, increasing dynamic loads and noise. Eventually, it can develop into macropitting
and other modes of gear failure such as flank initiated bending fatigue. Micropitting has become a
particular problem in the gear surface fatigue. Usually micropitting initiates in the dedendum of the
driver and driven at the asperities on the surface. However, the authors found for some gears with
interference fit connections of their conical surface, micropitting on the pinion occurs in the addendum.
This study attempted to find the reason using a 3D–TCA method based on ISO/TR 15144-1 to predict
the micropitting and try to understand the key influence likely to affect micropitting location.

Keywords: micropitting; gear surface fatigue; dedendum; addendum

1. Introduction

Contact fatigue damage is a common mode of gear failure that is generally manifested as the
initiation and progression of micropitting on the flank surface of gear teeth [1–10]. Micropitting
is a phenomenon that occurs in Hertzian type of rolling and sliding contact that operates in
elastohydrodynamic or boundary lubrication regimes [11,12]. Micropitting can affect all types
of gears, it has been extensively studied by researchers [13–16] and is well known to gear designers [17].
Besides operating conditions such as load, speed, sliding, temperature, surface topography and specific
film thickness, the chemical composition of lubrication strongly influences micropitting [18–25]. While
these parameters are known to affect the performance of micropitting for a gear set, the subject area
remains a topic of research. There has been a lot of research done on the impact of surface roughness,
load, temperature, hardness and slide to roll ratio on micropitting [26–30]. The asperity contact stress
between contact surfaces is one of the main reasons to promote micropits [25,26]. It is therefore
generally considered that micropits can be prevented or lessened by reducing the roughness of the
surface. Olver [30] found that the micropitting level was lessened by increasing the slide to roll ratio
(SRR) but the wear rate did not change significantly.

Micropitting is characterized by the presence of fine surface pits and the occurrence of local plastic
deformation and shallow surface cracks. Shallow cracks grow against the sliding direction on the
gear flank, i.e., towards the pitch point on the driver tooth, and away from the pitch point on the
driven tooth as illustrated in Figure 1. The cracks progress to form micropits which appears as a dull,
matte surface to the observer, as shown in Figure 2.

Coatings 2020, 10, 1224; doi:10.3390/coatings10121224 www.mdpi.com/journal/coatings
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Figure 1. Illustration of direction of growth of micro cracks on the gear teeth from reference [19].

Figure 2. Gear tooth showing micropitting damage in the root region. (Design Unit, Newcastle University
from reference [20]).

Micropitting can initiate during running and initial operation and then stop and stabilize. However,
if micropitting continues to propagate, it may result in reduced gear tooth accuracy and increasing
dynamic loads and noise. Eventually, it can develop into macropitting and other modes of gear failure
such as flank-initiated bending fatigue. As a result of this, solutions avoiding micropitting of gear
teeth are gaining interest with recent studies including the investigation of improved surface finishes,
optimized microgeometry to minimize applied stress, modification of near surface residual stresses and
the use of coatings. Zhang [31] investigated influence of shot-peening and surface finish on the fatigue
of gears. A superfinished surface was found to be the most resistant to contact fatigue damage whereas
shot peening resulted in a rougher tooth surface and a decreased contact fatigue life. Britton [32] used
a special four-gear rig to determine gear tooth frictional losses and found that superfinishing resulted
in a reduction of friction of typically 30 percent with correspondingly lower tooth surface temperatures
under the same conditions of load and speed. Frazer [33] optimized micro-geometry to minimize
applied stress for low friction losses. Moorthy [34] found that both BALINITs C and Nb–Scoated gears
showed enhanced resistance to micro-pitting damage by removing localized stress concentration at
microvalleys present on as ground gears.

Micropitting has become a particular problem in the gear surface fatigue area over the last 20 years.
Remarkable developments in micropitting studies have been achieved recently by many researchers
and engineers on both theoretical and experimental fields. Large amounts of investigations are yet
to be further launched to thoroughly understand the micropitting mechanism. Morales Espejel [35]
studied the occurrence of micropitting damage in gear teeth contacts. In his study, an existing general
micropitting model which accounts for mixed lubrication conditions, stress history and fatigue damage
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accumulation, was adapted to deal with the transient contact conditions that exist during gear teeth
meshing. The model considered the concurrent effects of surface fatigue and mild wear on the
evolution of tooth surface roughness and therefore captured the complexities of damage accumulation
on tooth flanks in a more realistic manner than hitherto possible. Clarke [36] made progress towards
an understanding of the basic mechanism of micropitting in gears based on analysis of the contact
mechanics and elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) of gear tooth surfaces under realistic operating
conditions. Results are presented which demonstrate the crucial influence of EHL film thickness in
relation to roughness on predicted contact and near-surface fatigue. Hohn [37] studied the effects of
lubricant temperature, circumferential speed and tooth flank roughness, and showed major influences
on the micropitting resistance of gear wheels. The lubrication film thickness and the surface roughness
were found to be dominant parameters. The chemical characteristics of the lubricant, i.e., the base
oil and its additives, are also important factors. However, currently there is no standard evaluation
for determining micropitting risk although ISO TR 15144-1 [11] provides guidance on minimum film
thickness, linking this to micropitting risk. The prediction of micropitting remains a challenging
problem and needs to be investigated further.

It was demonstrated [38] that the location of micropitting is close to the surface near the root of
the teeth (dedendum). Brandão [39] developed a numerical model of surface-initiated failures and
then verified it by applying an actual micropitting test on the carburized gears [40]. The results clearly
showed that micropitting could be observed between the pitch line region and the tooth root after
the loading period. Winkelmann [41] showed that the most common type of micropitting was wear
and it mostly occurred in dedendum. However, authors found for some test gears connected with
shafts by tapered hole interference fit (the gear geometry is shown in Table 1) in the Design Unit,
Newcastle University, micropitting on the pinion occurs at the addendum (the tip region) as shown in
Figure 3.

From Figure 3a, we can see that the biggest profile deviation used to represent micropitting occurs
above pitch line (addendum). It can be seen from Figure 3b that the micropitting damage (the dull and
grey part) is above the pitch line (addendum), which is very different from the usual phenomenon
(micropitting in the root region), shown in Figure 2.

This study attempted to find the reason of micropitting occurring at addendum using an
experimentally validated 3D–TCA method—Gear Analysis for Transmission Error and Stress
(GATES) [42] based on ISO/TR 15144-1 [11] to predict the micropitting and tried to understand
the key influences likely to affect micropitting location.

Table 1. Gear parameters of test gears with interference fit connection of conical surface.

Parameters Pinion Wheel Parameters Pinion Wheel

Z 16 24 Number teeth spanned/K 4 4
mn (mm) 3.9 3.9 Wk nom (mm) 42.385 42.268
αn (◦) 20 20 Wk min (mm) 42.28 42.17
β (◦) 30 30 Wk max (mm) 42.18 42.07

Hand of helix left right grade 5 5
x 0.29 0 Centre distance a (mm) 91.5 91.5

h/mn 2.4 2.4 Surface roughness Ra (um) 0.8 0.8
b (mm) 25 25 Nominal backlash (mm) 0.249

da (mm) 82.12 115.88 Backlash-max (mm) 0.45
df (mm) 63.4 97.16 Backlash-min (mm) 0.65
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Figure 3. Micropitting on a pinion of test gears (a) Measurement data from gear measurement machine,
(b) Optical image of the pinion flank replica.

2. Prediction of Micropitting

Micropitting is a very complicated surface fatigue and involves material, lubrication, speed, load,
temperature, surface roughness, etc. Currently, there is no standard for determining micropitting.
However, some methods attempt to predict micropitting. ISO/TR 15144-1:2014 [11] is one of the
methods and provides principles for calculation of micropitting load capacity of cylindrical involute
spur and helical gears with external teeth. The basis for the calculation of the micropitting load capacity
of a gear set is the model of the minimum operating specific lubricant film thickness in the contact
zone. Although the calculation of specific lubricant film thickness does not provide a direct method for
assessing micropitting load capacity, it can serve as an evaluation criterion when applied as part of a
suitable comparative procedure based on known gear performance.

In ISO/TR 15144-1:2014, the calculation of micropitting load capacity is based on the local specific
film thickness λGF,Y in the contact zone and the permissible specific film thickness λGFP. To account for
micropitting load capacity, the safety factor Sλ according to Equation (1) is defined [11]:

Sλ =
λGF,min

λGFP
≥ Sλ,min (1)

It is assumed that micropitting can occur when the safety factor is less than the minimum required
safety factor. For the determination of the safety factor Sλ, the minimum specific film thickness has to
be obtained from Equation (2):

λGF,Y =
hY
Ra

(2)

where:
Ra = 0.5(Ra1 + Ra2) (3)

hY = 1600·ρn,Y·G0.6
M ·U0.7

Y ·W−0.13
Y ·S0.22

GF,Y (4)

where:
GM = 106·αθM·Er (5)

UY = ηθM·
v∑,Y

2000·Er·ρn,Y
(6)

WY =
2·π·P2

dyn,Y

E2
r

(7)
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SGF,Y =
αθB,Y·ηθB,Y

αθM·ηθM
(8)

The symbols are explained in the nomenclature section. There are no standard values for
permissible specific film thickness. The determination of the permissible specific film thickness needs
lots of experimental investigations and careful comparative studies, so it is very hard to obtain the
exact permissible specific film thickness. Usually we just calculate the specific film thickness. Although
the calculation of specific film thickness does not provide a direct method for assessing micropitting
risk, it can serve as an evaluation criterion of comparative analysis.

In this study, we just calculate the specific film thickness to do some comparative analysis
using GATES, an experimentally validated 3D–TCA method. This TCA method is based on ISO/TR
15144-1:2014 [11], using a full 3D FEA stiffness model to estimate the gear stiffness as the 1st stage and a
2nd stage tooth contact analysis to estimate the specific film thickness and other functional parameters.
Its primary advantage is to predict specific film thickness by applying manufacturing deviations and
specifying micro geometry corrections to consistent with the actual state of gears.

The procedures to calculate specific film thickness in GATES are as follows:

(1) Define the gear macro geometry, including tooth number, module, pressure angle, helix angle,
face width, profile shift coefficient, tip diameter, root diameter and etc.

(2) Input rating parameters, including material data, duty cycle, quality and roughness, application
data, misalignment, lubrication and etc.

(3) Input additional micropitting data, including lubricant viscosity at 40 ◦C and 100 ◦C,
lubricant density at 15 ◦C, lubricant inlet temperature, lubricant method and etc. which are
required in ISO/TR 15144-1:2014 [11].

(4) Check micropitting report in the theoretical analysis package Dontyne.
(5) Run GATES-TCA to check some results related with micropitting including sliding velocity,

contact temperature and specific film thickness.

A specific film thickness result determined by GATES is shown in Figure 4. From Figure 4, we can
see that the X-axis represents gear’s facewidth, Y-axis represents the roll phase of driver, different colors
represent different value of specific film thickness, the deepest red indicates the minimum specific
film thickness. The area between SAP and pitch line of driver symbolizes the dedendum of driver
and addendum of driven. The area between pitch line and EAP of driver symbolizes the addendum
of driver and dedendum of driven. We can clearly see the amount and distribution of specific film
thickness from GATES-3D result contour. We will use it to do the later comparative analysis.

Figure 4. Example of specific film thickness determined by GATES.
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3. Measurement Procedures

In order to find the reason of micropitting problem mentioned above, we did some tests of gears
with all known parameters in the Design Unit, Newcastle University.

Before test, we measured the gears on a Klingelnberg P65 gear measuring machine (produced by
Klingelnberg Co. Ltd., Ettlingen, Germany) that uses an involute generation measurement method
to measure gear profile form deviations (Figure 5) to record the original profile/lead deviation and
other parameters.

Figure 5. Gear measurement before testing on a gear measurement machine.

The test gears and shafts are connected by interference fit connection of their conical surface.
Before test, gears must be pulled up on shaft to ensure accurate location and enough interference
between gear bore and shaft must be guaranteed to transfer torque. The relationship between the
distances of pulling up (x) and interference (δ) shown in Figure 6 is given by the following expression:

δ = x·tan θ (9)

where θ is the angle of taper, tanθ = 1/60 for the test gears.

Figure 6. Relationship between pulling up x and interference δ.
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In order to ensure that the connection of gear and shaft still has good tightness after multiple
assembly and disassembly operations, the assembly and disassembly of gear with interference fit
connection of conical surface adopts the hydraulic method, that is, injecting high-pressure oil between
the mating surfaces, so as to increase the outer diameter of the hub housing and reduce the inner
diameter of the shaft, it makes assembly and disassembly of the gear easily and also reduces the
scratching on the mating surface. When using this method, it is necessary to open oil holes and grooves
on the wheel hub, and special disassembly tools such as high-pressure oil pump, axial propeller, etc.

The procedures of pulling up gear on shaft showed in Figure 7 are as follows:

(1) Clean the assembly joint surface of gear and shaft with clean lubricating oil.
(2) Put the gear set on the shaft, turn it gently by hand, and push it up at the same time.
(3) Press the axial propulsion piston of the axial propeller into the guide cylinder, and then install the

axial propeller on the shaft, and the axial propulsion piston can contact with the hub.
(4) Connect the oil pump and the pipeline to the shaft and the axial propeller, respectively.
(5) Start the high-pressure oil pump, inject oil into the oil hole on the shaft first, and then close the

oil return valve after reaching a certain oil pressure to keep the oil pressure unchanged. The oil
pressure value can be determined by GB/T 15755-1995 [43].

(6) Then, oil is injected into the axial thruster, and the axial propulsion piston pops out and the gear
is pushed in. The distance of gear moving axially is the distance of pulling up.

(7) Open the return valve of the high-pressure oil pump; release the oil pressure of the high-pressure
oil pump after releasing the oil pressure on the shaft.

(8) After installation, remove the oil injection pipeline and axial thruster.

Figure 7. Pulling up gear on shaft. (a) putting the gear set on the shaft; (b) injecting oil into the oil hole
on the shaft and gear is pushed in

The steps of pulling out gears with interference fit connection of conical surface are as follows:

(1) In order to prevent the hub from popping out and damaging the parts, install the axial propeller
on the shaft first, and leave a certain clearance between the hub and the axial press in device

(2) Connect the oil filling pipeline of the high-pressure oil pump to the oil filling hole of the shaft,
and inject oil to a certain oil pressure (which can be determined by GB/T 15755-1995 [43]), and the
rear wheel will pop out automatically

(3) Remove the oil injection pipeline and axial compressor.

To ensure the exact distance of pulling up are known, we measured the position of gears on shaft
using an Endeavor 122010 coordinate measuring machine (CMM) (produced by Sheffield Company,
Ruskin, FL, USA, and its measurement resolution is 0.1 μm) before and after pulling up. The
measurement process is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Measurement of gear location.4. Results and Discussion.

To make sure we measure the same location of gears, we made some marks on the gear hub and
shaft as shown in Figure 8. After pulling up, we measured the gears on the Klingelnberg P65 gear
measuring machine again to record the change of profile /lead deviation and other parameters.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Measurement Results

We chose one test gear pair to measurement. Gears were pulled up with very different distances,
shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Distance of pulling up of test gears.

Pulling Up Stage

Pinion Wheel

Z Position (mm)
Distance of

Pulling Up (mm)
Z Position (mm)

Distance of
Pulling Up (mm)

0 119.7489 - 120.1788 -
1 120.7193 0.9704 121.1268 0.948
2 121.511 1.7621 121.8763 1.6975
3 122.8564 3.1075 123.2744 3.0956
4 123.7481 3.9992 124.2064 4.0276

We measured the gears before and after pulling up in gear measuring machine Klingelnberg P65,
the profile slope deviation (fHα) were showed in Table 3.

Table 3. Profile slope deviation of test gears before and after pulling up.

Pulling Up Stage
fHα (um)

Pinion Wheel

0 1.318 0.660
1 5.444 0.495
2 8.754 2.482
3 14.418 5.475
4 17.435 7.974

It is obvious that the pulling up distance influences the profile slope deviation (fHα) of the pinion
and wheel, the profile slope deviation of the pinion is greater than that of the wheel with a similar
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pulling up distance and the bigger the pulling up, the greater the difference, which we can clearly see
from Figure 9.

Figure 9. Relationship between pulling up and profile slope deviation for pinion and wheel.

In the process of pulling up, we know that it is difficult to control the pulling up distance so it is
hard to ensure the distance of pulling up for pinion and wheel is the same. We found that when the
distance of pulling up is equal to or slightly greater than 3.0 mm, the end of the gears will reach the
edge of shaft shoulder, so for those test gears, the maximum distance of pulling up may be 3.0 mm or
slightly greater than 3.0 mm. From the process of pulling up, we also found that it is easier to pull
up the pinion than the wheel, so the distances of pulling up for the pinion and wheel are probably
different, as represented in Table 4. We can see that the difference profile slope deviation between
pinion and wheel are 9–10 um when the distance of pulling up is close to 3.0 mm, and the profile slope
deviation of pinion is greater than wheel.

Table 4. Difference of profile slope deviation between pinion and wheel.

Distance of Pulling Up (mm)
fHα1-fHα2 (μm)

Pinion (mm) Wheel (mm)

0.9704 0.948 4.949
1.7621 1.6975 6.272
3.1075 3.0956 8.943
3.9992 4.0276 9.461

4.2. Simulation Results

We simulated test gears using GATES analysis based on measurement data showed in Table 3 to
predict specific film thickness (which can be used to evaluate micropitting) at one load stage. Some
results are shown in Figures 10 and 11.

From Figures 10 and 11, we can clearly see that the minimum specific film thickness of the pinion
does change from dedendum to addendum when the pulling up distance changes from 0 mm to
3.1 mm.
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Figure 10. Specific film thickness of pinion for distance of pulling up equal to 0 mm.

Figure 11. Specific film thickness of pinion for distance of pulling up equal to 3.1 mm.

We compared all the minimum specific film thicknesses on the dedendum and addendum at
mid-facewidth which is comparable to measurement data and replica images. The results are listed in
Table 5.

Table 5. Variation of specific film thickness with distance of pulling up changing.

Distance of Pulling Up (mm)
Minimum Specific Film Thickness λmin × 1000 λmin−dedendum

λmin−addendum
Dedendum Addendum

0 497.9 527.6 0.944
1.0 522.3 523.3 0.998
1.7 526.5 521.8 1.009
3.1 531.6 519.1 1.024
4.0 532.6 519.1 1.026
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From Table 5, we can see that the location of minimum specific film thickness will change from
dedendum to addendum for the pinion when the pulling up distance is greater than 1.7. For this test
gear pair, the distance of pulling up is usually 3.0 mm or slightly greater than 3.0 mm, so the location
of minimum specific film thickness (micropiting) of the pinion may occur in the addendum.

4.3. Discussions

In order to understand the key influences likely to affect the location of micropitting, some other
parameters were also investigated, including profile shift coefficient, start of tip relief and lead slope
deviation. The results are as follows.

4.3.1. The Influence of Profile Shift Coefficient on Location of Micropitting

From Table 1, we can see that the biggest difference between test pinion and wheel is the profile
shift coefficient (x1 = 0.29, x2 = 0). If the difference profile shift coefficient can lead to different
micropitting results, we checked it taking four kinds of combination of profile shift coefficient. The
results from GATES are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Minimum specific film thickness for different profile shift coefficient.

Profile Shift Coefficient
Minimum Specific Film Thickness λmin × 1000 λmin−dedendum

λmin−addendum
Dedendum Addendum

x1 = 0.29, x2 = 0 145 224 0.647
x1 = 0.3834, x2 = 0 223 243 0.918

x1 = 0.5, x2 = 0 250 248 1.008
x1 = 0.8, x2 = 0 320 258 1.240

Note: The lubricant which is used to calculate the micropitting is different from the above calculation. It is no
problem if we just check the trend.

Misalignment and manufacturing deviation are not considered in this calculation. From Table 6,
we can see that the different profile shift coefficients between pinion and wheel do influence the location
of micropitting if the profile shift coefficient of the pinion is bigger enough than that of the wheel. For
example, the minimum specific film thickness on the addendum is less than on the dedendum for the
condition of x1 = 0.5, x2 = 0.

However, the profile shift coefficient of those test gears (x1 = 0.29, x2 = 0) is not enough to change
the location of minimum specific film thickness. F. If the profile shift coefficient is the reason, and all
gears would have the same results, so we can conclude that the current profile shift coefficient is not
the reason for the uncommon micropitting location results.

4.3.2. The Influence of Start of Tip Relief on Location of Micropitting

For those test gears, tip reliefs are applied to reduce transmission error. The start of tip relief of
pinion is at 75.58 mm diameter which is between pitch diameter (73.2 mm) and highest point of single
tooth contact (HPSTC) diameter (79.572 mm), the start of the tip relief of the wheel is at 110.14 mm
diameter which is also between pitch diameter (109.8 mm) and HPSTC diameter (113.665 mm). If the
start of tip relief can affect the location of minimum specific film thickness, we can recalculated the
micropitting by changing the start of tip relief to check the results.

From Table 7, we can see that no matter whether the start of tip relief is at the pitch diameter or
HPSTC diameter or between them, the minimum specific film thickness is always at the dedendum,
so the current start of tip relief also isn’t the reason of the uncommon micropitting location results.
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Table 7. Minimum specific film thickness for different start of tip relief.

Start of Tip Relief
Minimum Specific Film Thickness λmin × 1000 λmin−dedendum

λmin−addendum

Dedendum Addendum

At pitch diameter 232.7 255.2 0.912
At HPSTC diameter 222.3 247.0 0.900

Between pitch diamete
and HPSTC diameter 240.2 267.2 0.899

4.3.3. The Influence of Lead Slope Deviation on Location of Micropitting

From the above, we can see the differences of profile slope deviation between pinion and wheel
influence the location of the minimum specific film thickness. To see if the differences of lead slope
deviation (fHβ) have the same influence we defined different lead slope deviations to check the results,
including fHβ1 = 5 μm and fHβ2 = 0, fHβ1 = 10 μm and fHβ2 = 0, fHβ1 = 15 μm and fHβ2 = 0, fHβ1 = 20
μm and fHβ2 = 0, fHβ1 = 0 and fHβ2 = 5 μm, fHβ1 = 0 and fHβ2 = 10 μm, fHβ1 = 0 and fHβ2 = 15 μm,
fHβ1 = 0 and fHβ2 = 20 μm, where, fHβ1 is the lead slope deviation of pinion, fHβ2 is the lead slope
deviation of wheel. The results of micropitting from GATES are shown in Table 8.

Table 8. Variation of minimum specific film thickness with different lead slope deviations.

Lead Slope Deviation (um) Minimum Specific Film Thickness × 1000
λmin−dedendum

λmin−addendumPinion Wheel Dedendum Addendum

0 0 360.6 365.6 0.986
5 0 361.3 364.8 0.990
10 0 362.0 364.8 0.992
15 0 362.8 364.7 0.995
20 0 363.6 364.7 0.997
0 5 359.9 365.4 0.985
0 10 359.3 365.2 0.984
0 15 358.4 365.1 0.982
0 20 357.6 365.2 0.979

From Table 8, it is obvious that the difference of lead slope deviation between the pinion and
wheel cannot affect the location of the minimum specific film thickness and the minimum specific film
thickness always occurs at the dedendum, so we can conclude that the lead slope deviation is not the
reason for the uncommon micropitting location results.

For some test gears with interference fit connections of their conical surface, micropitting on the
pinion occurs at the addendum, which is very different from the usual phenomenon (micropitting in
the dedendum). We tried to find the reasons from all aspects we can think of, including profile slope
deviation, profile shift coefficient, start of tip relief and lead slope deviation. From the calculation
results, we can know that the profile shift coefficient, start of tip relief and lead slope deviation are not
the possible reasons of the problem. From the results of minimum specific film thickness influenced by
profile slope deviation which is caused by pulling up, we did find that if the profile slope deviation
of pinion is much greater than that of the wheel, the position of minimum specific film thickness
of pinion will be changed from the dedendum to the addendum, so the difference of profile slope
deviation between the pinion and wheel caused by pulling up is a probable reason affecting the location
of micropitting.

5. Conclusions

From the measurement and simulation presented in this study, the following conclusions can be
drawn:
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(1) Profile shift coefficient, start of tip relief and lead slope deviation cannot affect the location
of micropitting.

(2) Pulling up gears with interference fit connection of their conical surface can affect the profile
slope deviation.

(3) For the test gears with interference fit connection of the conical surface, profile slope deviations
on pinion resulting from pulling up are always greater than those of the wheel and the bigger the
pulling up, the greater this difference is.

(4) For those studied test gears, pulling up can lead to a 9–10 μm difference of profile slope deviation
between the pinion and wheel.

(5) The difference of profile slope deviation between pinion and wheel may affect the micropitting
location. If the profile slope deviation of the pinion is much greater than that of the wheel,
the minimum specific film thickness on the pinion can change from the dedendum to addendum.
This is a probable reason for the mcropitting on the test pinion with interference fit connection of
the conical surface occurring at the addendum.
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Nomenclature

λGF,min The minimum specific lubricant film thickness in the contact area
λGF,Y The local specific lubricant film thickness
λGFP The permissible specific lubricant film thickness
Sλ,min The minimum required safety factor
Ra The effective arithmetic mean roughness value, um
Ra1 The arithmetic mean roughness value of pinion, um
Ra2 The arithmetic mean roughness value of wheel, um
hY The local lubricant film thickness, um
ρn,Y The normal radius of relative curvature at point Y, mm
GM The material parameter
UY The local velocity parameter
WY The local load parameter
SGF,Y The local sliding parameter
αθM The pressure-viscosity coefficient at bulk temperature, m2/N
Er The reduced modulus of elasticity, N/mm2

ŋθM The dynamic viscosity of the lubricant at bulk temperature, N·s/m2

v∑,Y Sum of tangential velocities, m/s
Pdyn,Y The local Hertzian contact stress, N/mm2

αθB,Y The pressure-viscosity coefficient at local contact temperature, m2/N
ŋθB,Y The dynamic viscosity at local contact temperature, N·s/m2

fHα The profile slope deviation, μm
fHα1 The profile slope deviation of pinion, μm
fHα2 The profile slope deviation of wheel, μm
x1 The profile shift coefficient of pinion
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x2 The profile shift coefficient of wheel
fHβ1 The lead slope deviation of pinion, μm
fHβ2 The lead slope deviation of wheel, μm
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Abstract: SiO2 thin films are widely used in micro-electro-mechanical systems, integrated circuits
and optical thin film devices. Tremendous efforts have been devoted to studying the preparation tech-
nology and optical properties of SiO2 thin films, but little attention has been paid to their mechanical
properties. Herein, the surface morphology of the 500-nm-thick, 1000-nm-thick and 2000-nm-thick
SiO2 thin films on the Si substrates was observed by atomic force microscopy. The hardnesses of the
three SiO2 thin films with different thicknesses were investigated by nanoindentation technique, and
the dependence of the hardness of the SiO2 thin film with its thickness was analyzed. The results
showed that the average grain size of SiO2 thin film increased with increasing film thickness. For
the three SiO2 thin films with different thicknesses, the same relative penetration depth range of
~0.4–0.5 existed, above which the intrinsic hardness without substrate influence can be determined.
The average intrinsic hardness of the SiO2 thin film decreased with the increasing film thickness and
average grain size, which showed the similar trend with the Hall-Petch type relationship.

Keywords: SiO2 thin film; nanoindentation; surface morphology; load-penetration curve; hardness

1. Introduction

Due to its good chemical stability, optical properties, dielectric properties, abrasion
resistance and corrosion resistance, silicon dioxide (SiO2) thin films have received in-
tensive attention within the technology and scientific community [1–9], and are widely
used in micro-electro-mechanical systems, integrated circuits and optical devices [10–15].
Tremendous efforts have been devoted to studying the preparation technology and optical
properties of the SiO2 thin films [16–19], while little attention has been paid to their me-
chanical properties. In fact, the mechanical properties of SiO2 thin films can affect their
optical and electrical properties, and can also affect the production yield, serving time and
reliability of the SiO2 thin related devices [16–22]. Therefore, in order to optimize the de-
sign, and improve the performance, service time and reliability of the SiO2 thin film-related
devices, the mechanical properties of SiO2 thin films should be studied carefully.

The nanoindentation technique has become an important means for characterizing the
mechanical properties of films at micro- and nano-scale due to its high load resolution and
displacement resolution [23–26]. Using the nanoindentation technique, we can determine
many mechanical parameters such as hardness, elastic modulus, fracture toughness and so
on [27–30]. In general, the penetration depth should be less than 10% of the film’s thickness
in order to avoid the substrate effect in the nanoindentation test of the thin films [31].

The mechanical behavior of the SiO2 thin films has been studied by some researchers.
Qin et al. [32] studied the influence of residual stress on the Young’s modulus determina-
tion for SiO2 thin film by the surface acoustic waves (SAWs), indicating which indicated
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that the influence of residual stress on the determination for SiO2 thin film by SAWs is
small, and it can be ignored or revised. Rakshit et al. [33] measured in situ the stress
evolution in SiO2 thin films in situ during electrochemical lithiation/delithiation cycling
by monitoring the substrate curvature using a multi-beam optical sensing method, finding
that upon lithiation, SiO2 undergoes extensive inelastic deformation, with a peak com-
pressive stress of 3.1 GPa, and upon delithiation the stress becomes tensile, with a peak
stress of 0.7 GPa. Ho et al. [34] quantified the mechanical adhesion of SiO2 thin films onto
polymeric substrates by analyzing the SiO2 buckle morphologies generated under com-
pressive stress. The impacts of the mechanical properties of SiO2 layers, as well as a surface
pretreatment on adhesion, are shown. The interfacial toughnesses of both configurations
are assessed using the Hutchinson and Suo model, which involves buckle dimensions
determined in situ using an optical profilometer, and elastic modulus of the SiO2 thin films,
characterized by nanoindentation. The surface pretreatment led to initiation of buckling at
a higher strain. The same trend was observed for a layer with a lower stiffness and residual
stress. Wang et al. [35] studied the substrate effects on the mechanical properties of SiO2
thin films deposited respectively on K9 and two different of Y3Al5O12 (YAG) crystals by
nanoindentation and nanoscratch tests, showing that the Young’s moduli of all films were
similar, the damage mechanisms of SiO2 thin films on K9 and YAG were different, and
the adhesive forces of the film on the films on YAG (100) and YAG (111) were much less
than homologous film on K9. Simurka et al. [36] investigated the mechanical properties of
amorphous SiO2 films deposited on soda-line silicate float glass by reactive radio frequency
magnetron sputtering at room temperature in dependence of the process pressure. As the
pressure changed from 0.27 to 1.33 Pa, the residual compressive stresses in the deposited
films varied in the range from 440 to 1 MPa. The hardness and reduced elastic modulus
values followed the same trend and declined with the increase of process pressure from 8.5
to 2.2 GPa and from 73.7 to 30.9 GPa, respectively. However, these research works rarely
involve investigation of the thickness-dependent hardness of SiO2 thin films using the
nanoindentation technique.

Here, we present an experimental investigation of the thickness-dependent hardness
of SiO2 thin films through nanoindentation technique and atomic force microscope (AFM).
The surface morphology, load-penetration depth curves and hardnesses of the SiO2 films
with different thicknesses were evaluated.

2. Theoretical Approach

The nanoindentation measurements were analyzed using the Oliver-Pharr method [37,38].
This technique continuously monitors the load (at load as low as a few μN) and the
penetration depth (down to a few nanometers) of an indenter, usually of a Berkovich
type, as it is pushed into and withdrawn from the surface of the sample. The hardness
of the material is generally determined by dividing the peak load by the contact area
at the projected residual contact area. The unloading curve is fitted with a power-law
relationship:

P = α(h − hf)
m, (1)

where P is the penetration load of indenter, h is the penetration depth, hf is the residual
penetration depth after completely unloading, and α and m are fitting parameters. The
contact depth, hc, can be estimated from the load-penetration depth data as:

hc = hmax − ε(Pmax/S), (2)

where hmax is the maximum penetration depth at the peak load Pmax, ε is an indenter
dependant constant, for a Berkovich indenter, ε = 0.75, S is the stiffness of the test material,
and can be obtained from the initial unloading slope by evaluating the maximum load and
maximum penetration depth, which is S = dP/dh. Hardness is defined as the resistance
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to local plastic deformation. It can be expressed as the maximum indentation load Pmax,
divided by the projected contact area A:

H = Pmax/A, (3)

where the projected contact area A is a function of the contact depth hc. For an ideal
Berkovich indenter, the relationship between the projected contact area A and the contact
depth hc is as follows:

A = 24.6hc
2, (4)

3. Experimental Details

The SiO2 films with different thicknesses used in this study were prepared by thermal
oxidation of p-type (100) silicon wafers [39]. The silicon wafers were cut into 20 × 10 mm2

samples and cleaned to remove impurities and native oxide on the surface by using a
conventional Radio Corporation of America (RCA) process and 1% HF. Then the cleaned
samples were loaded into a quartz furnace at 600 ◦C and the temperature was ramped at a
rate of 10 ◦C/min to reach an oxidation temperature of 1100 ◦C. This oxidation temperature
was retained for 1 h, 3 h, and 10 h with water (H2O) vapor constantly flowing into the
furnace. The vapor was formed ex situ by heating a bubbler containing deionized water at
95 ◦C. It was carried into the furnace by nitrogen (N2) carrier gas (250 mL/min), which
was flown through the water. After the oxidation, a postoxidation annealing process was
performed for 1 h at 1100 ◦C in ambient N2. Thus, three SiO2 films with thicknesses of 500,
1000 and 2000 nm were obtained.

The surface morphology and roughness of the three SiO2 thin films with different
thicknesses were examined by using CSPM4000 atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Being
Nano-Instruments, Ltd., Guangzhou, China). AFM measurements were performed at room
temperature (25 ◦C) and a relative humidity of 50% in air. The AFM was used in tapping
mode with the scan frequency of 5 Hz between the tip and the surface [40]. The scanning
area was 7 × 7 μm2, and the AFM image size was 512 × 512 pixel2. The measurements
were repeated three times for each SiO2 thin film on different scanning areas to validate
the reproducibility of the data [41].

The mechanical properties of SiO2 films were investigated using a three-sided Berkovich
diamond tip with the G200 Nano indenter (Aglient, SantaClara, CA, USA) at room temper-
ature. The G200 Nano indenter had a maximum of 500 mN and a maximum indentation
depth greater than 500 μm. With a load resolution of 50 nN and displacement resolution
less than 0.01 nm, it could accurately test the mechanical behavior of the material at both
the micro and nano scale. The nanoindentation measurements were conducted using
continuous stiffness measurement procedures. The indentation loads acted on the film
surface at a constant strain rate of 0.05 s−1 with different maximum penetration depths.
When the penetration depth reached the maximum value, the corresponding peak load
was held for 10 s and then unloaded at the same strain rate. Three test points at each
maximum penetration depth were performed on the samples to confirm the reliability and
repeatability of the nanoindentation tests. For the sake of eliminating interactions among
the test points, the spacing between each pair of neighboring test points was set to 100 μm.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Morphology of the SiO2 Thin Films

Figure 1 illustrates the atomic force microscopy (AFM) two-dimension (2-D) and
three-dimension (3-D) images of the 500-nm-thick, 1000-nm-thick and 2000-nm-thick SiO2
thin films. The surface roughness and average grain sizes of the three SiO2 thin films are
also shown in Table 1. The values of the surface roughness (Ra), the root-mean-square
(RMS) roughness and the height of irregularities at ten points (Rz) of the three SiO2 thin
films with different thickness were in the order of nanometer, which indicated that all
three SiO2 thin films have good smoothness, ensuring the accuracy and consistency of the
nanoindentation experimental results.
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Figure 1. AFM images of the three SiO2 thin films with different thicknesses: (a) 2-D AFM image of the 500-nm-thick SiO2

thin film, (b) 3-D AFM image of the 500-nm-thick SiO2 thin film, (c) 2-D AFM image of the 1000-nm-thick SiO2 thin film,
(d) 3-D AFM image of the 1000-nm-thick SiO2 thin film, (e) 2-D AFM image of the 2000-nm-thick SiO2 thin film, and (f) 3-D
AFM image of the 2000-nm-thick SiO2 thin film.

Table 1. Surface roughness and average grain sizes of the SiO2 thin films with different thicknesses.

SiO2 Film
Thickness (nm)

Ra (nm)
RMS

Roughness
(nm)

Rz (nm)
Average Grain

Size (nm)

500 2.84 3.23 3.35 60.7
1000 2.92 3.52 3.39 64.2
2000 3.00 3.36 10.96 66.9
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The average grain sizes of the 500-, 1000- and 2000-nm-thick SiO2 thin films were
measured to be 60.7, 64.2 and 66.9 nm, respectively, and the corresponding change
in the average grain size of the SiO2 films with respect to film thickness is shown in
Figure 2. It can be seen that the average grain size of SiO2 thin film increases with increas-
ing film thickness, which is because it is easier for atoms to migrate on the surface of the
silicon wafer, and the islands are gradually connected according to the thin film growth
diffusion principle.

 

Figure 2. Change on average grain size of the SiO2 film with respect to the film thickness.

4.2. Load-Penetration Depth Curves of the SiO2 Thin Films

Figure 3a–c show the dependence of load (P) with the penetration depth (h) and
relative penetration depth (h/t, where t is the thin film thickness) at different maximum
penetration depths for the 500, 1000 and 2000-nm-thick SiO2 thin films, respectively. It is
observed that the P-h and P-h/t curves of the three test points at each maximum penetration
depth hmax closely overlap for the three SiO2 thin films. Therefore, the load-penetration
depth and relative penetration depth curves demonstrate a small variation and low noise,
the experimental data have good repeatability, reliability and accuracy, and the three SiO2
thin films with different thicknesses have good uniformity.

As the hmax increases, the peak load Pmax gradually increases. It can be seen that the
Pmax increased from 0.5 to 46.4 mN with the increasing hmax from 50 nm (1/10 of the film
thickness) to 500 nm (film thickness) for the 500-nm-thick SiO2 thin film, the Pmax increased
from 1.7 to 164.8 mN with the increasing hmax from 100 nm (1/10 of the film thickness)
to 1000 nm (film thickness) for the 1000-nm-thick SiO2 thin film, and the Pmax increased
from 5.7 to 642.1 mN with the increasing hmax from 200 nm (1/10 of the film thickness) to
2000 nm (film thickness) for the 2000-nm-thick SiO2 thin film.

When the penetration depth reached the hmax, the corresponding peak load was held
for 10 s and then unloaded. After unloading, penetration depth did not totally recover, and
residual penetration depth remained, implying irreversible plastic deformation in SiO2 thin
films with different thicknesses during the loading process. Part of the loading–penetration
depth curves of the three SiO2 thin films with different thickness were extracted from
Figure 3a–c, and shown in Figure 4. The loading curves of films with different thicknesses
reflect the film’s ability to obstruct its own deformation and resist external pressure. It
can be seen that at the same penetration depth, the load was the highest on the SiO2 film
with a thickness of 500 nm, in the middle on the SiO2 film with the thickness of 1000 nm,
and the lowest on the SiO2 film with the thickness of 2000 nm. Similarly, at the same load,
the penetration depth was the lowest in the SiO2 film with the thickness of 500 nm, in the
middle in the SiO2 film with the thickness of 1000 nm, and the highest in the SiO2 film with
the thickness of 2000 nm. Therefore, the SiO2 film with the thickness of 500 nm has the
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highest resistance to external pressure, while the SiO2 film with the thickness of 2000 nm
has the lowest.

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 3. Load-penetration depth and relative penetration depth curves of the three SiO2 thin films with different thicknesses:
(a) 500-nm-thick SiO2 thin film, (b) 1000-nm-thick SiO2 thin film, and (c) 2000-nm-thick SiO2 thin film.

 

Figure 4. Part of loading-penetration depth curves of the three SiO2 thin films with different thicknesses.
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4.3. Hardness of the SiO2 Thin Films

Figure 5a–c show the hardness–penetration depth curves of the 500-, 1000- and
2000-nm-thick SiO2 thin films when the maximum penetration depths reached the corre-
sponding film thicknesses, respectively. For the 500-, 1000- and 2000-nm-thick SiO2 thin
films, as the penetration depth was smaller than 100 nm, the data fluctuation was a bit
high, which is probably associated with the resolution of the nanoindenter, the roughness
of the sample surface, and ambient noise when searching for the initial contact position
during the nanoindentation.

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 5. Hardness-penetration depth curves of the three SiO2 thin films with different thicknesses: (a) 500-nm-thick SiO2

thin film, (b) 1000-nm-thick SiO2 thin film, and (c) 2000-nm-thick SiO2 thin film.

In Figure 5a, as the penetration depth increased from 100 to 200 nm, the hardness of
the 500-nm-thick SiO2 thin film decreased slowly; as the penetration depth increased from
200 to 300 nm, the hardness tended to be stable; with increasing penetration depth more
than 300 nm, the SiO2 thin film was affected by the substrate, and the hardness increased
gradually. Therefore, in order to obtain the intrinsic hardness of 500-nm-thick SiO2 thin
film without substrate influence, the penetration depth range should be ~200-300 nm. From
Figure 5b,c, it can be seen that the hardnesses of the 1000- and 2000-nm-thick SiO2 thin
films exhibited the similar trends with that of 500-nm-thick SiO2 thin film. To obtain the
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intrinsic hardnesses of 1000- and 2000-nm-thick SiO2 thin films without substrate influence,
the penetration depth regions should be ~400–500 nm and ~900–1000 nm, respectively.

To compare the hardnesses of 500-, 1000- and 2000-nm-thick SiO2 thin films, the
hardness was determined as the average of the values of three test points at each pene-
tration depth. The corresponding hardness–relative penetration depth (H-h/t) curves of
the 500-, 1000- and 2000-nm-thick SiO2 thin films are shown in Figure 6. It can be seen
that, for the three SiO2 thin films with different thicknesses, the trends of hardness with
the relative penetration depth were similar. The hardnesses of the three SiO2 thin films
with different film thicknesses were stable in the same relative penetration depth range
of ~0.4–0.5. Therefore, for the three SiO2 thin films, relative penetration depth ranges of
~0.4–0.5 existed, within which the intrinsic hardness could be determined without sub-
strate influence.

 

Figure 6. Hardness-relative penetration depth curves of SiO2 thin films with different thin film
thicknesses.

It should be noted that the general rule that relative penetration depth should not
exceed 0.1 in order to obtain an intrinsic hardness of the thin film in nanoindentation is not
a universal law. In the case of a soft thin film on a hard substrate, due to the confinement
of the plastic deformed volume by lateral spreading within the soft thin film, the relative
penetration depth has been found to be greater than 0.1 [42–44].

It also can be seen that the hardness of 500-nm-thick SiO2 thin film was greater than
that of 1000- and 2000-nm-thick SiO2 thin films, and the hardness of 1000-nm-thick SiO2
thin film was a little greater than that of 2000-nm-thick SiO2 thin film. The average intrinsic
hardnesses of the three SiO2 thin films with different film thicknesses were evaluated in the
relative penetration depth range of 0.4–0.5. In addition, the average intrinsic hardnesses of
the 500-, 1000- and 2000-nm-thick SiO2 thin films were 11.9, 10.7 and 10.4 GPa, respectively.

The dependence of the average intrinsic hardness of the SiO2 thin film on film thick-
ness is shown in Figure 7. It can be seen that the average intrinsic hardness of the SiO2
thin film decreased with the increasing film thickness. As demonstrated in Figure 2, the
average grain size of SiO2 thin film increased with the increasing film thickness. There-
fore, the average intrinsic hardness of the SiO2 thin film decreased with the increasing
average grain size (Figure 8). For the grain sizes of approximately 10–100 nm, Shockley
partial dislocations or lattice dislocations that are nucleated in grain boundaries shear
the grains and the dislocations are absorbed by the opposite grain boundaries. In this
case, the hardness decreases with increasing grain size, namely, the Hall-Petch relationship
holds [45–49]. Therefore, the results indicating that the average intrinsic hardness of the
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SiO2 thin film decreased with increasing film thickness exhibits a similar trend to that of
the Hall-Petch type relationship.

 

Figure 7. Dependence of the average intrinsic hardness of the SiO2 thin film on the film thickness.

 
Figure 8. Change in average intrinsic hardness of the SiO2 film with respect to the average grain size.

5. Conclusions

The surface morphology, load–penetration depth curves and the hardnesses of the
500-, 1000- and 2000-nm-thick SiO2 thin films were investigated using the nanoindentation
technique and force atomic force microscopy (AFM). The conclusions are as follows:

(1) The values of surface roughness parameters (Ra, RMS and Rz) of the three SiO2 thin
films with different thicknesses were in the order of nanometer, indicating that the
three SiO2 thin films with different thicknesses had good smoothness, ensuring the
accuracy and consistency of the nanoindentation experimental results. The average
grain sizes of the 500-, 1000- and 2000-nm-thick SiO2 thin films were measured to be
60.7, 64.2 and 66.9 nm, respectively, indicating that the average grain size of SiO2 thin
film increased with increasing film thickness.

(2) The load–penetration depth curves of the three SiO2 thin films with different thick-
nesses demonstrate small variation and low noise, the experimental data have good
repeatability, reliability and accuracy, and the three SiO2 thin films with different
thicknesses have good uniformity. The SiO2 film with the thickness of 500 nm had
the highest resistance to external pressure, while the SiO2 film with the thickness of
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2000 nm had the lowest. Irreversible plastic deformation occurred in the three SiO2
thin films with different thicknesses during the nanoindentation process.

(3) The average intrinsic hardnesses of the 500-, 1000- and 2000-nm-thick SiO2 thin films
were 11.9, 10.7 and 10.4 GPa, respectively. The average intrinsic hardness of the SiO2
thin film decreased with increasing film thickness and average grain size, exhibiting a
similar trend to the Hall-Petch type relationship.
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Abstract: This work presents fundamental understanding of the correlation between nanoindentation
hardness and practical scratch resistance for mechanically tunable anti-reflective (AR) hardcoatings.
These coatings exhibit a unique design freedom, allowing quasi-continuous variation in the thickness
of a central hardcoat layer in the multilayer design, with minimal impact on anti-reflective optical
performance. This allows detailed study of anti-reflection coating durability based on variations
in hardness vs. depth profiles, without the durability results being confounded by variations
in optics. Finite element modeling is shown to be a useful tool for the design and analysis of
hardness vs. depth profiles in these multilayer films. Using samples fabricated by reactive sputtering,
nanoindentation hardness depth profiles were correlated with practical scratch resistance using three
different scratch and abrasion test methods, simulating real world scratch events. Scratch depths
from these experiments are shown to correlate to scratches observed in the field from consumer
electronics devices with chemically strengthened glass covers. For high practical scratch resistance,
coating designs with hardness >15 GPa maintained over depths of 200–800 nm were found to be
particularly excellent, which is a substantially greater depth of high hardness than can be achieved
using previously common AR coating designs.

Keywords: anti-reflection; nanoindentation; hardness; optical; interference; scratch; damage

1. Introduction

Optical interference coatings utilize the physics of thin-film interference [1–4] to create
unique optical properties that cannot be achieved using typical bulk materials. These
coatings have been studied and applied for a broad variety of uses, including low reflection
optics [4,5], high reflection mirrors [6–8], solar energy management [9], telecommunica-
tions [10], infrared (IR) sensors [11,12] and more. Despite this broad design flexibility and
utility, optical interference coatings, especially anti-reflective (AR) interference coatings,
have historically suffered from relatively low scratch or damage resistance, especially when
compared to modern chemically strengthened glasses such as Corning® Gorilla® Glass.
This relatively low durability remains true even for coatings using thin layers of materials
which can have high hardness such as silicon nitride [13,14], because the design of these
coatings relies on layers that are too thin (~0.1 micron or less) to protect the coating or the
underlying substrate against common scratches in these types of applications. AR coatings
are especially prone to high scratch visibility, due to high optical contrast (change in reflec-
tivity) between the scratched and unscratched regions that readily occurs for scratches as
shallow as ~50 nm.
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In recent work, a new opto-mechanical design approach has been described en-
abling the production of anti-reflection coatings with very high hardness and scratch
resistance [15,16]. Two key elements of this new coating design approach include: (1) A
unique “modular” optical design approach which de-couples the optical performance
of the coating from the thickness of a central high-hardness layer (the “hardcoat” layer
or H-layer) in the multilayer design, and (2) selection of overall hardness vs. depth pro-
files of the coating to enable very high scratch resistance in aggressive real-world scratch
events, such as those encountered in field trials of consumer electronics devices subject to
daily handling. In this paper, the fundamental hardness and optical properties enabled
by this tunable approach are further illuminated. Analysis of real-world field scratches
from consumer electronics devices is used to establish a typical range of scratch depths
in this field of use, which guides coating design choices for this application. Starting
with a single-layer analysis, measured nanoindentation hardness vs. depth profiles are
explained, considering a combination of substrate and coating effects. Extending this
analysis to multilayer anti-reflection coatings, both modeling and experiments are used to
show how this unique design approach enables the production of anti-reflection coatings
with tunable hardness vs. depth profiles. Mechanical tuning through quasi-continuous
thickness variation of the central hardcoat layer is shown to have minimal impact on the
optical anti-reflection performance. This tunability allows for the ideal design to be selected
from a broad range of options, depending on the level of hardness and scratch resistance
that is desired for a particular end-use application. Finite element modeling is shown to
be effective in predicting hardness vs. depth profiles in these multilayer anti-reflective
hardcoatings. Finally, a high level of hardness maintained over extended depths is shown
to correlate to scratch resistance in aggressive scratch testing designed to mimic severe
real-world use conditions.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Coating Design and Fabrication

Anti-reflective, high-hardness coatings were designed using optical transfer matrix
simulations [1], incorporating optical properties measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry
for the experimentally fabricated coating materials. Coatings were made using reactive
sputtering deposition processes [17–20]. These sputtering fabrication processes have
been found to deliver desirable combinations of coating density, stress, hardness, optical
absorption, layer thickness control, and deposition rates, enabling efficient manufacturing.
Exemplary multilayer coatings are comprised of high hardness, high refractive index
materials, such as SiNx, SiOxNy, AlOxNy, or SiAluOxNy, layered with a low-index material,
such as SiO2. In this work, metallic aluminum or silicon sputtering targets were combined
with non-reactive argon and reactive oxygen and nitrogen process gases in a sputtering
chamber. For each coating material and sputtering process, a recipe development specific to
each coating chamber geometry was required to achieve the desired targets of low optical
extinction coefficient (k < 0.001 at 400 nm wavelength), high material hardness (>18 GPa
for a single-material, 2-micron thick layer), and low or controlled film stress (0–400 MPa
compressive). In order to achieve high hardness levels using SiNx, SiOxNy, AlOxNy, or
SiAluOxNy materials, film compositions may include 0–20 atom% oxygen and 30–50 atom%
nitrogen, with resulting refractive indices in the range of 1.9–2.1.

As an exemplary process, high hardness, high optical transparency SiOxNy film ma-
terials can be deposited by reactive magnetron sputtering from a silicon target [17,18].
Using a laboratory deposition chamber (ATC-2200 with A330-XP UHV magnetron sput-
tering source from AJA International (N. Scituate, MA, USA)) with 3” sputtering targets,
example process conditions for SiOxNy deposition on glass substrates included 400 W RF
power to the Si target supplied at 13.56 MHz, 30 sccm Ar gas flow, 40 sccm N2 gas flow,
0.4 sccm O2 gas flow, 1.5 mTorr process pressure, and a deposition temperature of 100–200
◦C. These process conditions led to SiOxNy film materials with a refractive index of ~1.9
and measured hardness of >17 GPa, with a corresponding composition of ~48 atom% Si,
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10 atom% O, and 42 atom% N. Using a similar process with O2 gas flow set to zero, SiNx
or SiOxNy materials with only trace amounts of oxygen were deposited with a refractive
index >2.0 and measured hardness >20 GPa. For films in this range of hardness, typical
elastic modulus values were in the range of 200–240 GPa, resulting in H/E ratios of ~0.1.

These high-index, high-hardness materials were layered with a low-index material,
typically SiO2, to achieve the optical interference effects driving anti-reflection. It is nec-
essary to have a low-index material component of the coating to achieve the desired
interference effects, and materials with low refractive index typically have lower levels
of hardness (due to the relationship of both hardness and refractive index to electron
and bonding density in the materials). Lower-index, lower-hardness SiO2 films can be
made using similar deposition processes as those described above for SiNx and SiOxNy,
replacing N2 gas flow with O2 gas flow only. All coated samples, as well as the chemically
strengthened glasses without hard coatings used for comparison, included a very thin
(<10 nm) oleophobic fluorosilane layer on the top-most user-facing surface. These coatings
are common on glasses in consumer electronics applications and tend to reduce the friction
of the surface without having a significant effect on optics or hardness.

The opto-mechanical design strategy used to create high-hardness anti-reflective
coatings [16] conceptually divides the coating into one or more optical interference layer
regions, which perform the desired optical functions, and one or more hardcoat layer
regions, which provide high levels of hardness at depths that are typical of real-world
scratch events. In many cases the same material can be used for both the hardcoat region
and the high-index component of the optical interference layer regions, while a softer low-
index material is needed in the layered regions to create the desired optical interference
effects. For anti-reflective coatings, multiple interference layer regions are employed for
lower reflectance; the anti-reflective layers near the glass-to-hardcoat interface are also
called “impedance matching” layers, to distinguish them from the AR layers adjacent to
the user-facing, air-exposed surface. This combination of impedance-matching AR layers at
the glass-to-hardcoat interface, together with the AR layers at the hardcoat-to-air interface,
is what enables the uniquely tunable thickness (minimal optical change with thickness
change) of the thick “hardcoat” layer.

2.2. Optical and Nanoindentation Measurements

Optical reflection and transmission spectroscopy were performed using an Agilent
Cary 5000 UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer (Santa Clara, CA, USA) recording spectra with
2 nm wavelength step size and 4 nm resolution. The spectra were used to determine CIE
L*a*b* color coordinates and perform reverse engineering of the designs. A Woollam M-
2000 variable-angle spectroscopic ellipsometer, varying the input angle of the measurement
from 45◦ to 80◦ and scanning the wavelength from 250 to 1680 nm, was used to analyze film
thickness and refractive index. These measurements were used to determine single-layer
film material dispersion and deposition rates for individual processes, as well as to reverse-
engineer the refractive index and thickness for film stacks consisting of multiple layers.

Coating hardness was measured via nanoindentation using a Berkovich diamond
tip on a KLA Instruments G200 Nano Indenter (Milpitas, CA, USA). Hardness was ex-
tracted using the widely accepted Oliver–Pharr approach [21,22], combined with a special
technique known as the continuous stiffness measurement [23]. The continuous stiffness
measurement technique superimposed a small (+/−1 nm) oscillatory signal at 52 Hz
during the loading cycle, which enabled the hardness to be measured continuously as a
function of indentation depth. The system can reach a maximum indentation depth of
500 μm (resolution of 0.2 nm) and a maximum load of 630 mN (resolution of 50 nN). A
Berkovich indenter tip, made from a single crystal diamond, was used in this investigation.
A constant indentation strain rate of 0.05 s−1 was maintained during the loading stage. The
amplitude of harmonic oscillation was 1 nm. Nanoindentations at 10 different locations
were conducted on each sample, with typical standard deviations of hardness in the range
of 0.3–0.5 GPa.
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Analyses were carried out to determine the mechanical properties (hardness and mod-
ulus) based on the contact mechanics analysis of nanoindentation load-depth relationships,
which has been well established by Oliver and Pharr [21,22].

The indentation hardness (H) is obtained using

H =
Pmax

Ac
(1)

where Pmax is the maximum nanoindentation load, Ac is the contact area corresponding to
the contact depth (hc) at the maximum load.

The contact stiffness S = dP/dh is calculated from the slope of the initial unloading
cure, and the reduced modulus is obtained by,

Er =
1

2β

√
π√
Ac

dP
dh

(2)

where β is the indenter shape correction factor [21]. The reduced modulus Er is related to
the specimen’s Young’s modulus by,

1/Er = (1 − νs
2)/Es + (1 − νi

2)/Ei (3)

where Es and νs are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the specimen, respectively,
while Ei and νi are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the diamond Berkovich
indenter tip, respectively.

The contact depth hc is given by,

hc = hmax − ε
Pmax

S
(4)

Oliver and Pharr found that experimental results on standard specimens that indicated
ε = 0.75 best accounts for the material behavior [21]. The area function was calibrated on a
reference sample of fused silica. The area function, which accounts for the non-ideal shape
of a real indenter, was fitted into the following polynomial,

Ac = 25.746h2
c + 1383.2hc−6942.11h1/2

c +6670.6h1/4
c (5)

where the contact depth hc has a unit of nm. Since the continuous stiffness measurement
(CSM) method imposes a harmonic displacement (1 nm) during loading, the unloading
stiffness can be obtained continuously, and thus, Young’s modulus and hardness as a
function of nanoindentation depth can be obtained based on the Oliver–Pharr analysis
shown above.

2.3. Scratch Resistance Tests

In order to establish correlations between hardness vs. depth profiles and practical
scratch resistance, three different controlled scratch tests were employed. These scratch
tests were chosen because they create scratches with similar morphology and depth to
the most frequent scratches observed in field studies of chemically strengthened glass
covers for consumer electronics devices. The first “nano-scratch” test involves controlled
scratching with a diamond tip using a KLA G200 nano indenter with scratch option. Using
a Berkovich diamond tip, a constant load scratch of 500 μm length is applied at 50 μm/s
velocity. The resulting scratch depth is then measured using the Berkovich tip as a surface
profilometer by applying an ultra-light load of 50 micro-Newtons. This method of depth
profiling has been found to give values close to an atomic force microscope (AFM), in the
depth ranges of interest. The diamond scratch test gives precise and repeatable results,
however, most real-world scratch events do not involve an abrasive as hard as diamond,
so other methods were also evaluated. A second test method evaluated was reciprocating
abrasion with 400 grit Al2O3 sandpaper from Kovax (Tokyo, Japan), using a 700 g load
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applied over a ~1 cm × 1 cm contact area for 50 reciprocating cycles (40 cycles/min, 1.5 inch
long stroke length). This test method is more properly categorized as abrasion or wear, due
to the reciprocating cycles, which are not typically observed in real-world scratch events.
However, this method was chosen because of its relevance to surface durability and its
ability to create a semi-uniform area of multiple scratches which can be quantified using
light scattering methods. Light scattering is particularly relevant to optical coatings such as
anti-reflection coatings, and was quantified using a reflective scattered light measurement
with specular component excluded (SCE) measurement using a Konica-Minolta CM700D
with a 6 mm diameter aperture [24,25]. Finally, a garnet scratch test method was evaluated
consisting of a single pass with 150 grit garnet sandpaper, with 1 kg applied load over a
~0.6 cm diameter contact area. This garnet scratch test is the closest to simulating real-world
scratch events, due to the single-pass nature of the test and the intermediate hardness of
garnet, which is moderately harder than common real-world abradants such as sand. The
garnet scratch test yields relatively sparse and random scratches which are difficult to
analyze using light scattering, so this test was quantified using an atomic force microscope
(AFM) measurement of each scratch that was visible to the naked eye, in the center of the
scratch path.

3. Results

3.1. Field Analysis of Real-World Scratch Events

To establish a baseline target of real-world scratch events, the consumer electronics
industry was chosen as our application focus. Consumer touch-screen devices with chemi-
cally strengthened glass covers were subjected to typical daily usage handling by actual
consumers in the field, and were then characterized for the type, depth, and severity of ob-
served scratches. About 75% of the observed scratches were characterized as single-event,
groove-like micro-ductile type scratches [26], while about 25% were associated with some
level of cracking or chipping. Focusing on the most frequently observed micro-ductile
scratches, the scratch depths of these were measured using atomic force microscopy (AFM).
The measured distribution of scratch depths is shown in Figure 1. The majority of the mea-
sured micro-ductile scratch depths are in the 100–500 nm depth range. This suggests that
coating or surface hardness in this depth range is of particular importance in preventing
these types of frequent real-world scratch events.

Figure 1. Measured scratch depths of micro-ductile scratches from field study of consumer electronics
devices with chemically strengthened glass covers. The majority of observed scratch depths are in
the 100–500 nm depth range.
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3.2. Single-Layer Hardness Profiles vs. Scratch Depth

Informed by the scratch depths of interest from Figure 1, single-layer hardcoatings of
varying thickness were studied for initial understanding of their effectiveness in suppress-
ing scratches in this depth range. Considering the fundamentals of the nanoindentation
hardness measurement, it is important to keep in mind how the indenter interacts with a
coated material. As shown schematically in Figure 2, the region of permanent deforma-
tion (plastic zone) is associated with the hardness of the material. However, as shown in
Figure 2, an elastic stress field extends well beyond this region of permanent deformation,
meaning the indenter has an interaction field that can be considerably larger than the thick-
ness of a thin film. As the indentation depth increases, the apparent hardness and modulus
are influenced by stress field interactions with the substrate. The modulus is influenced by
the substrate almost immediately, as the indenter begins to penetrate the sample surface
since the region of elastic deformation extends far enough to interact with the substrate,
even upon initial shallow indentation. The region of plastic deformation has a smaller
extent than the region of elastic deformation. This has the result that substrate influence on
hardness occurs at deeper indentation depths, since deeper penetration is needed to extend
the region of plastic deformation that influences hardness to interact with the substrate.
A transition where the hardness of the substrate begins to have an influence is typically
observed when the indentation depth is ~30% of the coating thickness. Importantly, these
volumetric interactions are related to the fundamental mechanics of contact damage, and
can be expected to be similarly present in real-world scratching events. This means that the
practical scratch resistance of a hardcoated surface may not only depend on the hardness of
a thin film layer, but also on the hardness vs. depth profile and the interaction of multiple
layers, up to—and potentially including—the substrate on which the coating is formed.

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of contact mechanics in nanoindentation testing.

Figure 3a shows how these interactions impact the measured hardness vs. depth
profiles for a series of single-layer SiOxNy films of varying thickness coated on alumi-
nosilicate glass substrates. At shallow depths <~100 nm, the hardness response requires a
certain minimum load to develop full plasticity during the indentation process, causing
the hardness to show a generally increasing trend at these shallow depths. The hardness
then reaches a “plateau” and begins to drop gradually as the substrate interaction effects
take on a larger role at deeper indentation depths. In Figure 3, the thin (700 nm), medium
(1500 nm), and thick (2000 nm w ~20 GPa H) films were all deposited using the same
process conditions, but the measured apparent hardness profiles of these three films vary
substantially due to their differing thickness. The 700 nm film has a lower peak hardness,
which is largely due to the aforementioned effects which can suppress measured hardness
at both shallow depths and deeper depths. It is likely that these effects prevent us from
measuring the “true” film hardness of this 700 nm coating. For the 1500 nm and 2000
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nm films, a plateau occurs at approximately the same hardness level near ~20 GPa. This
suggests that ~20 GPa is near the “true” hardness of these films, and that this true hardness
can only be measured when the film is sufficiently thick. For comparison, the hardness
of typical chemically strengthened glass without coatings is approximately ~8 GPa. The
final thick sample (2000 nm w ~23 GPa H) was deposited using tuned process conditions
to further maximize hardness, such as slightly lowering deposition pressure, slightly in-
creasing deposition plasma energy, and small reductions in oxygen/increased nitrogen
levels. While these changes can have a negative impact on other properties such as optical
absorption and film stress, these conditions were tested here to compare the effects of
thickness vs. hardness in scratch test measurements.

Figure 3. (a) Measured nanoindentation hardness vs. depth for a series of single-layer SiOxNy films of varying thickness
coated on aluminosilicate glass substrates. (b) Results of Berkovich diamond tip nano-scratch test on the same single-layer
SiOxNy films whose hardness profiles are shown in Figure 3a. Both of the 2000 nm thick films create a >50% scratch depth
reduction relative to uncoated chemically strengthened aluminosilicate glass.

Figure 3b shows the results of Berkovich diamond nano-scratch testing on the same
series of SiOxNy films. The nano-scratch depths cover a range up to 270 nm deep, which
falls within the range that has been observed for real world micro-ductile scratches in
consumer electronics devices, as described above. Interestingly, the 2000 nm thick coatings
were the only ones that maintained their ability to significantly reduce scratch depth over
this entire range of scratch severity. These thicker coatings were found to reduce the
scratch depths by >50% compared to uncoated chemically strengthened aluminosilicate
glass. A modest increase in coating hardness from 20 GPa to 23 GPa for the 2000 nm thick
films resulted in only a marginal benefit, suggesting that coating thickness (hardness vs.
depth profile) had a much stronger influence on scratch resistance over the ranges tested.
These results suggest that most common AR coatings, which typically have total coating
thicknesses of about 300–500 nm (including both high- and low-index materials) should
not be expected to significantly reduce scratch severity in this range of depth and force
when compared to chemically strengthened glass. This is true even if those common AR
coatings incorporate layers of high-hardness materials.
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3.3. Mechanically Tunable Multilayer Anti-Reflective Hardcoatings (AR-HCs)

To extend the analysis above to multilayer anti-reflection coatings, a series of anti-
reflective hardcoatings (AR-HCs) were fabricated with nearly identical optics, but varying
hardness vs. depth profiles. The fabricated coatings are depicted schematically in Figure 4,
with detailed layer thicknesses given in the inset table. These coatings use the modular
opto-mechanical design approach of [16]. An anti-reflective series of layers, also called
impedance-matching layers, between the glass substrate and a central hardcoating layer
substantially de-couples the optical performance of the multilayer stack from the thickness
of this central layer, which is a unique feature not present in previously common anti-
reflection coating designs. This allows the mechanical tuning of these anti-reflection
coatings through varying the thickness of this central hardcoating layer, enabling the
creation of varying hardness vs. depth profiles while maintaining a nearly identical
optical performance. Upon evaluation of the hardness and scratch resistance of these anti-
reflection coatings, optimal designs can be chosen that have the required scratch resistance
for specific applications.

−

Figure 4. Schematic illustration of fabricated mechanically tunable anti-reflection coatings. Detailed layer design given in
inset table.

Figure 5 illustrates the measured first-surface reflectance of the series of AR-HCs
compared to an uncoated chemically strengthened (CS) glass control sample. Of note
is the strikingly similar reflectance vs. wavelength performance shown for all coatings,
despite the variation in central hardcoating layer thickness. This is a unique feature
enabled by the modular anti-reflective hardcoating design approach, and enables visual
or optical comparisons of damage resistance that are not confounded with changes in AR
coating optics.
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Figure 5. First-surface reflectance for series of anti-reflection coating designs depicted schematically
in Figure 4, compared to chemically strengthened (CS) glass control sample. The coatings have
remarkably similar optical performance, despite their quasi-continuously varying central hardcoat
layer thickness. This illustrates the unique level of optical invariance that can be achieved with this
design approach.

Figure 6 shows the measured nanoindentation depth vs. hardness profiles for the
series of AR-HCs fabricated for this study, compared to uncoated chemically strengthened
(CS) glass. As was seen for the single-layer hardcoatings, the hardness vs. depth profiles of
the AR-HCs are strongly dependent on the thickness and amount of hardcoating material
included in the multilayer design. Based on the single-layer results illustrated above, it
is reasonable to expect that this series of AR-HCs would also exhibit strong variations in
their scratch resistance performance.

Figure 6. Measured nanoindentation hardness vs. depth profiles for series of anti-reflective hard-
coatings compared to chemically strengthened (CS) glass control sample. The thickest anti-reflective
hardcoatings (AR-HC) maintains high hardness to depths of 1000 nm and beyond, while the thinner
AR-HCs have high hardness over a narrower range of depths, and begin to approach the hardness of
the CS glass substrate at varying depths from about 500 nm and greater, depending on their thickness.
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3.3.1. Nanoindentation Hardness Profile Modeling of AR-HCs

In order to further understand the fundamentals of hardness profile generation in
these complex multilayer AR-HC systems, the nanoindentation process of coated glass
was modeled using the finite element method (FEM) in the commercial software package
ABAQUS v. 2018. An axisymmetric model was used to reduce the computational time and
a conical indenter tip with a semi-angle of 70.3◦ was assumed, which generates the same
contact area-to-depth ratio as the Berkovich tip. In practice, a sharp Berkovich indenter
with a zero-tip radius does not exist. The radius of a new indenter tip is in the range
of 40 nm–50 nm, which can increase to 100~200 nm or more as it wears. In this study,
our indenter was assumed to have a 100 nm tip bluntness, which was incorporated in
the model. The height and width of the FEM model were selected to be 600 and 200 μm,
respectively, to avoid any sample size effect on the nanoindentation load–depth curve.
Adaptive meshing was used with very fine mesh in the region directly underneath the
indenter, with a smallest element size of 5 nm. Mesh convergence studies ensured proper
mesh refinement had been achieved. A typical FEM model setup is shown in Figure 7.

 
Figure 7. Example FEM model used to simulate the nanoindentation of AR-HC coating stacks on chemically strengthened
glass substrates. The region of compressive stress in the ion-exchanged (IX) glass is denoted by the depth of the compressive
layer (DoC).

In this modeling analysis, all the materials were assumed to be homogenous, isotropic,
elastic perfectly-plastic, with the adoption of von Mises yield criterion [27,28]. Displace-
ment history from the experiments were used as input for the FEM simulations. The
Poisson’s ratio was assumed to be 0.22, and the Young’s modulus values, determined by
experimentation, were used as input for the FEM simulations. Nanoindentation load as a
function of prescribed displacement is the output of a simulation. To obtain the material
properties of individual high and low-index material films, a single layer coating of each
material on glass is first fabricated and measured. A classical inverse finite element ap-
proach was used to identify the material properties of the coating and glass substrate. This
first step involves fitting the model to experimental data. Next, predictive modeling was
carried out on complex multilayer designs, using these measured single-layer properties
as inputs. These single-layer input properties used the FEM model are summarized in
Table 1 below.
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Table 1. Material properties used as inputs to FEM numerical study.

Material Young’s Modulus (GPa) Poisson’s Ratio Yield Stress (GPa)

SiOxNy 230 0.22 12.4

SiO2 70 0.22 4.0

Glass (CS layer) 78 0.22 4.8

Glass (bulk) 72 0.22 4.5

To extract hardness as a function of nanoindentation depth, continuous stiffness
measurement (CSM) nanoindentation must be simulated. To this end, the nanoindenter
tip was given a small amplitude of vibration during the loading stage. For our simulation,
displacement history of the tip was prescribed by a user-defined “Amplitude” curve in
ABAQUS to impose a very small (~1 nm or less) harmonic unloading. The maximum time
increment was limited in such a way that history output can have a high sampling rate to
capture all these 1 nm “unloading” portions during the overall loading stage.

A parametric study was carried out to investigate the effect of the H-layer (defined
as the central, varying thickness SiOxNy layer in the AR-HC stacks) thickness. The load
vs. nanoindentation depth curves were extracted from numerical simulations, as shown in
Figure 8a. The hardness responses were then calculated using Equations (1)–(5), following
the Oliver–Pharr method [21,22]. As can be seen in Figure 8b, a thicker H-layer can
significantly enhance the hardness response.

 

Figure 8. Modeling prediction of 13-layer AR-HC stack on glass indented by Berkovich tip with 100 nm bluntness (a) load
vs. depth (b) hardness vs. depth. H-layer thickness ranges from 50 nm to 2000 nm.

Modeling predictions are compared with experimental data for various stacks, as
shown in Figure 9. Overall, the modeling predictions show reasonably good agreement
with the experimental data, especially for stacks with thicker H-layers. When the H-layer
is only 50 nm (Figure 9g), there is some noticeable difference between the experiment and
modeling outcomes. One of the possible reasons for this discrepancy is that the same set of
material properties were used for all the numerical simulations. Those material properties
were calibrated based on measurements of a single layer coating that has a thickness more
than 1 μm. It is likely that a 50 nm H-layer might have different mechanical properties,
due to the development of coating microstructure and density during film deposition, as
compared to a 2000 nm H-layer. Nevertheless, this analysis shows the capability of FEM
to predictively model hardness vs. depth profiles for complex multilayer (here, 13-layer)
stacks, starting from single-layer measured experimental data used to establish the input
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material properties in the FEM model. This can significantly improve the coating stack
design exploration and can be readily paired with optical modeling.

 

Figure 9. Nanoindentation hardness vs. depth responses of 13-layer AR-HC stacks on glass indented by Berkovich tip with
100 nm bluntness (a) 2000 nm thick H-layer (b) 500 nm thick H-layer (c) 400 nm thick H-layer (d) 300 nm thick H-layer (e)
200 nm thick H-layer (f) 100 nm thick H-layer (g) 50 nm thick H-layer. FEM predictive modeling shows generally good
agreement with experimental results, as shown by the comparison of blue (modeling) and black (experimental) curves.

3.3.2. Scratch Resistance Testing of AR-HCs

In order to evaluate the practical scratch resistance of the fabricated AR-HCs and
compare their hardness profiles to their resistance to simulated real-world surface damage,
the previously described Al2O3 abrasion and garnet scratch tests were employed. Both of
these tests were found to generate scratches with depths comparable to those found in our
field studies, with the garnet scratch test creating damage having the highest similarity
to the scratch events observed from the field, due to the single-pass nature of both the
garnet scratch test and the observed field scratches. Figure 10 shows optical scattered light
images of the AR-HC samples compared to control chemically strengthened glass. From
the optical images, it is apparent that the surface durability improves with the increasing
hardcoat layer thickness, most notably and consistently for those coatings with an H-layer
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thickness above ~400 nm and greater (total coating thickness of ~850 nm and greater). This
greater coating thickness correlates with hardness sustained at deeper depths as shown
through the nanoindentation hardness results above. AR-HC-2000 nm shows particularly
excellent durability in this test, with abrasion resistance dramatically exceeding that of the
chemically strengthened glass (control sample with no hardcoating).

 

Figure 10. AR-HC samples abraded with 400 grit Al2O3 sandpaper for 50 cycles with 700 g applied load. Anti-reflective
(AR) samples incorporating a hardcoating thickness of ~400 nm or greater clearly show improved abrasion resistance,
while the performance is less consistent for samples having a lower thickness and a corresponding shallower depth of
high hardness.

Abrasion resistance is further quantified in this test using a reflected scattered light
measurement (specular component excluded, SCE, reflectance measurement). The results
shown in Figure 11 indicate that this method (Al2O3 abrasion + SCE measurement) can be a
useful means of quantification, as the trends of increasing abrasion resistance with hardcoat
thickness are fairly consistent, correlating with the previously shown nanoindentation
hardness vs. depth profiles. The SCE measurement appears to be more definitive when
more severe damage is present, and may have more difficulty than the human eye or
digital imaging methods in differentiating between samples with relatively lighter damage,
such between the AR-HC-500 nm and AR-HC-2000 nm samples. While providing useful
quantification of surface durability, it is important to note that the reciprocating abrasion
method does not generate the same damage modes as those typically observed in real-
world use for consumer electronics (which are single-event scratches).

Figure 12 shows optical scattered light images of the same AR-HC sample series after
1 kg garnet scratch testing. Due to the single-pass nature of this test, which approximates
real-world scratch conditions, relatively fewer scratches were created, making the results
more noisy and random. Nevertheless the trend of improved scratch resistance is still
visible in this test, and the 2000 nm HC layer sample again shows excellent durability in
this test, with scratch resistance dramatically exceeding that of the chemically strengthened
glass control.
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Figure 11. Reflected scattered light (SCE) measurement on Al2O3-abraded AR-HC samples. The
trend of increasing abrasion resistance with hardcoat thickness is apparent under these conditions,
with samples having H-layer ≥400 nm (total thickness ≥850 nm) performing particularly well in
this test.

 

Figure 12. AR-HC samples scratched with 150 grit garnet sandpaper for 1 stroke with 1 kg applied load. AR samples
incorporating a hardcoating thickness of ~500 nm or greater clearly show improved scratch resistance, while the performance
is less consistent for samples having a lower thickness and a corresponding shallower depth of high hardness.

A scattered light quantification method would be noisy and less representative when
paired with the single-pass garnet scratch test, due to the relatively random and low number
of scratches generated in this test. As such, the garnet scratch severity was quantified
through AFM scratch depth measurements for each scratch visible to the naked eye, in
the center of the scratch path. Results are shown in Figure 13, giving an indication of both
scratch frequency (number of visible scratches) and scratch severity (depth). Of note, the
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most frequent scratches are in the depth range of those most commonly observed in the
field analysis summarized in Figure 1, while a few scratches of greater depth indicate the
severity of this test method. The AR-HC samples having an H-layer thickness of 500 nm
and greater (total coating thickness of 950 nm and greater) show the clearest reduction in
scratch frequency and depth in this test. The AR-HC-2000 nm sample consistently yields
zero visible scratches in this test.

Figure 13. Depth of scratches visible to the unaided human eye after 1 kg garnet scratch testing,
as measured using atomic force microscopy (AFM). AR-HC samples with greater thickness and a
corresponding greater depth of high hardness show a reduced frequency of scratches, particularly
for samples with H-layer thickness ≥500 nm (total thickness ≥950 nm). Sample AR-HC-2000 nm
consistently yields no visible scratches in this test, thus, there are no data points for that sample.

4. Discussion

Resistance to micro-ductile deformation/scratching is directly associated with the
hardness of the material; higher hardness imparts greater resistance to this type of damage.
When using hard coatings to impart scratch resistance, the thickness of the coating (and
the resulting hardness vs. depth profile) plays a critical role in deriving the full benefit of
the coating. If a coating is too thin, its hardness will not be maintained over a sufficient
depth range to prevent moderate to severe scratches in real world scenarios. The contact
mechanics responsible for these hardness vs. depth profile effects have been known for
some time, but the implications for practical scratch resistant coatings do not appear to
have been widely recognized or practiced until very recently [16]. Many attempts to utilize
scratch resistant coatings have failed because the critical role of coating thickness has not
been fully appreciated—the temptation is to utilize high hardness films that are no more
than ~100–200 nanometers thick. The required hardness and thickness levels are intimately
related to the nature of the scratching that one is trying to prevent, i.e., the severity of
the real-world scratch events that will be encountered in a particular application. Based
on analysis and understanding gained from the touch-screen consumer device industry,
combined with modeling and experimental analysis of anti-reflection coatings with tunable
hardness vs. depth profiles, the types of hardness profiles that are necessary and effective
to dramatically reduce moderate to severe scratching in these types of applications are
defined in the present work. In particular, coatings with a hardness above ~15 GPa that
is maintained over a depth range of ~200–800 nm have been shown to be particularly
effective in preventing real-world scratches. The three distinct scratch and abrasion tests
utilized here clearly indicate that coatings with depth-of-hardness profiles falling well
below these levels are more prone to scratching, and have scratch resistance levels that
are close to, or even worse than, chemically strengthened glass. One important factor
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to keep in mind for anti-reflective coatings is that a scratch with a 50–500 nm depth in
an AR coating will typically be much more visible than a scratch of the same depth on
uncoated glass, due to the optical interference nature of the coatings which drives high
optical contrast between the scratched and unscratched regions. Thus, it is particularly
important to minimize scratch frequency in these AR coatings. In order to maintain high
hardness over the indicated depth range and nearly eliminate scratching under simulated
real-world test conditions, a total coating thickness of ~2.5 microns (with ~2 microns
thickness of high-hardness material) has been found to be particularly excellent. The
scratch resistance levels for these coatings, exemplified by AR-HC-2000 nm, dramatically
exceed those of chemically strengthened glass. For applications with less stringent scratch
or damage requirements, anti-reflective hardcoating thicknesses of around ~1 micron (with
~0.5 microns of high-hardness material) have been found to be effective at reducing overall
scratch visibility to a level that is moderately better than chemically strengthened glass
(which itself is far more scratch resistant than other materials such as polymers).

In addition to the previously described modular opto-mechanical design approach,
which enables the fabrication of mechanically tunable optical coatings with nearly invari-
able optical properties, the utility of additional design and analysis tools is demonstrated
here. FEM modeling of hardness was found to adequately predict the hardness vs. depth
profiles of multilayer AR-HCs, and this approach can be coupled with optical modeling
for multifunctional coating design. Various scratch test methods were evaluated and
compared to the trends seen in hardness vs. depth profiles. All of the scratch tests were
chosen because they generate scratches of a similar depth and type as those observed in
field analysis. These scratch test methods showed a clear trend of agreement with the
hardness vs. depth profile analysis—samples with the highest hardness maintained at
depths of 500 nm and greater showed especially excellent durability in aggressive scratch
and abrasion testing. The garnet scratch test shown here produces scratches that have the
greatest similarity to real-world scratches observed in our consumer electronics field trials,
however, the single-pass scratch event produces a high level of randomness that makes
it more difficult to quantitatively measure the light scattering from these scratches (as
compared to the Al2O3 reciprocating abrasion method). Thus, the Al2O3 abrasion method
is also useful for quantifying surface damage resistance, due to the ease of quantification
through light scattering illustrated here. The diamond nano-scratch method employed is
highly precise and useful for developing fundamental understanding, but is less useful for
establishing practical real-world durability requirements, due to the fact that diamond is
an uncommon abradant in the real world.

5. Conclusions

Mechanically tunable anti-reflective hardcoatings were fabricated, demonstrating
the ability to quasi-continuously vary the thickness of a central hardcoat layer in the
multilayer stack design, with minimal impact on the anti-reflective optical performance.
The fundamentals of hardcoat layer thickness vs. nanoindentation hardness depth profiles
were explored through FEM modeling and experimentation. Nanoindentation hardness
depth profiles were correlated with practical scratch resistance using three different scratch
and abrasion test methods, simulating real world scratch events as observed from consumer
electronics field studies. For high practical scratch resistance, coating designs with a
hardness of >15 GPa maintained over depths of 200–800 nm, were found to be particularly
excellent. The tools and design approaches illustrated here can be extended to create
mechanically durable multilayer optical interference coatings of various kinds for multiple
applications, including wavelength-selective optics [29], bandpass filters, ophthalmic
lenses, IR sensors, and more.
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Abstract: Atomic layer deposited amorphous 70 nm thick Al2O3-Ta2O5 double- and triple-layered
films were investigated with the nanoindentation method. The sequence of the oxides from surface to
substrate along with the layer thickness had an influence on the hardness causing rises and declines
in hardness along the depth yet did not affect the elastic modulus. Hardness varied from 8 to 11 GPa
for the laminates having higher dependence on the structure near the surface than at higher depths.
Triple-layered Al2O3/Ta2O5/Al2O3 laminate possessed the most even rise of hardness along the
depth and possessed the highest hardness out of the laminates (11 GPa at 40 nm). Elastic modulus
had steady values along the depth of the films between 145 and 155 GPa.

Keywords: nanoindentation; nanolaminates; atomic layer deposition; nanoengineering

1. Introduction

Nanolaminates are being investigated for the possibility of nanoengineering, i.e.,
constructing thin films with a combination of multiple physical properties exactly suitable
for a given application. Customizable properties dependent on the layered structure
range from mechanical hardness [1–8] to magnetic susceptibility [2,9–11], and refraction
properties [1].

The structure of layers constituting nanolaminates influences the mechanical prop-
erties of the film. For instance, different order of ZrO2 and SnO2 layers from surface to
substrate in only 30 nm thick bilayer thin film caused a change of about 5 GPa in hardness
and 100 GPa in the modulus [2]. For TiN/TiBN nanolayered films, it was found, that
the layer thickness influenced film adhesion, wear resistance, and frictional coefficient in
addition to hardness and elastic modulus [3]. The number of layers in ZnO/graphene
nanolaminate influenced the hardness by ±6 GPa and elastic modulus by ±100 GPa [4].
ZrN layer thickness in reactive magnetron sputtered ZrN/SiNx nanolaminates had a corre-
lation with the intrinsic growth stress [5]. The layered structure of ALD Al2O3/TiO2 films
also has had an influence on the residual stress in the film [6,7], as well as their hardness
and elastic modulus [8].

Atomic layer deposition (ALD) of Al2O3 with Al(CH3)3 and H2O precursors is a widely
studied and known process [12,13]. Ta2O5 combined with Al2O3 in laminate thin films have
been proposed for various applications due to their promising electrical properties, often
dependent on the layered structure. Amorphous Al2O3-Ta2O5 quadruple-layered laminate
showed higher dielectric strength compared to bilayers and laminates with eight layers [14].
The operation of high voltage metal-insulator-metal capacitors with Al2O3-Ta2O5 bilayers
depended on the Al2O3/Ta2O5 thickness ratio [15]. Al2O3-Ta2O5 laminates have also
exhibited resistive switching characteristics [16] and good corrosion resistance [17]. ALD of
Ta2O5 with Ta(OEt)5 and H2O precursors has been developed before [18–22]. Deposition
of Al2O3 or Ta2O5 at 300 ◦C results in amorphous oxides for both of the aforementioned
ALD processes. The mechanical hardness of amorphous atomic layer deposited Al2O3 thin
films lays between 7 and 12 GPa. It has been reported to be 10.5 [23] and 12 [24] GPa on Si
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substrates, 11 GPa on TiN/Si [25], 9.5 GPa on soda-lime glass [26], and 7.2 [27] and 11.8 [28]
GPa on steel substrates. The elastic modulus of these Al2O3 films has varied from 68 (on
glass) to 260 (on steel) GPa, while samples with Si substrate possessed intermediate values
(145, 150, 220 GPa) [23–26,28]. The mechanical hardness of atomic layer deposited Ta2O5
film on a soda-lime glass substrate has been found to be 6.7 GPa, while the modulus was
96 GPa [26]. The hardness has been measured to be lower than that for Ta2O5 thin films
fabricated with other methods—4.7 GPa for e-beam deposition on Co-Cr substrate [29] and
5.2 GPa for physical vapor deposition on Ti-6Al-4V substrate [30]. However, the elastic
modulus was slightly higher in the films obtained with other methods compared to that
in the films grown by ALD, i.e., 160 GPa with ion beam sputtering on Si [31] and 119 GPa
with e-beam deposition on Co-Cr substrate [29].

In this work, double- and triple-layered amorphous Al2O3-Ta2O5 laminates with an
overall thickness of about 70 nm were atomic layer deposited while changing the sequence
of the layers from surface to substrate. Hardness and elastic modulus of the laminates
were measured with nanoindentation, and the effects of the constituent layer thickness and
deposition sequence on the mechanical properties of the laminates were analyzed.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Film Deposition

The layered films were produced by atomic layer deposition (ALD) in an in-house
built reactor [32]. The metal precursors were Al(CH3)3 and Ta(OC2H5)5, while H2O was
used as the oxygen source. Pulse times were 2/2/2/5 s for metal precursor, N2 purge,
water and the second purge, respectively. Evaporation temperature for Ta(OC2H5)5 was
95 ± 5 ◦C, and the growth temperature for both Al2O3 and Ta2O5 was 300 ± 10 ◦C. Si
(100) wafers were exploited as substrates. The number and sequence of deposition cycles
are presented in Table 1. Reference Al2O3 and Ta2O5 films were deposited along with
two double-layer laminates and two triple-layer laminates with different layering orders
(Figure 1). An additional quadruple-layered laminate was also prepared.

Table 1. Denotations of films with the number of atomic layer deposition cycles with Al2O3 repre-
senting the Al(CH3)3 and water cycle and Ta2O5 representing the Ta(OC2H5)5 and water cycle. Layer
thicknesses according to X-ray reflectometry are presented in order from substrate to surface.

Denotation of Film No. of ALD Cycles Layer Thickness (nm)

Al2O3/Si 600 × Al2O3 69 nm Al2O3

Ta2O5/Si 800 × Ta2O5 61 nm Ta2O5

Ta2O5/Al2O3/Si 340 × Al2O3 + 470 × Ta2O5 38 nm Al2O3 + 35 nm Ta2O5

Al2O3/Ta2O5/Si 470 × Ta2O5 + 340 × Al2O3 34 nm Ta2O5 + 40 nm Al2O3

Al2O3/Ta2O5/Al2O3/Si 227 × Al2O3 + 313 × Ta2O5 + 227 × Al2O3 29 nm Al2O3 + 23 nm Ta2O5 + 27 nm Al2O3

Ta2O5/Al2O3/Ta2O5/Si 313 × Ta2O5 + 227 × Al2O3 + 313 × Ta2O5 23 nm Ta2O5 + 24 nm Al2O3 + 24 nm Ta2O5

Ta2O5/Al2O3/Ta2O5/Al2O3/Si 170 × Al2O3 + 268 × Ta2O5 + 170 × Al2O3
+ 268 × Ta2O5

19 nm Al2O3 + 19 nm Ta2O5 + 19 nm Al2O3
+ 20 nm Ta2O5

Figure 1. Schematics illustrating the layered structure of the laminates as the notation for each of the
laminates is shown above.
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2.2. Film Characterization

The elemental composition of the films was determined by wavelength dispersive
X-ray fluorescence (WD-XRF) spectroscope ZSX-400 (Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan). The surface of
the films was characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using Helios NanoLab
600 (FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA). The phase composition of the films was determined by graz-
ing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD). The layered structure of the films was confirmed
with the X-ray reflectivity (XRR) method. The XRD and XRR measurements were done
with SmartLabTM (Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan) diffractometer, and for the analysis, AXES [33]
software was used. In GIXRD measurements, grazing angle was 0.5◦, scan step 0.04◦, and
scan rate 3◦/min. Grazing angle varied till 7◦, scan step and rate were 0.01◦ and 1.5◦/min,
respectively, for the XRR measurements.

2.3. Nanoindentation

Nanoindentation was carried out with Hysitron TriboIndenter TI980 (Bruker, Billerica,
MA, USA) with a Berkovich tip. Peak load of 0.5 mN was applied in continuous stiffness
measurement mode with tip frequency of 220 Hz, which obtains several tens of data points
over a displacement range for a single indentation [34]. Loading, peak hold, and unloading
times were set, respectively, to 35, 2, and 5 s. Fifteen indents in total were laterally separated
by 10 μm. Gathered data were analyzed (linear interpolation, averaging) with Origin 2020
software. Prior to the measurements tip was calibrated on a fused quartz glass with a
reduced modulus of 69.6 GPa and hardness of 9.25 GPa (Figure 2). The TriboIndenter was
used in scanning probe microscopy mode to image the indents.

Figure 2. Calibration measurements for reduced modulus (�) and hardness (•) along the depth of
the reference quartz sample.

3. Results

3.1. Elemental Composition and Microstructure

The ALD growth rates were 0.11 nm/cycle for Al2O3 and 0.07 nm/cycle for Ta2O5 as
determined with XRR and XRF methods and confirmed with ellipsometry (not shown) for
reference samples. XRF results are presented in Table 2, revealing atomic ratios appreciably
close to the stoichiometric Al2O3 and Ta2O5, as expected for the ALD processes [13,22].

SEM measurements revealed quite smooth, i.e., featureless surfaces for all the de-
posited films. An example surface is shown in Figure 3a. All the deposited films were
X-ray amorphous, exemplified by the diffractogram of the laminates in Figure 3b. XRR
measurement fittings confirmed the layered structures and thicknesses are presented in
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Table 1. Average density of the oxides was 3.1 ± 0.2 g/cm3 and 8.4 ± 0.2 g/cm3 for Al2O3
and Ta2O5 layers, respectively.

Table 2. Elemental composition of the ≈70 nm thick films according to XRF.

Film Al (at.%) Ta (at.%) O (at.%)

Al2O3/Si 41 - 59

Ta2O5/Si - 25 75

Ta2O5/Al2O3/Si 21 13 66

Al2O3/Ta2O5/Si 20 12 68

Al2O3/Ta2O5/Al2O3/Si 27 8 65

Ta2O5/Al2O3/Ta2O5/Si 13 17 70

Ta2O5/Al2O3/Ta2O5/Al2O3/Si 19 14 67

Figure 3. (a) SEM image of the surface of as-deposited Al2O3/Ta2O5/Al2O3/Si laminate, (b) GIXRD
diffractograms of Al2O3-Ta2O5 nanolaminate and reference Ta2O5 and Al2O3 films.

3.2. Mechanical Properties of Amorphous Laminates

Figure 4 depicts the averaged hardness values with standard deviation for reference
samples: Al2O3/Si, Ta2O5/Si, and the four-layered Ta2O5/Al2O3/Ta2O5/Al2O3/Si lami-
nate films. The four-layered laminate is considered as a reference because it possessed a
homogeneous hardness across displacements in the approximate range of the film thickness.
The Si substrate possessed an average hardness of 13.5 ± 0.4 GPa and an average elastic
modulus of 147 ± 3 GPa (not shown).

The hardness of Al2O3 had a steady incline with depth from around 12 GPa, after
displacement of 11 nm, to 13 GPa at 40 nm. Similarly, the hardness of Ta2O5 film rose from
8 GPa at 11 nm to 10 GPa at 45 nm. The Al2O3 and Ta2O5 films exhibited a difference in
hardness around 3–4 GPa over the measured displacement range. For the laminate, the
thickness of layers is presented on the graph with dotted lines and arrows. The hardness of
sample Ta2O5/Al2O3/Ta2O5/Al2O3/Si started from 9.5 GPa at 10 nm and then continued
with a steady incline to 11 GPa with depth. The hardness-displacement graphs did not
indicate the occurrence of indentation size effect, i.e., a rise in hardness near surface, which
has been recorded for metal films in a similar displacement range [35].
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Figure 4. Averaged hardness of 15 indents with standard deviation shown as grey areas. Verti-
cal dotted lines and arrows indicate the thickness and sequence of three topmost layers for the
Ta2O5/Al2O3/Ta2O5/Al2O3/Si laminate.

Figure 5a presents the hardness for the two double-layered laminates (Figure 1). For
the Al2O3/Ta2O5/Si film, the different mechanical hardness of individual layers is apparent
decided on the basis of the wavelike shape of the curve as the hardness shows a maximum
(10.5 GPa) at a displacement of 11 nm and a minimum (9.9 GPa) at 25 nm of depth. It
should be noted that the interface between the layers was formed at 39 nm (Figure 5a).

Figure 5. (a) Averaged hardness of 15 indents with standard deviation shown as grey areas. Vertical
dotted lines and arrows indicate the thickness and sequence of layers for the double-layered laminates.
(b) Averaged hardness of 15 indents with standard deviation shown as grey areas. Vertical dotted
lines and arrows indicate the thickness and sequence of layers for the triple-layered laminates. Only
two of the topmost layers are visualized on the graph.
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For the Ta2O5/Al2O3/Si laminate, the hardness depicted a steep rise until 20 nm of
depth, however, the angle of incline changed twice, it decreased at 20 nm and slightly
increased again at 33 nm. The interface between Ta2O5 and Al2O3 layer was at 35 nm.

Figure 5b depicts the average hardness for triple-layered laminates. The hardness of
the Ta2O5/Al2O3/Ta2O5/Si laminate changed similarly along the depth to the wavelike
shape of the indentation curve for the laminate Al2O3/Ta2O5/Si. Even though the system,
in this case, is three-layered and consists mostly of the softer Ta2O5, the maximum was
still quite high (9.6 GPa) at 15 nm and the minimum (9.3 GPa) at 25 nm. At the same time,
Al2O3 layer begins at 24 nm and ends at 47 nm from the surface.

The second triple-layered laminate possessed a steady incline of hardness along
the depth of the film (Figure 5b), which was similar to the behavior of the quadruple-
layered laminate.

The summary of the hardness and moduli values of the films at three depths (10, 25,
and 40 nm) are shown in Table 3. The surface was softer (8.2–9.5 GPa) for films with Ta2O5
top layer. The surface was the hardest at 11 GPa for the Al2O3/Si film and was lower by
about 1 GPa for the Al2O3/Ta2O5/Si film. At deeper displacements, the hardness values
overlapped more significantly, yet the triple-layered laminate Al2O3/Ta2O5/Al2O3/Si
possessed slightly higher hardness compared to the rest of the laminates. Double- and
quadruple-layered laminates had similar hardness at 25 and 40 nm displacements (10–11 GPa),
while the triple-layer laminate with the largest amount of Ta2O5 was the softest among all
the laminates.

Table 3. Average hardness and reduced modulus with standard deviation (SD) at various displacements.

Film
Hardness ± SD at

10 nm
Modulus ± SD at

10 nm
Hardness ± SD at

25 nm
Modulus ± SD at

25 nm
Hardness ± SD at

40 nm
Modulus ± SD at

40 nm

Al2O3/Si 11.2 ± 1.0 154 ± 9 12.3 ± 0.9 160 ± 6 13.1 ± 0.9 160 ± 6

Ta2O5/Si 8.2 ± 0.6 139 ± 5 8.9 ± 0.5 141 ± 4 9.7 ± 0.4 139 ± 3

Ta2O5/Al2O3/Si 8.2 ± 0.6 146 ± 6 10.3 ± 0.5 155 ± 3 10.9 ± 0.4 156 ± 2

Al2O3/Ta2O5/Si 10.4 ± 0.8 145 ± 6 9.9 ± 0.5 151 ± 4 10.4 ± 0.4 156 ± 4

Al2O3/Ta2O5/Al2O3/Si 9.9 ± 0.4 145 ± 4 10.5 ± 0.3 148 ± 3 11.1 ± 0.3 148 ± 3

Ta2O5/Al2O3/Ta2O5/Si 8.7 ± 0.9 147 ± 5 9.4 ± 0.6 151 ± 3 10.0 ± 0.5 153 ± 3

Ta2O5/Al2O3/Ta2O5/Al2O3/Si 9.5 ± 0.4 149 ± 3 10.0 ± 0.2 154 ± 2 10.7 ± 0.2 155 ± 2

According to the nanoindentation measurements, the elastic moduli of the laminates
were similar and fell between the moduli of Ta2O5 and Al2O3 reference films (Table 3).
The elastic modulus of the laminates did not indicate the presence of layers with different
elasticities, while the difference between Al2O3/Si (~160 GPa) and Ta2O5/Si (~139 GPa)
moduli was moderate, ~20 GPa.

Scanning probe microscopy images were taken of four indents on each sample, and an
average descriptive image was chosen for each sample. Weak pile-up of 2 and 3 nm was
observed on the substrate and the Al2O3 film, respectively, being only slightly higher than
general surface roughness. However, Ta2O5 tended to pile up more significantly, up to 7 nm
(not shown). The pile-up around the indents of the double-, triple- and quadruple-layered
laminates was around 4 nm (Figure 6). Even for the Ta2O5/Al2O3/Ta2O5/Si sample, the
pile-up remained moderate, although it consisted mostly of Ta2O5, which tended to pile up
most strongly. Intermediate Al2O3 layer decreased the pile-up behavior of the material.
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Figure 6. Scanning probe microscopy images of idents on double- and triple-layered laminates.

4. Discussion

Pelegri et al. [36] investigated theoretically the mechanical behavior of soft film-
hard substrate and hard film-soft substrate systems during nanoindentation. The model
materials possessed a difference in hardness within 27 GPa and resulted in hardness-
displacement graphs wherein, due to the effect of the substrate, the hardness started to
increase with displacement at 45% into the thickness of the soft film on hard substrate. At
the same time, the hardness started to decrease only until displacement reached 30% of the
thickness of the hard film on soft substrate. There was more pile-up occurring for the soft
film-hard substrate system compared to the bulk soft material [36]. This approach could be
used to explain the hardness-displacement curves of the double-layered laminates in the
present study. The mechanical behaviour of the Ta2O5/Al2O3/Si sample changed at around
20 nm displacement when the softer top Ta2O5 layer was penetrated about 60% (Figure 5a).
Beginning from the displacement of about 33 nm, the hardness was slightly changed again,
which is around 50% of the total laminate thickness. A displacement where the mechanical
property varied could be considered where the underlying material started to influence
the nanoindentation. Therefore, the hardness of 35 nm thick Ta2O5 began to be affected by
the harder Al2O3 underlayer at 60% of the thickness of Ta2O5. The Ta2O5 layer decreased
the overall hardness of the laminate, as the Ta2O5/Al2O3-Si system demonstrated a rather
high difference in hardness along the indentation depth, and the substrate started to affect
mechanical properties already at 50% of the thickness of the laminate. The depth where the
substrate starts affecting the nanoindentation seemed to depend on the difference in the
mechanical properties of the film and substrate materials.

The sample Al2O3/Ta2O5/Si contained intrinsic transition from a harder material to
softer material. Indentation until 30% of the top Al2O3 layer thickness, that is at 12 nm in
depth, resulted in the maximum hardness value (Figure 5a). The displacement with the
minimum hardness occurred at the depth of 34% of the total thickness of the laminate. The
latter result indicates that, in the case of the Al2O3/Ta2O5-Si system, the substrate seems to
affect measurement at smaller depths compared to the Ta2O5/Al2O3/Si laminate, where
the influence of the substrate became apparent at 50% of the thickness. Besides affecting
the hardness near the surface, the sequence of the layers seemed to have some influence
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on the hardness near the substrate, too. In the latter case, however, the hardness of both
double-layered laminates started to overlap at higher displacements (Figure 5a) (Table 3).

Ta2O5/Al2O3/Ta2O5/Si and Al2O3/Ta2O5/Si samples behaved similarly under the
nanoindentation (Figure 5b). The difference between these laminates, as engineered, was
the additional softer Ta2O5 top layer and the slightly lower layer thickness, so that the simi-
lar shape of the hardness-displacement curve could be attributed to the Al2O3/Ta2O5/Si
structure, which also constitutes the Ta2O5/Al2O3/Ta2O5/Si film. The width of the peak
on the curve was thinner for the triple-layered laminate compared to the double-layered
one. This was probably due to the lower thickness of the layers. Complementarily, the
additional Ta2O5 top layer or the indenter tip radius might affect the shape of the hardness-
displacement curve. Lofaj et al. [37] found, both experimentally and theoretically, that the
tip radius influences the resolution of the nanoindentation measurement in the case of
thin films, i.e., to correctly determine the maximum hardness of a thin hard film on softer
substrate the indenter tip radius must be sufficiently sharp. Hence, for nanolaminates
with thin layers, the indenter tip radius might have an influence and must be taken into
consideration. In this study, however, the indenter tip radius was undetermined, but the
tip was calibrated (Figure 2) and gave correct results in the displacement range of 10 to
55 nm on the fused quartz glass.

In the case of the Al2O3/Ta2O5/Al2O3/Si sample, the mechanically different layers
remained undistinguishable on the hardness-displacement graph (Figure 5b). The Ta2O5
layer between two Al2O3 might have a smaller influence on the hardness as the deformation
of the softer layer is impeded by the surrounding harder material, and as for the previous
laminate, the harder layer can influence the deformation of the surrounding softer material.
The quadruple-layered laminate acted similarly steady under nanoindentation conditions.
However, in this case, the top Ta2O5 layer was not completely surrounded by the harder
material, meaning the layer thickness also has an important influence on the mechanical
properties of the laminates.

5. Conclusions

Amorphous Al2O3-Ta2O5 nanolaminates were atomic layers deposited on Si with
an approximate thickness of 70 nm. The laminates possessed hardness in the range of
8.2–11.1 GPa. The hardness of the surface of the double-and triple-layered laminates
was affected by the sequence of the layers, and quite possibly, the hardness at higher
depths was also somewhat affected. The thickness of layers was also significant as the
peak in the hardness-displacement curve appeared slimmer and vaguer as layer thick-
ness decreased. Triple-layered Al2O3/Ta2O5/Al2O3/Si laminate and quadruple-layered
Ta2O5/Al2O3/Ta2O5/Al2O3/Si laminate possessed a steady change of hardness with sim-
ilar values along the depth, although consisted of various amounts of the oxides with a
3–4 GPa difference in hardness. The elastic modulus of amorphous Al2O3-Ta2O5 nanolam-
inates did not depend on the layer structure and fell between 145 and 155 GPa for all
the laminates. The difference of hardness of the materials in the film-substrate systems
seemed to affect the depth where the substrate started to influence nanoindentation. The
beneficial effects of annealing on the mechanical behavior of the Al2O3-Ta2O5 double- and
triple-layered nanolaminates will be investigated in a future study.
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Abstract: Accurate analysis of the resin filling process into the mold cavity is necessary for the
high-precision fabrication of moth-eye nanostructure using the ultraviolet nanoimprint lithography
(UV-NIL) technique. In this research, a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation model
was proposed to reveal resin filling behavior, in which the effect of boundary slip was considered.
By comparison with the experimental results, a good consistency was found, indicating that the
simulation model could be used to analyze the resin filling behavior. Based on the proposed model,
the effects of process parameters on resin filling behavior were analyzed, including resin viscosity,
inlet velocity and resin thickness. It was found that the inlet velocity showed a more significant effect
on filling height than the resin viscosity and thickness. Besides, the effects of boundary conditions
on resin filling behavior were investigated, and it was found the boundary slip had a significant
influence on resin filling behavior, and excellent filling results were obtained with a larger slip velocity
on the mold side. This research could provide guidance for a more comprehensive understanding of
the resin filling behavior during UV-NIL of subwavelength moth-eye nanostructure.

Keywords: CFD simulation; ultraviolet nanoimprint lithography; filling behavior; moth-eye nanostructure

1. Introduction

The moth-eye nanostructure has been widely used to reduce the surface reflection on
optoelectronic products, such as liquid crystal display (LCD) [1,2], solar cell [3,4], image
sensor [5], etc. Inspired by nature, the moth-eye nanostructure is a nipple array, typically
of nano-scale height and diameter [6]. Its antireflection performance is closely related to
structural accuracy, and therefore high-precision fabrication of moth-eye nanostructure is
critical [7]. Among various fabrication technologies, the ultraviolet nanoimprint lithogra-
phy (UV-NIL) provides an effective solution for the high-precision fabrication of moth-eye
nanostructure [8,9], which mainly includes liquid resin filling into the mold cavity and
UV-curing process. The filling process is core during UV-NIL of moth-eye nanostructure,
which determines the final forming accuracy, so an accurate analysis of the resin filling
behavior is necessary [10,11]. However, the moth-eye nanostructure is generally tens to
hundreds of nanometers [12,13], and it is quite difficult to analyze the resin filling behavior
through the experimental method. Therefore, numerical simulation is commonly adopted
to investigate the resin filling behavior in micro/nano-scale [14,15].
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Various researches have been carried out to investigate the resin filling behavior in the
UV-NIL process. Kim et al. [16] studied the effects of contact angle and aspect ratio on the
resin filling behavior, and it was found that complete filling occurred when the contact angle
on the vertical wall was as low as that on the substrate. Lai et al. [17,18] investigated the
effects of process parameters on bubble defects during roll-to-roll ultraviolet nanoimprint
lithography (R2R UV-NIL) of the micro-pyramid array. Tian et al. [19] proposed a simu-
lation model to predict the electrically induced pattern formation, which considered the
effects of electrostatic force-assisted and electrocapillary force-driven. Nagaoka et al. [20]
studied the resin filling characteristics under a condensable gas ambient, and it was found
the gas ambient had a significant impact on the resin filling behavior. Shibata et al. [21]
established a simulation system to investigate the UV-NIL process, which was composed
of the resin filling module, optical-intensity distribution module, mechanical properties
module and shrinkage module. Ye et al. [22] analyzed the generation mechanism of bubble
defects in the R2R UV-NIL process.

Although various researches have been reported to analyze resin filling behavior, the
moth-eye nanostructure is generally tens to hundreds of nanometers and boundary slip has
a significant effect on the filling behavior at this scale [23,24]. Few simulation studies have
been reported considering the effect of boundary slip. The computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) simulation is an effective method to predict the behavior of liquids and gases in an
intelligent way, which is widely used in aerospace, automotive, energy and other fields.
Therefore, a CFD simulation model was proposed in this paper, which considered the effect
of boundary slip. Based on the proposed model, the effects of process parameters and
boundary conditions on resin filling behavior were investigated. Besides, the simulation
results were also compared with experimental results, and good agreement was found.
This research could provide guidance for the accurate analysis of resin filling behavior
during UV-NIL of moth-eye nanostructure.

2. Numerical Modeling

2.1. Physical Model

Figure 1a shows the schematic diagram of resin filling process during UV-NIL of
moth-eye nanostructure, where v is flow velocity of the resin, d the diameter of moth-eye
nanostructure, h the height of moth-eye nanostructure and L the resin thickness. The
imprinting mold for moth-eye nanostructure is 90 nm in diameter and 180 nm in depth, as
shown in Figure 1b. A simulation model was built to investigate the resin filling behavior
during UV-NIL of moth-eye nanostructure using the commercial program, ANSYS-Fluent,
and the following assumptions were made to simplify the simulation process.

(1) As shown in Figure 1b, the moth-eye nanostructure was rotationally symmetric, and
therefore the simulation model was simplified to a two-dimensional model.

(2) The resin filling process was assumed as an incompressible steady laminar flow
during UV-NIL of moth-eye nanostructure [16,25].

(3) The resin was assumed as an incompressible Newton fluid [20,26].
(4) It was assumed that the resin flowed into the gap between the mold and substrate

from one side at a certain speed and out from the other side [25].

2.2. Material Parameters

The material parameters could obviously affect filling behavior, so an accurate setting
of material parameters in the simulation model was necessary. Two kinds of materials
were included in the simulation model, that was air and resin. As one common material,
the material parameters for air were chosen from a database in ANSYS-Fluent software
(R15.0). The resin for fabrication of moth-eye nanostructure was a radical curing system
developed by Jiangsu Kangde Xin Composite Material Co., Ltd. (Suzhou, China) [7,27] and
its material parameters were obtained through experimental characterization, including
viscosity, surface tension and wettability.
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Figure 1. The UV-NIL of moth-eye nanostructure (a) schematic diagram (b) imprinting mold.

Figure 2 presented the viscosity property at different temperatures, which was ob-
tained using the rotary viscometer (DV2T, Brookfield, Middleboro, MA, USA). It was found
that the resin viscosity decreased as the temperature increased. When the temperature was
raised from 25 ◦C to 65 ◦C, the resin viscosity was reduced from 322.3 mPa·s to 45.6 mPa·s.
This phenomenon could be attributed to the thermal motion energy of polymer molecules
that was larger with a higher temperature, which made the liquid internal pores increase
in both number and volume, so the resin fluidity was better [18].

Figure 2. The resin viscosity at different temperatures.

Figure 3 displayed the surface tension at different temperatures, which was obtained
with a surface tension tester (K100, Kruss, Hamburg, Germany) and Wilhelmy method. The
temperature was set as 25 ◦C, 50 ◦C, 75 ◦C, respectively. As shown in Figure 3, the surface
tension varied from 29.0 mN/m to 25.0 mN/m as the temperature was raised from 25 ◦C to
75 ◦C. The reason for this phenomenon was that the thermal motion became more intense
inside the liquid, and the distance between molecules increased when the temperature rose,
which caused the gravitational pull from the surface molecules to decrease accordingly.
Moreover, the density of the gas phase and the gas stress relative to the surface molecules
increased when the temperature rose. The two effects worked together, which caused
surface tension to decrease at high temperatures [17].

Figure 4 gave the contact angle measurements, which were obtained using the contact
angle measuring instrument (DSA30, Kruss, Hamburg, Germany). The volume of the
droplet for contact angle measurements was 3 μL. In order to ensure accuracy, at least
five different positions were chosen to measure the contact angle on each sample surface,
and the average of all measurements was taken as the contact angle of the sample surface.
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Based on the measurements, the contact angle between resin with mold and polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) substrate was 21.5 ± 1.8◦ and 28.3 ± 2.1◦, respectively.

Figure 3. The surface tension of the resin at different temperatures.

Figure 4. The contact angle between the resin and (a) mold (b) substrate.

Based on the experimental characterization above, the parameters in the simulation
model were set as Table 1.

Table 1. Physical parameters in the filling simulation model.

Physical Constant Values

Viscosity of the resin 0.05~0.35 Pa·s
Density of the resin 1200 kg/m3

Viscosity of the air 1.79 × 10−5 Pa·s
Density of the air 1.225 kg/m3

Surface tension of the resin 25~29 mN/m
Contact angle between the resin and substrate 28.3 × 2.1◦

Contact angle between the resin and mold 21.5 × 1.8◦

2.3. Boundary Conditions

Figure 5 presented the boundary conditions in the simulation model. As shown in
Figure 1a, the resin flowed into the gap between the mold and substrate from one side at
a certain speed and out from the other side. Therefore, the left side was considered to be
the resin inlet, and the boundary condition was set as velocity inlet. The right side was
considered to be the resin outlet, and the boundary condition was set as outflow. The top
side was the impermeable mold surface, and the boundary condition was set as a wall. The
bottom side was impermeable PET substrate, and the boundary condition was set as a wall.
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According to whether the slip occurred, the wall boundary condition could be further set
as no-slip wall and slip wall.

Figure 5. Boundary conditions in the simulation model.

2.4. Mathematic Equations

The Navier–Stokes equation was used to describe the resin flow behavior. Mass
conservation was given by

∂u
∂x

+
∂v
∂y

= 0 (1)

where u was the velocity in x direction and v was the velocity in y direction.
Momentum conservation was given by

ρ

(
u

∂u
∂x

+ v
∂u
∂y

)
= −∂p

∂x
+ μ(

∂2u
∂x2 +

∂2u
∂y2 ) (2)

ρ

(
u

∂v
∂x

+ v
∂v
∂y

)
= −∂p

∂y
+ μ(

∂2v
∂x2 +

∂2v
∂y2 ) (3)

where p was the pressure, ρ the fluid density and μ the fluid viscosity.
In the simulation model, the air was set as the primary phase, and the resin was set

as the secondary phase. The volume of fluid (VOF) method was employed to track the
interface between resin and air [28,29]. The VOF function fi,j was defined in the entire
flow field, which was the ratio of fluid volume to mesh volume in each mesh. A mesh that
did not contain this fluid was called an empty mesh, a mesh that was filled with such a
fluid was called a full mesh, and a mesh that contained an interface was called a half mesh.
Assuming the calculation area was Ω and the fluid area was Ωl , the following function
was defined:

f (x, t) =

{
1 x ∈ Ωl

0 x /∈ Ωl
(4)

The equation ∂ f (x,t)
∂t + u ∂ f (x,t)

∂x + v ∂ f (x,t)
∂y = 0 was satisfied in the flow field, and

V = (u, v) was the velocity field. The VOF function fi,j was defined as an integral of
f (x, t) on each mesh Ii,j.

fi,j =
1

ΔVi,j

∫
f (x, t)dV (5)

The mesh with fi,j = 1 was full of fluid, the mesh with fi,j = 0 was called the empty
mesh and the mesh with 0 < fi,j < 1 was called the boundary mesh. According to the fi,j
value, the interface could be constructed.

2.5. Evaluation Method

The filling height was adopted to describe the simulation results quantitatively, as
shown in Figure 6. After the filling process was completed, the simulation results were post-
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processed, and then the resin volume fraction in the mold cavity was derived. According to
the cloud image of volume fraction, the interface between resin and air could be extracted.
In this research, the height value at the mold center line was defined as filling height.

Figure 6. The filling height of moth-eye nanostructure from the simulation results. (a) the resin
volume fraction in the mold cavity, (b) the interface between resin and air.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Effect of Process Parameters

Figure 7 showed the effect of resin viscosity on the filling height of the moth-eye
nanostructure. In order to ensure one single variable, the inlet velocity and resin thickness
were set as 1 × 10−5 m/s and 200 nm. As observed, the filling height decreased as
the resin viscosity increased both with no-slip and slip boundaries. The reason for this
phenomenon was that as the resin viscosity increased, the viscous resistance increased and
less resin flowed into the mold cavity under the same conditions, thereby obtaining a lower
filling height. Figure 8 displayed the moth-eye nanostructures fabricated by the UV-NIL
process, and geometric characterization was conducted using atomic force microscope
(AFM) equipment (Dimension FastScan, Bruker, Karlsruhe, Germany). As presented in
Figure 8c, the forming height was acquired through bearing analysis of AFM images. It
could be found that the simulation results with slip boundary were more compatible with
the experimental results. The experimental results were slightly lower than the simulation
heights, which might be caused by the curing shrink of the resin [30,31]. Based on the
contrast between simulation and experimental results, the proposed simulation model
considering the effect of boundary slip showed high accuracy, which could be used for the
analysis of resin filling behavior during the UV-NIL of moth-eye nanostructure.

Figure 9 showed the effect of inlet velocity on the filling height of the moth-eye
nanostructure. According to the simulation results, the filling height declined as the inlet
velocity increased. It could be attributed to the mold cavity that was closed more quickly as
the inlet velocity increased so that the resin volume flowing into the mold cavity decreased,
eventually causing the height to decrease. Further analysis showed that a larger filling
height could be obtained with slip boundary, which was because the resin near the mold
side flowed faster than the substrate side, and more resin could be filled into the mold
cavity before the cavity was closed. However, when the inlet velocity was larger than
7 × 10−5 m/s, the filling height was almost the same with both slip and no-slip boundaries.
This was because the filling height was affected by the boundary and initial condition
simultaneously. When the initial inlet velocity became larger, the influence of boundary
slip was weakened, and the final height was mainly affected by the inlet velocity [32,33].
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Figure 7. Effect of resin viscosity on the filling height of moth-eye nanostructure.

Figure 8. AFM characterization of the fabricated moth-eye nanostructure (a) two-dimensional
topography (b) three-dimensional morphology (c) bearing analysis.
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Figure 9. Effect of inlet velocity on the filling height of moth-eye nanostructure.

Figure 10 showed the effect of resin thickness on the filling height of moth-eye nanos-
tructure. As observed, the filling height decreased as the resin thickness increased. It was
because the resin thickness was adjusted by the imprinting pressure and smaller resin
thickness meant a larger pressure. When the resin thickness became larger, the pressure
decreased, and less resin was squeezed into the mold cavity, thereby causing a lower filling
height. Besides, it was further found that a larger filling height could be obtained with slip
boundary, which was because the slip on the mold caused the resin near the mold side to
flow faster than the substrate side, and more resin could be filled into the mold cavity to
obtain a larger filling height before the cavity was closed.

Figure 10. Effect of resin thickness on the filling height of the moth-eye nanostructure.

3.2. Effect of Slip Position

The boundary slip might occur on different positions, substrate side or mold side,
and it was difficult to investigate the influence of slip position on filling behavior using
the experimental method. Therefore, the effect of slip position on filling behavior was
investigated based on the simulation model, as shown in Figure 11. In order to ensure
one single variable, the slip speed was set to the same value, which was 2.5 × 10−5 m/s.
According to the simulation results, the slip position showed a significant influence on the
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resin filling behavior, and the forming height was 87.6 nm, 73.2 nm, 54.3 nm and 180 nm
with no-slip on both the mold and the substrate, slip on both the mold and the substrate,
slip on the substrate only and slip on the mold only, respectively. Based on the results, it
was concluded that the solid–liquid interface property had an important influence on the
resin filling process, which affected the slip position.

Figure 11. Effect of slip position on the filling height of moth-eye nanostructure.

The resin filling evolution process with different slip positions was further inves-
tigated, as shown in Figure 12. It could be found that the resin near the substrate
flowed faster when boundary slip occurred on the substrate side only, so the cavity was
closed more quickly, thereby lowering the filling height. Besides, it was observed from
Figure 12d that the resin near the mold side flowed faster when the boundary slip occurred
on the mold side only, and more resin could flow into the mold cavity before the cavity
was closed, thereby obtaining a larger filling height.

3.3. Effect of Slip Velocity

Figure 13 showed the effect of slip velocity on the filling height of the moth-eye
nanostructure. In order to ensure one single variable, the slip positions were all on the
mold side only, the inlet velocity was 1.0 × 10−5 m/s, the resin viscosity was 0.1 Pa·s and
the resin thickness was 200 nm, respectively. It could be observed that the filling height
increased as the slip velocity increased. However, the influence of slip velocity was not
significant when the slip velocity was less than 1.0 × 10−5 m/s, while the filling height was
significantly affected when the slip velocity was larger than 1.0 × 10−5 m/s. The reason
for this phenomenon was that the filling height was affected by the slip velocity and resin
inlet velocity simultaneously, and the filling height was mainly affected by the resin inlet
velocity when the slip velocity was small while it was mainly affected by the slip velocity
when the slip velocity was larger than a certain threshold [32,33].

Figure 14 showed the filling evolution process with different slip velocity, which was
0 m/s, 1.0 × 10−5 m/s and 2.0 × 10−5 m/s, respectively. It was observed that the flow
velocity near the mold side increased as the slip velocity increased so that more resin
could flow into the mold cavity under the same conditions, thereby obtaining a larger
filling height.
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Figure 12. The filling evolution process with different slip positions (a) no-slip on both the mold and
the substrate (b) slip on both the mold and the substrate (c) slip on the substrate only (d) slip on the
mold only.

Figure 13. The effect of slip velocity on the filling height of the moth-eye nanostructure.
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Figure 14. The resin filling evolution process with different slip velocity (a) 0 m/s (b) 1.0 × 10−5 m/s
(c) 2.0 × 10−5 m/s.

4. Conclusions

A CFD simulation model was established to investigate the resin filling behavior
during the UV-NIL process of the moth-eye nanostructure, where the effect of boundary
slip was considered. By comparison with the experimental results, a good consistency
was found, indicating that the simulation model could be used to analyze the resin filling
behavior in the UV-NIL process of the moth-eye nanostructure.

Based on the proposed model, the effects of process parameters on filling behavior
were analyzed, including resin viscosity, inlet velocity and resin thickness. It was found
that the inlet velocity showed a more significant effect on filling height than resin viscosity
and thickness. Therefore, choosing a reasonable speed was quite important during the
UV-NIL of the moth-eye nanostructure, taking into account the forming accuracy and
efficiency comprehensively, which could provide guidance for the UV-NIL experiments of
the moth-eye nanostructure.

Besides, the effects of boundary conditions on the mold filling behavior of moth-
eye nanostructure were also investigated. It was found that the slip position showed
a significant influence on the resin filling behavior and the forming height was 87.6 nm,
73.2 nm, 54.3 nm and 180 nm with no-slip on both the mold and the substrate, slip on
both the mold and the substrate, slip on the substrate only, and slip on the mold only,
respectively. Moreover, the filling height was affected by the slip velocity and resin inlet
velocity simultaneously, and the filling height was mainly affected by the inlet velocity
when the slip velocity was small while it was mainly affected by the slip velocity when the
slip velocity was larger than a certain threshold. The results could provide guidance for
the regulation of solid–liquid interface properties.
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Abstract: We performed hybrid grand canonical Monte Carlo/molecular dynamics (GCMC/MD)
simulations to investigate the adsorption-desorption isotherms of argon molecules confined between
commensurate and incommensurate contacts in nanoscale thickness. The recently proposed mid-
density scheme was applied to the obtained hysteresis loops to produce a realistic equilibrium phase
of nanoconfined fluids. The appropriate chemical potentials can be determined if the equilibrium
structures predicted by GCMC/MD simulations are consistent with those observed in previously
developed liquid-vapor molecular dynamics (LVMD) simulations. With the chemical potential as
input, the equilibrium structures obtained by GCMC/MD simulations can be used as reasonable
initial configurations for future metadynamics free energy calculations.

Keywords: lubrication; nanotribology; phase transition; adsorption; Monte Carlo simulation; molec-
ular dynamics

1. Introduction

The structure and thermodynamic state of a liquid film confined between two solid
surfaces in nanoscale thickness and its mechanical response to external loading are very
important topics in surface science [1], which has attracted considerable interests and
research efforts for decades in many surface force experiments (mainly in surface force
apparatus (SFA) or surface force balance (SFB) measurements) [2–5] and molecular simula-
tions [6,7]. The fundamental questions concerning the squeezing and shearing behaviors of
nanoconfined fluids are particularly relevant to the fields of nanotribology, biolubrication,
coating, and surface engineering and have been a matter of persistent debate despite many
new findings and new insights [8–11].

The very low compression rate or lateral sliding speed of mechanical driving springs in
an SFA/B instrument largely enables a nanoconfined liquid film in a quasistatic equilibrium
state, except in an unstable jump during the layering transition or in a fast slip during
a stick-slip sliding. Because of this, we need to first understand the actual equilibrium
structure of a nanoconfined liquid film that should correspond to a lowest free energy
state. These equilibrium states may not be fully explored by the SFA/B mechanical driving
system due to its nonequilibrium nature of driven dynamics during unstable transitions.

Recently, a liquid-vapor molecular dynamics (LVMD) ensemble was used to investi-
gate the force oscillation, phase transition, and shearing behaviors of liquid films confined
between two solid walls [12–16]. The main features of the LVMD simulation can be summa-
rized in three aspects: First, it enables the squeeze-out of the confined fluid during normal
compression due to the extended side walls along the squeeze-out direction. Second, the
lateral pressure of the confined system is comparable to the ambient pressure because of the
coexistence of vapor phase around the central liquid droplet. Third, the squeeze-out of the
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confined fluid is realized by compressing the driving spring, which is connected to the top
confining wall. Such a mechanical loading is similar to the situation in SFA/B experiments.
Therefore, an LVMD ensemble is particularly suitable in investigating the squeeze-out
behavior of confined fluids in surface force experiments. It has also been extended to study
the mechanical response of a liquid film confined between AFM tip and substrate [17–19].
A critical issue in the LVMD simulation of a nanoconfined fluid concerns whether the
simulation can produce a realistic thermodynamic equilibrium state of the liquid film
under a sufficiently low compression rate. In our previous study [14], grand canonical
Monte Carlo (GCMC) and LVMD simulations were carried out to study the squeezing
and phase transition of simple liquid argon confined between two commensurate solid
surfaces. The comparative study revealed that LVMD simulation can capture a major part
of the force oscillation profile predicted by the equilibrium GCMC simulation and, at the
same time, reveal the non-equilibrium squeeze-out behavior of the confined film. Still, the
problem of whether the confined liquid film is in the lowest free energy state remains.

Metadynamics [20,21] proves to be a state-of-the-art computational framework for
enhanced sampling coupled with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations in an efficient,
flexible, and accurate manner. Its ultimate goal is to simulate rare events and reconstruct the
free energy surface (FES) as a function of collective variables (CVs) in physics/biophysics,
chemistry, and material science [22,23]. To study phase transitions involving the solid
nucleation and/or relative free energy of different phases, structural order parameters (such
as Steinhardt parameters [24,25]) can be selected as CVs [26,27]. In this sense, however,
LVMD assembly as the simulation setup is not suitable for a metadynamics study, due to
the coexistence of multiple phases involved in LVMD simulation. The simulation setup
in a uniform slit pore with periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) applied in the lateral
directions (i.e., there is no liquid–gas or solid–liquid phase boundary) in our previous
GCMC simulations [14] is more suitable for combination with a metadynamics study, since
only one homogeneous phase exists in the confined region.

GCMC simulations have been considered a natural way and a standard method to
simulate an open system with constant temperature T, volume V, and chemical potential μ
(μVT system) imposed by an external reservoir while the number of particles is allowed
to vary. Typical examples are clay swelling [28–31] and the quasistatic friction in aqueous
film in an SFA experiment [32]. In GCMC simulation, at a given gap width between two
confining walls, a hysteresis loop with two distinct branches (adsorption and desorption)
is often observed and widely documented, which was not considered in our previous
study [14]. How to determine the equilibrium transition within the hysteresis loop is a
critical challenge. In this study, a recently proposed method called the mid-density scheme
was applied to determine the equilibrium state in a hysteresis loop [33]. Compared with
conventional but computationally expensive methods such as thermodynamic integra-
tion [34,35] and gauge cell method [36,37], the mid-density scheme is a simplified but
useful approach to identify the equilibrium phase transition in a hysteresis loop.

The aim of this paper is to obtain an appropriate value of chemical potential extracted
from hybrid grand canonical Monte Carlo/molecular dynamics (GCMC/MD) simulations.
The criterion is that it can correctly reproduce the thermodynamic states observed in LVMD
simulation, rather than accurately predict the energetically favorable states. In other words,
LVMD simulations can serve as a guide in searching the proper value of chemical potential
adopted for a GCMC simulation. The equilibrium configuration obtained by this approach
can be viewed as a reference and further used as the initial configuration in metadynamics
to investigate the free energy profile relative to an order parameter at a given gap distance
between confining solid walls.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly describe the
simulation models and the GCMC simulation techniques. Results are given in Section 3,
followed by a summary and discussions in Section 4.
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2. Simulation Models and Methods

As illustrated in Figure 1, argon atoms, as a nonpolar model lubricant, are confined
between two rigid face-centered cubic (FCC) solid walls. A simple and computationally
cheap Lennard–Jones (LJ) atomic pair potential is used to model the interactions between
argon molecules according to the literature, i.e., σ = 0.3405 nm and ε = 0.2381 kcal/mol [38].
Following our previous publications [12,16], two types of contacts are considered: commen-
surate (Figure 1a,b) and incommensurate (Figure 1c,d). The two FCC crystal walls have the
z direction along the [111] direction, while the x and y directions are along the

[
110

]
and[

112
]

directions, respectively. For convenience, the relevant parameters are summarized in
Table 1. For both contacts, the wall–fluid interaction between argon and solid wall is the
same as the argon–argon interaction (i.e., εwf = εff = ε, where w and f stand for “wall” and
“fluid,” respectively).

Figure 1. Schematic of the simulation model. Commensurate contact: (a) the adsorption branch
started with an empty box and (b) the desorption branch started with a full box. Incommensurate
contact: (c) the adsorption branch started with an empty box and (d) the desorption branch started
with a full box. Atoms in face-centered cubic (FCC), hexagonal close-packed (HCP), body-centered
cubic (BCC), and other mixed crystalline structures are in green, red, purple, and white, respectively.
The color scheme is consistent throughout this work.

Table 1. The relevant parameters for commensurate and incommensurate contacts used in this study.

Lattice Constant
(nm)

σw σwf εwf

Lateral
Dimensions
(nm × nm)

Commensurate 0.5405 σ σ ε 6.12 × 3.31

Incommensurate 0.408 0.755σ 0.887σ ε 6.92 × 4.50

Periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) are implemented in the x and y directions to
approximate the infinite extent of lateral surfaces. All the simulations are carried out using
the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) package [39].
A standard cutoff distance of 8.5 Å (about 2.5 σ) is used for the LJ interactions, and the time
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step is 1.0 fs in MD simulations. All the simulations are performed with the Nosé–Hoover
thermostat [40,41] at a temperature of 85 K, corresponding to a liquid state of argon which
is between the melting point (83.8 K) and the boiling point (87.3 K) of argon.

The local structural ordering of atoms is characterized by the OVITO visualization
package [42] with the polyhedral template matching (PTM) method [43]. The PTM method
can reliably identify the most common ordered crystalline structures of condensed phases
ranging from face-centered cubic (FCC), hexagonal close-packed (HCP), body-centered
cubic (BCC), simple cubic (SC), and icosahedral (ICO) to others (unknown coordination
structure). It can still work effectively in the presence of strong thermal displacements
and strains.

The GCMC simulation conducts exchanges of atoms or molecules with a virtual ideal
gas reservoir. Thus, it is considered a natural way to simulate an open system characterized
by fixed temperature T, volume V, and chemical potential μ. If all the inserted atoms in
the confined region can also be moved using a regular NVT ensemble control (the volume
and temperature are held constant), simulations in the grand canonical ensemble (μVT,
constant chemical potential, constant volume, and constant temperature) can be performed.
In such a hybrid GCMC/MD simulation, the inserted molecules can be well equilibrated.

Our hybrid GCMC/MD simulation attempts 1000 insertion/deletion moves and
1000 translational moves every 100 timesteps. In each simulation, at least 5 million
timesteps are performed. The temperature of the imaginary reservoir is set to be equiva-
lent to the target temperature used in NVT (T = 85 K) so that the imaginary reservoir is
in thermal equilibrium with the simulation cell. When an argon atom is to be inserted,
its coordinates are chosen at a random place within the confined region, and new atom
velocities are randomly chosen from the specified temperature distribution given by T.

Hybrid GCMC/MD simulations can be initiated with an empty box or a box full of
argon molecules, which will give the adsorption and desorption branches respectively.
For the former, we continue to increase the chemical potential each time and the resulting
configuration of the previous simulation is used as the starting configuration for the subse-
quent simulation. For the latter, we repeat the same procedure with decreasing chemical
potential. In many microporous systems, the adsorption and desorption branches are
distinct, exhibiting a hysteresis loop, with the equilibrium phase transition undetermined.

Compared with conventional but computationally expensive methods, the mid-
density scheme is a simplified but useful approach to identify the equilibrium phase
transition in a hysteresis loop [33]. It has been successfully applied to study argon ad-
sorption in graphite slit pores and in silica cylindrical pores [33,44]. The researchers who
proposed this method also demonstrated [45] that its validity for the determination of the
equilibrium state is supported by the commonly used canonical ensemble kinetic Monte
Carlo (CE-kMC) [46,47] and gauge cell methods [36,37,48].

The detailed procedures are as follows: (1) For each chemical potential, there are
two states: low-density state (with average Nlow argon molecules in the confined region)
on the adsorption branch and high-density states (with average Nhigh argon molecules
in the confined region) on the desorption branch. (2) The number of particles in the
mid-density state is the average of the number of particles in the low-density state and
the high-density state, i.e., Nmid = (Nhigh + Nlow)/2. (3) The mid-density state can be
constructed by randomly deleting (Nhigh − Nlow)/2 molecules from the high-density state.
(4) Run the NVT MD simulation to completely relax the system with Nmid particles. (5) As
a final step, the hybrid GCMC/MD simulation is performed for a sufficiently long time
and the final state obtained is considered to be the stable state. It is summarized in the
flowchart shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The flowchart of the mid-density scheme applied in this work.

3. Results and Discussion

Our previous LVMD simulations show that the critical layer number, nc, at which
the confinement-induced liquid-like to solid-like phase transition occurs, does not depend
on the size of the contact area, but depends on the nature of contact [16]. As to the
commensurate contact, this number is nc = 7, while in the case of the incommensurate
contact, it is nc = 5, the same critical layer number for mica-cyclohexane-mica contact [15].
Our special interest is in the equilibrium state in both commensurate and incommensurate
contacts at nc and nc + 1 monolayer thickness.

3.1. Commensurate Contact Simulations

For the perfect commensurate contact, hybrid GCMC/MD simulations are performed
at n = 7 and n = 8 monolayer thickness. The adsorption-desorption isotherms are shown
in Figure 3. The black and red curves represent adsorption and desorption branches
respectively, which form two very broad hysteresis loops. The overall pattern of each
adsorption and desorption branch is a three-step shape, representing the gas, liquid and
solid phases respectively.

As to n = 7 monolayer, the adsorption branch starts with μ = −2.40 kcal/mol, in which
the system is in a state of dilute gas phase and the argon atoms are moving close to the
confining walls (Figure 4a). As the chemical potential increases, the number of atoms in the
gas phase increases and two contact layers are formed (Figure 4b). At μ = −2.225 kcal/mol,
the system experiences a gas to liquid phase transition with a sharp increase in the number
of particles (Figure 4c). At μ = −2.19 kcal/mol, the system undergoes a liquid to solid
phase transition, in which FCC layers and HCP layers alternate to form 7 solid layers
(Figure 4d). The desorption branch starts with μ = −2.15 kcal/mol, in which the solidified
film is formed in a polycrystalline state that has FCC and HCP crystal structures. The
grain boundaries between FCC and HCP crystals are clearly seen in the two outmost
contact layers as shown in Figure 4e. The middle three layers are all in HCP structures.
Due to existence of grain boundaries and defects, the number of argon particles in such a
polycrystalline state is smaller than that in solid state in the adsorption branch in which
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the packing structure is more compact (Figure 4d). As the chemical potential decreases, the
number of atoms in solid state remains constant and the microstructure does not change
a lot. At μ = −2.325 kcal/mol, the system experiences a solid (Figure 4f) to liquid phase
transition (Figure 4g). At μ = −2.40 kcal/mol, the system goes back to the gas phase
(Figure 4h), completing the hysteresis loop.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Grand canonical Monte Carlo/molecular dynamics (GCMC/MD) simulations of adsorption
(black) and desorption (red) isotherms for argon molecules confined between two commensurate
contacts at 85 K at (a) n = 7 monolayer and (b) n = 8 monolayer thickness. The equilibrium states
obtained by the mid-density scheme are shown in blue curves, on which the vertical dashed lines
mark the phase boundary between liquid phase and solid phase.

 

Figure 4. The snapshots of atomic configurations of adsorption-desorption isotherms for argon molecules confined
between two commensurate contacts at 85 K for n = 7 monolayer thickness. Adsorption: (a) μ = −2.40 kcal/mol,
(b) μ = −2.23 kcal/mol, (c) μ = −2.225 kcal/mol, and (d) μ = −2.19 kcal/mol. Desorption: (e) μ = −2.15 kcal/mol,
(f) μ = −2.32 kcal/mol, (g) μ = −2.325 kcal/mol, and (h) μ = −2.40 kcal/mol.

As the next step, the mid-scheme is applied to these adsorption and desorption
isotherms to obtain the equilibrium phase as shown in the blue curves in Figure 3a. When
μ ≤ −2.30 kcal/mol, the system is in the gas phase and the number particles in the gas
phase is notably larger than that in the adsorption branch. When chemical potential is in
the range of [−2.29, −2.22] kcal/mol, the equilibrium state is the liquid phase. As can be
seen, the solid state exists when chemical potential is larger than −2.225 kcal/mol. Still,
two possible solid states are observed: a polycrystalline state similar to that in Figure 4e
with smaller chemical potential and 7 solid layers with stacking fault similar to that in
Figure 4d corresponding to larger chemical potential.
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We repeat the same procedure for the case of n = 8 monolayer thickness. The shape of
the hysteresis loop is similar to the n = 7 monolayer case and, as expected, it is wider. In this
case, there is no much difference between the two solid states in adsorption and desorption
branches (Figure 5d,e). They are both in the polycrystalline state and the grain boundaries
between FCC and HCP crystals are in the two or three outmost contact layers. Based on
the mid-density scheme applied to the isotherms, the liquid state is the stable phase when
chemical potential is smaller than −2.20 kcal/mol but larger than −2.29 kcal/mol.

 

Figure 5. The GCMC snapshots of atomic configurations of adsorption-desorption isotherms for argon molecules con-
fined between two commensurate contacts at 85 K for n = 8 monolayer thickness. Adsorption: (a) μ = −2.40 kcal/mol,
(b) μ = −2.21 kcal/mol, (c) μ = −2.19 kcal/mol, and (d) μ = −2.0 kcal/mol. Desorption: (e) μ = −2.20 kcal/mol,
(f) μ = −2.275 kcal/mol, (g) μ = −2.35 kcal/mol, and (h) μ = −2.40 kcal/mol.

Since the critical layer number for the perfect commensurate contact is nc = 7 in LVMD
simulations, the confined film is in liquid state at n = 8 layers and is in solid state at
n = 7 layers. Taken together, the appropriate chemical potential should be in the range of
[−2.225, −2.20] kcal/mol, which can reproduce the correct equilibrium phase for n = 7 and
8 layers observed in LVMD simulations.

In the next step, we select chemical potential μ = −2.21 kcal/mol for the rest of
simulations with varying thickness. As can be seen in Table 2, all the equilibrium phases
predicted in GCMC simulations (Figure 6) are consistent with the observations of LVMD
simulations (see Figure A1), which confirms that μ = −2.21 kcal/mol is an appropriate
choice for running GCMC/MD simulations. With this chemical potential, GCMC/MD can
produce equilibrium configuration for future simulations coupled with metadynamics.

Table 2. The equilibrium phase in different thicknesses predicted by GCMC/MD simulations with
chemical potential μ = −2.21 kcal/mol (Figure 6) and liquid-vapor molecular dynamics (LVMD)
simulations (Figure A1).

Thickness GCMC LVMD

6.5 Layer + 1.0Å Liquid Liquid
6.5 Layer + 0.5Å Liquid Liquid

6.5 Layer Solid Solid
6 Layer Solid Solid

5.5 Layer + 1.0Å Liquid Liquid
5.5 Layer + 0.5Å Liquid Liquid

5.5 Layer Solid Solid
5 Layer Solid Solid
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Figure 6. Equilibrium phases of argon molecules confined between two commensurate contacts predicted in GCMC/MD
simulations with chemical potential μ = −2.21 kcal/mol for varying thicknesses: (a) 6.5 Layer + 1.0Å, (b) 6.5 Layer + 0.5Å,
(c) 6.5 Layer, (d) 6 Layer, (e) 5.5 Layer + 1.0Å, (f) 5.5 Layer + 0.5Å, (g) 5.5 Layer, and (h) 5 Layer. They are consistent with
those observed in LVMD simulations as shown in Figure A1.

3.2. Incommensurate Contact Simulations

We now consider the incommensurate contact between the confining wall and the
solidified film. The critical number of monolayers in the film for liquid-like to solid-like
phase transition is nc = 5. Following the same procedure in the case of commensurate
contact, the hybrid GCMC/MD simulations are performed at n = 5 and n = 6 monolayer
thickness. The adsorption and desorption isotherms are shown in Figure 7. The black
and red curves represent adsorption and the desorption branches, respectively. The blue
curves show the equilibrium states by applying the mid-density scheme to the adsorption-
desorption isotherms. The overall pattern of the hysteresis loop is similar to that in the
commensurate case except the desorption branch at n = 5 monolayer in which the liquid
phase is absent.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 7. GCMC/MD simulations of adsorption (black) and desorption (red) isotherms for argon molecules confined
between two incommensurate contacts at 85 K at (a) n = 5 monolayer and (b) n = 6 monolayer thickness. The equilibrium
states obtained by the mid-density scheme are shown in blue curves, on which the vertical dashed lines mark the phase
boundary between liquid phase and solid phase.
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As for the n = 5 monolayer, in the adsorption branch, the equilibrium state is the
gas phase with chemical potential in the range of [−2.60, −2.33] kcal/mol (Figure 8a).
Liquid state (Figure 8b) can only exist in a very narrow range (from −2.325 kcal/mol to
−2.320 kcal/mol), which is followed by solid phase when chemical potential μ ≥ −2.31.
It should be noted that the normal of the (111) close packed plane of the solid structure
is nearly along the diagonal direction in the lateral x–y plane (Figure 8c). The desorption
branch starts with μ = −2.15 kcal/mol, in which the solidified film is formed. Compared
with the solidified structure in the adsorption branch (Figure 8c), the lattice orientation is
different and its close packed normal is off the diagonal of the lateral x–y plane (Figure 8d).
The slightly different configurations can explain the difference in the number of particles
in solidified structures (Figure 8c,d). As the chemical potential decreases, the number
of atoms in solid state remains constant and the microstructure does not change a lot
(Figure 8e). At μ = −2.515 kcal/mol, the system experiences a solid (Figure 8e) to gas
phase transition (Figure 8f), completing a hysteresis loop. In this case, no liquid phase is
observed. In the next step, the mid-scheme is applied to these adsorption and desorption
isotherms to obtain the equilibrium phase as shown in the blue curves in Figure 7a. It can
be seen that the equilibrium phase is the solid state when chemical potential is larger than
−2.31 kcal/mol. For the case of n = 6 monolayer, even though the lattice orientations of the
solidified structures in the adsorption and desorption branches are different (Figure 9c,d),
there is no distinct difference in the number of particles in the solid structures. As can
be seen, the liquid state is the stable phase when chemical potential is in the range of
[−2.33, −2.25] kcal/mol. Considering the critical layer number for the incommensurate
contact being nc = 5 in LVMD simulations, the appropriate chemical potential should be
in the range of [−2.31, −2.25] kcal/mol, which can reproduce the correct equilibrium
phase for n = 5 (in solid state) and n = 6 (in liquid state) monolayer observed in LVMD
simulations. In the following, chemical potential μ = −2.28 kcal/mol is adopted for the rest
of the simulations with varying thicknesses as shown in Table 3. All the equilibrium phases
predicted in GCMC simulations are consistent with the observations of LVMD simulations,
confirming that μ = −2.28 kcal/mol is an appropriate choice.

 

Figure 8. The GCMC snapshots of the atomic configurations of the adsorption-desorption isotherms for argon molecules
confined between two incommensurate contacts at 85 K for n = 5 monolayer thickness. Adsorption: (a) μ = −2.33 kcal/mol,
(b) μ = −2.32 kcal/mol, and (c) μ = −2.15 kcal/mol. Desorption: (d) μ = −2.15 kcal/mol, (e) μ = −2.51 kcal/mol, and
(f) μ = −2.515 kcal/mol.
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Figure 9. The GCMC snapshots of atomic configurations of adsorption-desorption isotherms for argon molecules confined
between two incommensurate contacts at 85 K for n = 6 monolayer thickness. Adsorption: (a) μ = −2.26 kcal/mol,
(b) μ = −2.25 kcal/mol, and (c) μ = −2.15 kcal/mol. Desorption: (d) μ = −2.15 kcal/mol, (e) μ = −2.37 kcal/mol, and
(f) μ = −2.41 kcal/mol.

Table 3. The equilibrium phase in different thicknesses predicted by GCMC simulations with
chemical potential μ = −2.28 kcal/mol (Figure 10) and LVMD simulations (Figure A2).

Thickness GCMC LVMD

18.5 Å Solid Solid
17.5 Å Liquid Liquid
17.0 Å Liquid Liquid
16.0 Å Solid Solid
15.0 Å Solid Solid
14.0 Å Liquid Liquid
13.0 Å Solid Solid
12.5 Å Solid Solid

 

Figure 10. Equilibrium phases of argon molecules confined between two incommensurate contacts predicted in GCMC/MD
simulations with chemical potential μ = −2.28 kcal/mol for varying thicknesses: (a) 18.5 Å, (b) 17.5 Å, (c) 17.0 Å, (d) 16.0 Å,
(e) 15.0 Å, (f) 14.0 Å, (g) 13.0 Å, and (h) 12.5 Å. They are consistent with those observed in LVMD simulations as shown in
Figure A2.
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4. Summary and Further Discussion

It has been discussed that LVMD ensemble is not suitable for metadynamics simu-
lations, because of the coexistence of multi-phases. Instead, simple geometry with slit
pores can be a proper simulation setup. In this work, hybrid GCMC/MD simulations are
carried out to investigate the adsorption and desorption isotherms of argon molecules
confined between commensurate and incommensurate contacts in nanoscale thickness.
By applying the mid-density scheme to the hysteresis loops, the equilibrium structures
associated with nc and nc + 1 layers can be obtained. The appropriate chemical potentials
can be determined if the equilibrium structures predicted by GCMC/MD simulations
are consistent with those observed in LVMD simulations. Such equilibrium structures at
varying thicknesses obtained using GCMC/MD simulations can be used as reasonable
initial configurations for further metadynamics studies to investigate the free energy profile
as a function of structural order parameters.

The shift of the chemical potential due to the presence of nanoconfinement makes
the selection of chemical potential μ difficult, and in many situations the choice is merely
based on the bulk chemical potential. In our previous study [14], we discussed that the
bulk chemical potential μ for argon at around 85 K obtained either from Widom’s insertion
method in MC calculations or from the integral equation theory [49] cannot be used in GCMC
simulation. In this study, we find that the appropriate chemical potential is in the range of
[−2.225, 2.20] kcal/mol for the commensurate contact and [−2.31, −2.25] kcal/mol for the
incommensurate contact. There is even no overlap between them, which means that no
unique chemical potential can be adopted for both cases. Given the fact that confinement
usually induces a shift in chemical potential when considering the equilibrium between the
slit pore and bulk fluid, we expect that the shift due to the different nature of contact should
also be different.

It should be noted that in previous works, researchers mainly focus on the capillary
condensation (the gas-liquid transition) in the pore, in which only two phases, gas and
liquid, are involved in the GCMC simulations. When the confined space comes down to the
boundary lubrication (BL) regime, three phases come into play, which makes the hysteresis
loop more complicated and compounds the problems of determining the equilibrium state.
As a first attempt, we apply the mid-density scheme to such a hysteresis loop. There is
still some uncertainty about whether the mid-density scheme can be applied to the solid
phase. However, our purpose is not to construct equilibrium phase transition in a very
accurate and rigorous manner, but to construct a reasonable initial configuration at a given
gap distance by GCMC/MD simulations to further investigate the free energy profile vs.
structural order parameters. To accurately identify the location of the phase equilibrium,
the gauge cell MC method [36,37] needs to be applied in future work.
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Appendix A. Equilibrium Phase in LVMD Simulations

The equilibrium LVMD simulations of argon molecules confined between commensurate
and incommensurate contacts are performed at a certain wall distance. It is found that the
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equilibrium configurations observed in LVMD simulations are consistent with those observed
in GCMC/MD simulations. It should be noted that in this work, the computational cost of
both LVMD and GCMC/MD simulations are within the same order of magnitude (every
single LVMD or GCMC/MD simulation at each gap thickness is about a few hours long).

Figure A1. The equilibrium configurations of argon molecules confined between two commen-
surate contacts observed in LVMD simulations with varying thicknesses: (a) 6.5 Layer + 1.0Å,
(b) 6.5 Layer + 0.5Å, (c) 6.5 Layer, (d) 6 Layer, (e) 5.5 Layer + 1.0Å, (f) 5.5 Layer + 0.5Å, (g) 5.5 Layer,
and (h) 5 Layer. Only central walls are shown. They are consistent with those observed in GCMC/MD
simulations with chemical potential μ = −2.21 kcal/mol, as shown in Figure 6.

 
Figure A2. The equilibrium configurations of argon molecules confined between two incommensu-
rate contacts observed in LVMD simulations with varying thicknesses: (a) 18.5 Å, (b) 17.5 Å, (c) 17.0 Å,
(d) 16.0 Å, (e) 15.0 Å, (f) 14.0 Å, (g) 13.0 Å, and (h) 12.5 Å. Only central walls are shown. They are con-
sistent with those observed in GCMC/MD simulations with chemical potential μ = −2.28 kcal/mol
as shown in Figure 10.
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